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Abstract

This thesis applies formal techniques to the process of developing designs

for systems constructed from a set of concurrent components. In particular, a

technique for developing designs called slicing is identified and formalized. In the

slice technique the designer identifies triggering events at the edges of a system,

and then specifies the global behaviour patterns which ripple through the different

components of the system as a result of these triggering events. The basic novelty

lies in a combination of formal specification of global behaviour patterns with a

formal representation of design structures that is not found in “pure” behavioural

specification techniques and that is inspired by the way practical engineers design

such systems. From this follow novel techniques for developing and analyzing

complete designs for concurrent systems.

A method for representing slice behaviour of a system using the LOTOS

specification language is developed. In order to facilitate design capture, a number

of visual notations are developed to represent both structural and behavioural

design. The visual notations allow the designer to express the design in a clear

and intuitive manner while maintaining an underlying formal representation.

It is shown how slice based techniques can be used within a design process.

Beginning with basic slices identifying the critical end to end behaviour of a

system, specific techniques are developed for refining these slices to specify

more complex behaviour. From these slice expressions, techniques are developed

which allow a designer to analyze a design for correctness, and to assist in the

specification and verification of individual component behaviours.

Examples and case studies are used to explore the applicability of the tech-

niques and the visual notations. A discussion of the practical issues identifies how

the slice style can be applied to large scale systems and discusses areas where

automated tools can be used to assist the designer in the design process.
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Glossary

Component. An element of the structural design which represents an artifact

which can be implemented independently of the other parts of the system.

Component behaviour expression. A behaviour expression which specifies

the behaviour of a specific component.

Composing component specifications. A method of joining a set of component

behaviour expressions into a single resource oriented specification which is an

expression representing the overall system behaviour.

Concurrent system. A system in which the various parts of the system execute

independently and concurrently.

Constraint style specification. A style of specifying behaviour which identifies

individual constraints of a system. The overall specification is then the

conjunction of the individual constraints.

Constructing a slice from segments. Using behaviour expression operators

to join expressions representing slice segments into a behaviour expression

representing a new slice expression.

Extensional specification. A behaviour specification which describes a

system’s behaviour entirely in terms of interactions between the system

and its environment.

Intensional specification. A behaviour specification which describes a system’s

behaviour using interactions internal to the system, as well as interactions

between the system and its environment.

Interaction point. An element of the structural design which represents a place

where components can synchronize and communicate with each other.

Monolithic style specification. A style of specifying behaviour which identifies

explicit event sequences which must occur.

xvi



Primitive component. A component which is not structurally decomposed

into subcomponents.

Refining slices. Developing new slices from a set of existing slices. Refinement

is done either by slice combination or slice extension.

Resource oriented specification. A style for representing the behaviour of a

concurrent system, where the behaviour of each component (i.e., resource)

is represented as an expression, and the individual component behaviour

expressions are then composed into an expression representing the overall

system behaviour.

Segmenting slices. Dividing a slice expression into smaller subexpressions.

Slice combination. A method of refining slice expressions by combining

them in parallel to represent concurrent behaviour. Combining slices usually

requires a synchronizing process to identify how the concurrent slices interact

with each other.

Slice extension. A method of refining a slice by adding new behaviour to

it. Slice extension is done by means of segmenting the slice followed by

constructing a new slice from segments.

Slice style specification. A style for representing the behaviour of a concurrent

system, where the subexpressions within the slice style specification represent

behaviour patterns involving many components of the system.

State oriented specification. A style of representing behaviour by means

of a state transition system.

Synchronizing process. A behaviour expression which constrains the behaviour

of two slices when they are combined
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Chapter 1: Introduction
a

This research is concerned with developing techniques which can be used to

support an effective process for generating the design of concurrent systems. In

order to understand this statement it is necessary to ask four questions:

1. What is a concurrent system?

2. What is a design of a concurrent system?

3. What is an effective process for concurrent system design?

4. What are techniques which support an effective process for concurrent system

design?

What is a concurrent system?

A concurrent system is a system which is constructed from a number of separate

components where the components execute concurrently.

In the modern age, computers have progressed from relatively simple data

processing tools to large systems interacting in complex ways with their environ-

ments. Rather than simply receiving data, processing it, and returning a result,

many computer based systems now must monitor in an ongoing way different

stimuli from the environment and determine appropriate actions to take depend-

ing on these stimuli. Such systems are often referred to as reactive systems since

rather than simply processing data they must interact with the environment in an

ongoing and continuous manner.

Reactive systems are often considered as event driven rather than data driven.

An event driven system is one where the system receives events from the

environment, determines appropriate responses, and issues these responses to

the environment in a timely manner. Although data processing is involved,

the difficulty and complexity lies in determining correct event sequences and

appropriate responses to external events.
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Reactive systems are generally constructed from a number of smaller and

simpler components. Each component is a self contained unit and can be

implemented as a separate artifact independent of the other components of the

system. The system is built by combining these individual components into the

overall system.

Often the components execute concurrently and independently of each other.

For example in a distributed system, where rather than residing on a single

computer the components are distributed over a number of physically separate

computer systems, the different computer systems are executing concurrently with

each other. Thus the components are executing, communicating and synchronizing

where necessary.

What is a concurrent-system design?

A concurrent system design is a description of a system which specifies the structure

of the system (i.e., the components and their interconnections) and the behaviour

of the system (i.e., how the system interacts with its environment and how the con-

current components interact with each other). The design must be at a sufficiently

detailed level to allow an implementor to build the system according to the design

specification.

A design of a system is a description which is sufficiently detailed to allow an

implementor to build the system. For concurrent systems design, what constitutes

a ‘sufficiently detailed description’?

The design of concurrent systems can be viewed as proceeding along two

axes: structural design and behavioural design [10,9,36].

Structural design specifies the components from which a system is constructed

and how these components are connected to each other.

Behavioural design specifies how the system behaves, both in terms of how

the system interacts with its environment as well as how the components of
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the system interact with each other. Behaviour can be further subdivided into

functional behaviour and temporal behaviour:

• The functional behaviour of a system is characterized by the data processing

performed by the system.

• The temporal behaviour of a system is characterized by how the system

behaves through time, for example when data functions are computed, when

concurrent components synchronize with each other, etc.

A behavioural design of a concurrent system therefore must describe the functional

and temporal behaviour of a system both in terms of how the system interacts

with its environment and in terms of how the concurrent components interact

with each other.

What is an effective process for concurrent-system design?

A process for concurrent system design is a set of steps which a designer uses

to generate a design from a description of the requirements of a system. The

process is effective if at the end of the process the designer has produced a correct,

understandable, and robust design.

Once the general requirements of a system have been identified, how does a

designer proceed to generate the design of the concurrent system? The require-

ments identify the constraints which the system must satisfy, e.g., ways in which

the system must control its environment, a distribution topology imposed by the

underlying network, etc. The task of the designer is to construct a design of the

system which satisfies all the constraints imposed by these requirements. How

does the designer approach this problem? Clearly, once the design process is

complete the designer must have identified all the components from which the

system is constructed, as well as having specified all possible valid behaviours

of the system. A design process is the set of steps a designer uses to arrive at

the design; the process is effective if the resulting design is clear, understandable,

and satisfies all the original behavioural requirements.
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What are techniques which support an effective process
for concurrent system design?

Techniques which support an effective process for concurrent system design are

specific methods which are used to implement the design steps.

An effective design process involves a set of design steps. Each design step

involves the synthesis of new design information, capture of this information, and

analysis of the information for correctness. The specific methods the designer

uses to synthesize, capture, and analyze design information are the design tech-

niques. For example, the design process may require the designer to specify the

behaviour of a specific component of the system. The designer may then require

techniques to determine the behaviour of the component, a technique to capture

the behavioural design (i.e., a behavioural specification language), and techniques

to analyze the behavioural specification for correctness.

Once a design process has been decided upon, specific techniques can be

selected which support the design process. Where appropriate these techniques

can be based upon a suitable mathematical formalism; other techniques will remain

informal. Where possible, techniques should be supported by a set of automated

tools which assist the designer in applying the techniques to the design steps.

1.1 Why Is Concurrent System Design Difficult?

Generating correct designs for concurrent systems has proven to be one of

the most difficult problems in the field of computer system engineering. The

reason for this stems from the inherent complexity of concurrent systems. This

complexity arises due to a number of factors.

Multiple threads of control.

In sequential programs, the complexity of a system arises primarily due to

the data functions computed and the algorithms used to compute those functions.
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Because of the deterministic nature of sequential systems, the system can be

understood and analyzed by stepping through the algorithm.

However in concurrent systems where there are a number of different threads

of control, the system cannot be understood and analyzed by stepping through

the system behaviour. Different activities are occurring concurrently within

different parts of the system. The sequence of events in concurrent systems is

nondeterministic; race conditions occur and synchronization is required between

the different concurrent threads of control.

In addition concurrency can introduce into a system potential problems not

found in sequential systems, e.g., deadlock, starvation and critical races [51,53].

Many of these problems are very subtle involving interactions between many

different control threads and thus result in erroneous designs being generated.

Large numbers of interacting components.

Concurrent systems are typically constructed from a large number of com-

ponents. In order that the system satisfies the requirements it is necessary that

all these components operate and interact with each other correctly. To under-

stand the design of the system it is not sufficient to understand the behaviour of

each component in isolation. Rather it is necessary to know how the components

interact with each other to provide the system functionality.

Unfortunately, given the complexity of many concurrent systems, understand-

ing the behaviour of each individual component is difficult. Trying to understand

the overall system behaviour by looking at the behaviour of each individual com-

ponent and how these components interact, or are supposed to interact, is an even

more formidable problem. In many cases, a better understanding of the problem

can be gained by viewing the problem at the system level, where behaviour is

specified across component boundaries, rather than at the component level where

the behaviour of each component is specified independently of the other compo-
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nents. However a system level view requires some means of factoring the system

behaviour in a way which can be understood by designers.

1.2 An Effective Design Process for Concurrent
Systems — A Possible Solution

Given the complex and difficult problem of designing concurrent systems,

what can be done to assist the designer in generating correct designs? This

research has investigated a number of techniques which are intended to assist

the designer in generating designs. The main hypotheses investigated are the

following.

Expressing composite behaviour of interacting components should be done

initially at the system level rather than beginning by defining the behaviour

of individual components.

When specifying the behaviour of interacting concurrent components, one

approach is to describe the behaviour of each component in isolation. The

system behaviour is then given as the composition of the individual component

specifications. Although this is the traditional technique used in many design

methods it is often difficult to apply in practice due to the complex and subtle

interactions required between components. A different technique which can

be applied is to allow the designer, at the design level, to describe behaviour

patterns involving sets of interacting components. Thus rather than looking at

each component in isolation, the designer begins the behavioural design step by

identifying a behaviour pattern of the system requiring cooperation between a

number of components. The designer then expresses this system wide behaviour

pattern involving a set of components before identifying the behaviour required

of each individual component. The advantages to be gained by this approach

include the following:
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• Much of the complexity of concurrent systems arises due to the interactions

of many concurrent components which are cooperating to achieve an overall

system requirement. By describing behaviour of the system in terms of how

these components interact along critical threads spanning the system, the

designer is taking a more global and intuitively cleaner approach to behaviour

specification and has a higher probability of generating a correct design.

• Once a designer has a clear understanding of how the components must

interact with each other to achieve the system requirements, the designer

can use this information to assist in the correct specification of individual

components which when composed will be expected to correctly satisfy these

requirements.

The design process should allow for incremental extension of both structural

and behavioural design.

Designers typically work by sketching out major characteristics of a design

and then filling in details. Any design process should support such a technique,

particularly when specifying complex behaviour patterns. For example when

specifying the behaviour of a set of concurrent components a designer will

typically begin with descriptions of the major behaviour patterns of the system,

ignoring issues such as error conditions, concurrency, etc. These initial behaviour

specifications can be used to verify that the design is capable of supporting the

major functionality required of the system. Once the major behaviour patterns

are identified, the designer can then proceed to refine these patterns, identifying

variations, showing the concurrency, etc. Each refinement provides more detail

to the behaviour.

Formal techniques should be used wherever possible.

One thesis of this research is that formal methods can and should be used as

part of the engineering discipline applied to concurrent system design.
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Complex concurrent systems require a design specification which is unam-

biguous and correct. Formal techniques can assist in generating such a specifi-

cation. In order to increase the reliability of large scale concurrent systems it is

necessary to have strong methods for synthesizing systems design, as well as for

analyzing the design for correctness. If synthesis and analysis are to be done in a

rigorous and reliable manner then it is necessary to have a precise and unambigu-

ous representation of the design; formal techniques can provide such a precise and

unambiguous representation. Although formal methods are not widely used in in-

dustrial applications their use could assist in generating more robust designs [33].

Without formalization, notations used for design capture will remain ambiguous

and open to different interpretations by different observers. As well, methods used

for synthesis and analysis cannot be proved correct and therefore are suspect.

Visualizations of complex designs should be used wherever possible.

Concurrent system design requires a large amount of complex information

to be understood by the designer; proper use of visualization assists a designer

in organizing, understanding and analyzing this information. At each step of

the design process, specific design information generated by the designer must be

captured. This could for example be structural information identifying components

and their interconnections, or behavioural design showing how sets of components

interact to provide some system functionality. Capturing this information can be

greatly assisted by visualization; for example a designer can often “see” behaviour

patterns moving through components. Rather than forcing a designer to transform

these visual representations into a textual language, it is often more natural for a

designer to draw the patterns directly on the design structure; translation to the

formal, textual language can then be done as a second step.
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1.3 Research Summary

The main objective of this research is to develop and formalize techniques

which can be applied to the process of developing designs of concurrent systems.

The techniques developed are based on the concept of specifying the behaviour

of a set of concurrent components using slices where a slice is defined as follows.

a
a

Definition: Slice

A slice is a path traced through a set of components which shows the temporal

sequencing of stimuli and responses in which the components must engage in

order to satisfy the overall, end-to end system requirements.
aa

The techniques developed by this research can be applied to the following

steps of a design process (the design process considered by this thesis is described

more fully in §3.1):

• Identifying structural design. As part of the design process a designer must

identify the components and their interconnections.

• Specifying system behaviour by ‘slices’. A slice, in its simplest form, identifies

a temporal sequence of actions in which the components of the system engage.

Beginning with the simple slices showing the major behaviour patterns, a

designer refines these simple slices into more complex behaviour patterns.

• Developing component specifications. In order that components can be im-

plemented independently of each other it is necessary to have independent

behavioural specifications of each component. Thus as part of the design

process a designer must create the component behaviour specifications.

1.3.1 Summary of Research Activities

The main activities which were undertaken as part of the research are the

following:
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• Formalization of a ‘slice style’ of specification. The concept of a ‘slice style’

of specification was formalized. Specific techniques for refining a slice style of

behaviour specification were defined. Techniques for using slices to analyze

and verify designs were explored.

• Development of a representation of design structure. In order to investigate

the slice style of specification, a method of formally representing structural

design was developed.

• Use of LOTOS as a behavioural design language. LOTOS was integrated

with the structural design representation and used as a basis for representing

behavioural design.

• Case studies performed. A number of examples and case studies were

developed. Structural and behavioural designs for these case studies were

worked out. The behavioural designs were validated by executing them on

a LOTOS interpreter.

• Development of visual notations. In order to facilitate design capture, nota-

tions for visual design representation were developed which allow a designer

to work with design level abstractions which are based on formal techniques.

1.3.2 Summary of Research Results

The original contributions which have been achieved during this research are

the following.

Design representation.

To represent design structure, a formalism is developed which defines design

structure in terms of the components and component interconnections (§4.1).

The structural design representation allows for the hierarchical decomposition

of components. The novelty of the approach lies primarily in the framework this

provides for using LOTOS as a means for specifying behaviour of a concurrent

system using slice expressions.
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To represent the behavioural design, the formal language LOTOS is integrated

with the structural design (§4.2). In using LOTOS as the behavioural design

languages, a number of issues are addressed (§4.2.1.2) including:

• How to integrate LOTOS with the structural design.

• How to represent the behaviour of arbitrary networks of components where

each components behaviour is represented as a LOTOS behaviour expression.

• How to use LOTOS to express both the slice behaviour of sets of components

as well as the behaviour of an individual component.

• How to use LOTOS expressions at different levels of the structural design

hierarchy (§4.2.3).

Refinement and analysis techniques using slices

Methods for representing slice expressions using the LOTOS behavioural

specification language integrated with a structural design representation are de-

veloped (Chapter 4).

Techniques for refining slices by slice extension or slice combination are

identified (§3.1.2). Slice extension refines a slice expression by identifying

variations of the slice which result in different possible outcomes, and then

adding these extensions to the original slice expression. Slice combination refines

behaviour by combining two or more slice expressions to show their concurrent

behaviour. Examples of slice refinement are provided in Chapter 6, Appendix D

and [26]. The refinement techniques identified are independent of the language

used to represent behaviour. The examples and case studies of the thesis show

how the refinement techniques can be applied using LOTOS as the behavioural

design language.

Given a slice expression, techniques for determining the behaviour of individ-

ual components from the slice expression are developed. Extracting component

behaviour from a slice expression can be done syntactically by transforming the

LOTOS slice expression into an expression representing the behaviour of an in-
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dividual component (§5.2.1, Appendix E); or semantically by executing the slice

expression and from the execution model determining the behaviour of the com-

ponent (§5.2.2). Once the component behaviour has been extracted from the slice

expression, this can be used as a means of developing the component specifi-

cations (§5.2), verifying that the component specification satisfies the behaviour

implied by the slice expression (§5.4), or analyzing the design for potential crit-

ical races (§5.3).

Visual notations.

To assist the designer in capturing and understanding behavioural and struc-

tural design, a number of visual notations are developed. A notation for structural

design defined in §4.1.1.1 allows a designer to enter the structural design almost

entirely in the visual notation.

Visual notations for behaviour are developed which are applicable at different

stages of the design process (§4.2.2). A notation called timelines is defined which

permits a designer to define simple, sequential slice expressions, and assists a

designer in behaviour refinement by slice extension. A visual notation for state

transition diagrams is defined which is used to define synchronization constraints

when refining behaviour by slice combination. Both of these visual notations can

be automatically translated into LOTOS process definitions. (In the examples

included in this thesis, only the state transition diagrams were automatically

translated into LOTOS by means of a tool developed as part of this research;

other translations were all performed manually.)

The original contribution of this thesis regarding the visual notations is the

precision provided to the visual notation by the underlying formal model. This

allows a designer to precisely specify designs using the visual notation, and allows

designs which have been developed in the visual notation to be analyzed using

formal techniques.
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1.4 Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 surveys a number of issues in concurrent system design. Possible

approaches to the problem of specifying the behaviour of concurrent components

are discussed. As well methods for behavioural design specifications are pre-

sented, and LOTOS [46] is evaluated as a behavioural design language.

Chapter 3 of this thesis puts forward a method for developing concurrent

systems based on the concepts of hierarchical decomposition of structure, slice

expressions to describe behaviour involving many concurrent components, and

behaviour specification by incremental refinements, whereby a designer begins

by describing the major behaviour patterns which must be observed, and then

refining these initial behaviours to describe more complex patterns.

In order to use the proposed design method, it is necessary to have a formal

means of representing structural and behavioural design. Chapter 4 develops

a representation for structural design and integrates LOTOS with the structural

design representation in order to represent design behaviour. A number of visual

notations are developed which can be used during the design process.

Chapter 5 provides a formal foundation for the slice style of behaviour

specification. Formal techniques for generating component specifications from

slice expressions, analyzing designs, and verifying component specifications are

developed.

Chapter 6 illustrates, by example, the integration of the techniques developed

in this research into a process for concurrent system design. A structural design

is specified, including structural decomposition of components. Behaviour is

specified through a combination of slice expressions and behaviour specifications

for individual components.

Chapter 7 discusses practical issues in applying the design techniques to large,

industrial scale problems. Manual application of the techniques, possible tools to
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support the techniques, and the feasibility of automatic verification and analysis

are looked at.

Finally chapter 8 summarizes the work performed, discussing results and

conclusions, and identifying future areas of research.
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Models and Formal
Models of Concurrent Systems
a

This chapter discusses a number of issues and techniques related to modeling

concurrent systems.

Section 2.1 looks at modeling behavioural design and modeling structural

design, the relationship between the two, and possible approaches which can be

used in arriving at a complete system design.

Section 2.2 discusses a number of issues regarding the representation of the

behaviour of a system. A number of properties of specification languages and

models are identified and discussed.

Finally, section 2.3 looks at the specification language LOTOS and its appli-

cability to the problem of modeling behavioural design.

2.1 Behavioural and Structural Design

Concurrent systems are constructed from a number of different components,

with multiple threads of control and complex interaction sequences required

between the components. In order to make the design problem tractable it is

necessary to approach the problem through a separation of concerns, dividing the

design problem into orthogonal concerns and then looking at each one in turn.

Although there are many concerns of interest during the design of concurrent

systems, this research approaches the design by dividing the design process along

structural and behavioural lines. A design process for concurrent systems could

then involve alternating between structural design and behavioural design. How

the designer alternates between these two design concerns and the order in which

the design is performed depends on the nature of the problem and the preference

of the designer.
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2.1.1 Approaches to Structural Design

The structural design process considered in this thesis involves the identifi-

cation of components, determining how the components are interconnected, and

the decomposition of components into subcomponents. The process begins with

the designer identifying the boundaries of the system. This involves determining

what functionality is included within the system and where the system interacts

with its environment, i.e., the interaction points. This is illustrated by the leftmost

diagram of figure 2.1, where the rectangle represents the system under design and

the lines extending from the rectangle represent the means by which the system

and its environment interact.

Once the system and its interaction points have been defined the designer iden-

tifies the components from which a system is constructed and the interconnection

of these components (centre diagram of figure 2.1). Each of these components

can encapsulate further structure and thus may be further decomposed (rightmost

diagram of figure 2.1).

A structural design is complete once the designer has hierarchically decom-

posed the system into components which cannot be further decomposed. These

are the primitive components of the system.

a
a

Definition: Primitive component.

A primitive component is a component which can be implemented directly

without further decomposition into a network of internal components.
aa
2.1.2 Approaches to Behavioural Design

The behavioural design process considered in this thesis involves specifying

how a system and its environment interact with each other. This can be either

the functional behaviour of a system which identifies the data values input to the

system and the data values output by the system; or the temporal behaviour of
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decompose decompose

Figure 2.1 The structural design process.

the system which identifies temporal orderings on the interactions between the

system and its environment. Behavioural design can be performed at any level

of the structural design hierarchy, for example:

• The behaviour of the system can be specified ignoring any internal compo-

nents, i.e., the ‘black-box’ behaviour of the system.

• The behaviour of a set of non-primitive components can be specified.

• The behaviour of the primitive components of the system can be specified.

The behavioural design of a system is complete once the designer has identified

the primitive components of the system and completely defined the behaviour of

these components. Graphically the design process is illustrated in figure 2.2. The

icons of the figure represent the following:

• Rectangles without inscribed circles represent components. The dotted rect-

angles represent components external to the system being designed.
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Figure 2.2 The design of a system.

• Circles inscribed in a square represent behavioural descriptions. It is not

assumed that these behavioural descriptions need be complete or formal.

Nor is it assumed that behavioural descriptions represent components, i.e.,

implementation artifacts.

• Lines joining component rectangles represent the means by which the com-

ponents can communicate and synchronize with each other. At this stage,

no assumption is made as to what these lines represent; they could be sim-

ple synchronization mechanisms or they could represent complex protocols

between the components.
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Examples of design processes which begin by identifying system behaviour,

decomposing a system into components, and then factoring the system be-

haviour between the components include Hatley/Pirbai[37], Statemate[35], and

Ward/Mellor[86]. These methods specify system behaviour by a combination of

data flow (i.e., functional behaviour) and control flow (i.e., temporal behaviour).

Once the system is structurally decomposed, the behaviour is then allocated to

the different components.

As is illustrated in figure 2.2, the arrow labeled ‘design’ requires a designer

to identify components from which a system is constructed, and specify the

behaviour of each individual component. This process could involve multiple

levels of hierarchical structural decomposition and behavioural refinement. The

verification step requires showing that the behaviour of the composed components

satisfies all the initial requirements of the system.

Given that a designer has identified the required system behaviour and has

structurally decomposed the system into components, the problem is then one of

how to assign behaviours to the individual components in a way that satisfies

the overall system behaviour requirements. Figure 2.3 illustrates three possible

approaches to the problem of describing the behaviour of interconnected compo-

nents. On the left side of the diagram is a system which a designer has structurally

subdivided into a set of components. Illustrated on the right side of the diagram

are three options available to the designer for describing the behaviour of the

system in terms of these components:

• Resource oriented behaviour specification. The designer can describe the

behaviour of the system by defining behaviour of each individual component.

The system behaviour is then given by the composition of the individual

component behaviours. If each component is viewed as being a resource, this

style of behaviour specification is then defined as resource oriented behaviour

specification since the behavioural description of the system is distributed
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Figure 2.3 Describing behaviour of interconnected components.
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among the various components of the system. Examples of resource oriented

behaviour specification methods include [5,14,43,20,22,52,77].

• Centralized behaviour specification. The designer can describe the behaviour

of the system by defining a behaviour which shows how the components

interact and cooperate with each other in order to provide the required

system behaviour. Such a design perspective views the system as having

a centralized controller or monitor; the system behaviour is then described in

terms of how the components interact with each other. Note that the use of

a centralized monitor to describe behaviour does not imply that the monitor

is an implementation level artifact, i.e., there will not necessarily exist within

the implementation a single entity which implements the central monitor. In

this context, the centralized monitor is a design level artifact; it describes

the required behaviour of the set of components in terms of how they must

cooperate with each other, but does not assume that this cooperative behaviour

will transform directly into an implementation artifact. Further design steps

may be required to distribute the centralized behaviour description design

artifact among the various component implementation artifacts. Examples

of design methods which use a central monitor to specify behaviour of

interconnected components include [13,17,24,38,48,59,63].

• Hybrid behaviour specification. Centralized and resource oriented behaviour

descriptions are two extremes of a spectrum of behavioural specification ap-

proaches. When describing the behaviour of interconnected components there

are some behavioural requirements which can be isolated as belonging to a

particular component and best described as being within that component,

while other behavioural requirements are best described by specifying how

sets of components interact with each other to achieve the system function-

ality. Hybrid behavioural descriptions combine resource oriented and cen-

tralized descriptions, allowing each behavioural requirement to be specified

in the most appropriate manner. The hybrid approach also permits a certain
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amount of redundancy in the behavioural description whereby the central-

ized behaviour description can be used as a basis for testing the component

behaviours developed at a later stage of the design process.

Whether a designer chooses to use a resource oriented approach, or a central-

ized approach depends on a number of factors such as:

• the most appropriate and natural approach to describing the behaviour.

• the purpose for which the behavioural specification will be used.

Unfortunately sometimes these factors dictate different approaches to behavioural

specification. For example, if the purpose of a behavioural design is to provide

separate and distinct specifications for each component in order that they can

be implemented independent of each other, then a resource oriented behaviour

description can be used. However, if the behaviour of the interconnected compo-

nents requires complex interactions among sets of components it is often easier

for the designer to understand the overall behaviour of the system by thinking of

behaviour crossing component boundaries. Such an approach is closer to the tech-

niques often found in design methods which focus on overall system requirements

rather than individual component behaviours [58].

The design process proposed by this research is illustrated in figure 2.4. A

system is constructed from a set of components, as illustrated by the leftmost

figure in the diagram. The problem faced by the designer is how to develop the

behavioural design of the system in terms of these interconnected components.

This can be done initially by a hybrid behaviour description (the middle step of

figure 2.4): behavioural requirements which are most appropriately described as

belonging to an individual component are described as part of that component’s

behaviour (e.g., behaviour specifications b1 through b5); behavioural requirements

which involve cooperation among many components are defined independent of

any individual component and as part of the system behaviour (e.g., behaviour

specification bs).
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Figure 2.4 The design process: hybrid behaviour description.

Since the behaviour specified within the central behaviour description crosses

component boundaries, and the components represent the implementation artifacts,

this centralized behaviour specification must be distributed among the components.

This is illustrated by the rightmost portion of figure 2.4 where the behaviour bs

has been distributed and combined with the behaviours b1 through b5 to give the

component behaviour expressions c1 through c5. Behaviour which is specified

centrally, and not as part of any specific component, is distributed among the

individual components and combined with the component behavioural require-

ments in such a way that the overall system requirements are maintained. If this

is done correctly, then the components can be implemented as separate artifacts

while still satisfying the behaviour requirements which cross component bound-

aries. The problem of deriving resource oriented specifications from centralized

behaviour specifications will be discussed further in Chapter 5

2.2 Models of Behaviour

This section discusses a number of issues regarding models of behaviour and

languages for constructing models of behaviour.
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Behavioural design can be represented by constructing a model of the system’s

behaviour. The model is an abstract representation of the intended behaviour of

the system which can be used for analysis purposes. The implementation is a

concrete realization of the abstract model.

In order to construct a model, a designer uses a behavioural design language.

The language provides a notation by which a designer can describe the model.

The semantics of a language define how a specification written in the language

is translated into a model. Thus if B is a specification written in some language,

then the semantics of the language define the model (or set of models) ����

which correspond to the specification B.

This research is concerned primarily with event based models of system

behaviour. An event1 based model defines behaviour by means of identifying

temporal relationships between event occurrences. By defining all temporal

relationships between event occurrences a complete abstract model of behaviour

can be constructed.

In event based models, concurrency can be represented in one of two ways:

concurrent events can be represented as being partially ordered; or concurrent

events can be represented as being interleaved in an arbitrary total ordering.

• Partially Ordered Events [25,76]: One method of modeling concurrency

is to define a relation between event occurrences which is a partial ordering.

Events which are unrelated to each other (for example which occur at different

concurrent entities) have no temporal relation defined. Two event occurrences

which are not related to each other represent actions of the system which may

occur simultaneously, be overlapped, or occur in some arbitrary sequential

order.

• Interleaving of Events [8,46,40,41]: Another method for modeling concur-

rency is to define a relation between event occurrences which is a total order-
a

1 In this thesis an “event” will be defined as an atomic, non-decomposable unit of behaviour.
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ing. When a total ordering of event occurrences is used to model a concurrent

system, events are assumed to be atomic with respect to each other and are

modeled as ‘instantaneous’ actions. Any observer watching an execution of a

system and noting event occurrences can put a total ordering on the event oc-

currences; event occurrences are never simultaneous and when observing two

events the observer can always determine which occurrence was first. Con-

currency between events is modeled by representing all possible interleavings

of the event occurrences.

2.2.1 Behavioural Specification Languages

A behaviour specification model is a means of abstractly representing the

behaviour of a system. When creating a behavioral specification model it is not

practical to have a designer describe the model explicitly; for example if the

behaviour model is based on states and state transitions, then simply identifying

all the states and transitions will result in a large incomprehensible specification

(particularly if there is an infinite number of states!) A behaviour specification

language provides a notation by which a designer can describe the behavioural

model (or set of models) in a concise and comprehensible form. Given a

specification B, the semantics of the language define the particular model or

models ���� which is being represented by the specification.

There are a number of properties of specification languages which are of

interest to this research:

• Specification styles.

• Executability.

• Verification techniques.

2.2.1.1 Specification Styles

Behavioural specifications of large complex systems are invariably large and

complex. One of the greatest problems in writing specifications for such systems
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extensional intensional

resource centralized

Figure 2.5 Specification styles: extensional and intensional.

is how to make the specification understandable. Presenting an implementor with

a thick design document which is not organized and structured will result in an

implementor with no understanding of what is to be implemented. Specification

languages play an important role in making a specification understandable. What

is required in the specification language is a means of using constructs of the

language which not only describe the model but also organize the behavioural

description in a concise and comprehensible format allowing a reader to under-

stand the high level concepts of the behavioural specification as well as the low

level detail.

In order to make a large behavioural specification understandable a number

of styles of specification have been identified [84,85] as appropriate for different

purposes and during different phases of the design process. These styles (modified

and extended for this work) can be identified as follows:

• An extensional versus an intensional style (figure 2.5). A specification is

extensional if it defines the behaviour of a system entirely in terms of the

interactions which occur between the system and its environment without any
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monolithic state oriented

Figure 2.6 Specification styles: operational and constraint oriented.

reference to the internal interactions and structure of the system. A specifica-

tion is intensional if it defines behaviour not only in terms of the interactions

between a system and its environment but also uses the interactions which are

internal to the system, involving the subcomponents from which the system is

constructed. Thus an extensional specification views a system as a black-box

while an intensional specification views a system as a white-box.

If an intensional style is being used this can be subdivided further into a

centralized or resource oriented behaviour specification (§2.1). In a resource

oriented style a separate behavioural specification is constructed for each

component; the system specification is then the composition of the individual

component specifications. In a centralized style specification, constructs of

the language describe behaviour patterns involving many components.
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• An operational versus a constraint oriented style (figure 2.6). In an opera-

tional style of specification the sequence of operations is stated explicitly as

part of an operational specification. Depending on whether a designer wishes

to focus on sequences of events or sequences of states, the operational style

can be further subdivided into a state oriented style or a monolithic (i.e.,

event oriented) style.

A constraint oriented style of specification identifies individual constraints

which a system must satisfy; the complete specification is then a conjunction

of all the individual constraints.

A language which supports all the different styles of specification provides the

maximum flexibility for structuring specifications in a comprehensible way and

in integrating the language into different phases of the design process.

2.2.1.2 Executable Specifications.

Executable specifications are those which can be executed in order determine

the behaviour model represented by the specification [12,43,46,51,89]. Executable

specifications have been advocated as a means for improved understanding of the

behaviour implied by the specification; if a designer can execute the specification

it is easy to determine which behaviour patterns are allowed and which prohibited

[88].

A specification S written in language L is executable if there exists an

algorithm for constructing the model���� from the specification S. ‘Executing’

the specification S then consists of using the algorithm (i.e., the operational

semantics) and generating the model ����.

For non-executable specifications ([49,1,74,75,79]) there does not exist any

algorithmic means of generating the behaviour model���� from the specification

S. In many cases there will not be a single model, but rather a set of models

which are all satisfactory models of S.
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2.2.1.3 Verification Techniques

Given a formal specification in some language we would like to be able to

verify some property of the specification. Verification in this sense of the word

means that given a specification S in some language we would like to show that

the corresponding model ���� has some property, e.g.:

• Every state of ���� has a successor (absence of deadlock).

• Given an assertion A and a model ���� show that ���� satisfies the

assertion A.

There are various methods for verifying properties of a specification. If the

specification language is executable then one method is to generate the model

���� and then show that ���� has the required properties [16,51]. Such an

approach is known as reachability analysis or model checking. Clearly complete

reachability analysis is not an option for complex systems which have very large

or infinite models.

Rather than verifying properties by looking at the model ����, in many

systems it is possible to verify properties directly in the specification S without

generating the model. This is done by symbolic manipulation of S for example

either by having an appropriate derivation system [31,64,66,72,74] or by defining

S as an algebra and using standard algebraic techniques [40,41,56,65]. Although

such an approach has the advantage that properties about large and infinite size

models can be proven, it suffers from the problem in that in general there

is no decision procedure which would allow one to automatically verify that

specification S satisfies a particular property.

2.3 LOTOS: A Formal Modeling Technique for Behaviour

There currently exist numerous behavioural specification languages with var-

ious degrees of formality, executabilty, models, verification techniques, etc. It is
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not the objective of this research to create yet another behavioural specification

language and model; rather it is to try to apply a currently existing formalism

to the problem of how to develop reliable concurrent systems. The behavioural

specification method selected for use in this research is the language LOTOS [46].

LOTOS was initially developed by the ISO for the formal specification of

communication protocols [83] but has also been applied to the specification of

other types of systems (e.g., [5,23]). It is based on the process algebra CCS [65]

for defining event sequences and the data representation language ACT I [19]

for representing abstract data types. This section discusses some properties of

the LOTOS language. Readers interested in learning the LOTOS language are

referred to one of the tutorials [2,61].

The properties of LOTOS which are of interest to this research are the

following:

• Event based. LOTOS defines the behaviour of a system in terms of event

sequences which represent the execution of the system through time. Con-

currency is represented by arbitrary interleavings of concurrent events.

• Executable. The semantics of LOTOS are defined by means of a set of axiom

and inference rules of transition. Given a LOTOS specification, these axioms

and inference rules can be applied in order to construct the corresponding

transition system model; constructing the model in this way is similar to

‘executing’ a LOTOS specification. Executable specifications have been

advocated as a means of facilitating behavioural design [88]; they also permit

verification of finite systems to be automated by means of reachability analysis

[16,42,54,53].

• Behaviour expression operators. Behaviour in LOTOS is specified by writing

a behaviour expression; a set of algebraic operators provide a mechanism

by which a designer can combine two or more behaviour expressions into a

new behaviour expression. These operators can assist greatly in combining
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behaviour expressions in different ways in order to structure a specification

in a comprehensible form. For example:

– If a set of behaviour expressions represent different slice behaviours, these

can be combined to show the concurrent execution of the slices.

– If a set of behaviour expressions represent a set of constraints on system

behaviour, these expressions can be combined to represent the conjunction

of the constraints.

– If a set of behaviour expressions represent the behaviours of individual

components, these expressions can be composed to represent the inter-

connected set of components executing concurrently.

• Different ‘styles’ of behaviour specification[84,85]. LOTOS can be used

to specify behaviour intensionally or extensionally. As well, a number of

different LOTOS ‘styles’ are identified which permit the designer a high

degree of flexibility in the approach used to specify behaviour:

– The ‘constraint’ style represents behaviour as a conjunction of constraints.

– The ‘state oriented’ style represents behaviour by means of a set of states

and state transitions.

– The ‘monolithic’ style represents behaviour as a choice between sequences

of events.

• Parameterized behaviour expressions. If many similar behaviour expressions

are required within a single behavioural specification, a single LOTOS process

can be defined as a parameterized behaviour expression. This process can

be invoked with the proper parameters in order to represent the different

behaviour expressions.

2.3.1 LOTOS Specification Styles

One criteria which was given as a basis for judging a specification language

is how well the constructs of the language can be used to effectively structure the
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behavioural specification into a format which can be used and understood during

the system’s life cycle. A LOTOS specification is structured by constructing

behaviour expressions and then using the algebraic operators of the language

to combine these behaviour expressions into larger expressions. A behaviour

expression can be parameterized and represented as a LOTOS process1.

Behaviour expressions and processes are the primary means by which LOTOS

can support the different specification styles discussed in §2.2.1.1. Depending on

the specification style being used the LOTOS processes within the specification

represent different aspects of behaviour. For example:

• Using a resource oriented style, individual processes within the specification

represent the behaviour of individual components.

• Using a constraint oriented style, individual processes within the specification

represent separate constraints.

• Using a state oriented style, a process can be used to represent a state transition

system.

• Using a centralized behaviour specification, a process can be used to represent

cooperative behaviour between components.

Some of these styles are illustrated in the following pages. The examples

are based on the producer/consumer design structure of figure 2.72 which consists

of two producer components (prod1 and prod2) and two consumer components

(cons1 and cons2) which communicate by means of a buffer (buff). (This example

will be reintroduced and described more formally in Chapter 4.) A new element

introduced in this diagram is the interaction point represented in the diagram as

a short, thick line segment. Interaction points are places where components can
a

1 The term “process” can cause a great deal of confusion to software engineers. A “LOTOS process” should not be

confused with a “software process” (such as an Ada task). Rather a LOTOS process is simply an abstract parameterized

representation of “behaviour”. A LOTOS process can be used to represent the behaviour of a software process but it is
much more general and can also be used in many other ways, such as to represent constraints or assertions.
2 Although the visual notation for design structure developed in this thesis is similar to the standard visual notation

for Petri nets, the two notations are not related.
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Figure 2.7 Structure of Producer/Consumer system.

synchronize and transfer data values by means of an interaction. The transfer of

data is indicated by a short arrow with an open circle on the tail. The structural

design identifies four interaction points: tick by which the producers communicate

with the external environment; tock by which the consumers communicate with

the external environment; put where a producer can pass a value of type t to the

buffer; and get where the buffer can pass a value of type t to one of the consumers.

Informally, the behaviour of the system can be described as follows:

• Each tick interaction will cause one of the producers (prod1 or prod2) to

generate a value of type t and pass the value to the buffer (buff) by means

of interaction point put.

• Each value received by buff will be passed to one of the consumers (cons1

or cons2) by means of the get interaction point.

• Whenever a consumer receives a value it will engage in a tock interaction.

Thus for every tick interaction there will be a corresponding tock interaction.

• There can be no more than six outstanding tick interactions for which the

corresponding tock interactions have not occurred.

Constraint Style.

To construct a constraint oriented specification a designer identifies the con-

straints to be specified, expresses each constraint as a LOTOS process, and then
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1 behaviour
2 {* behaviour of system is defined by conjunction of the constraints
3 const1 and const2 *}
4 const1[tick,tock]
5 ||
6 const2[tick,tock](0)

7 where

8 {* process const1 defines the constraint: for every tick there is a
9 corresponding tock*}
10 process const1[tick,tock]:noexit :=
11 tick;
12 (const1[tick,tock]
13 |||
14 tock;stop)
15 endproc

16 {* process const2 defines the constraint: there are never
17 more than 6 outstanding ticks. *}
18 process const2[tick,tock](count:Nat):noexit :=
19 [count lt 7] -> tick;const2[tick,tock](count+1)
20 []
21 tock;const2[tick,tock](count-1)
22 endproc

Figure 2.8 Example of constraint style in LOTOS.

forms the conjunction of the constraints using the LOTOS algebraic operators.

For example assume that two extensional constraints on the producer/consumer

design are specified as follows:

1. For every tick interaction there is a corresponding tock; and a tock cannot

occur without its preceding tick.

2. There can be no more than 6 outstanding tick interactions which are waiting

for a tock.

Each one of these constraints can be represented as an individual LOTOS process.

For example constraint 1 is represented as process const1 in figure 2.8. The

process definition is at lines 10 through 15 of the specification. The process

definition specifies that a tick interaction occurs (line 11) followed by a recursive
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invocation of const1 (line 12) and a tock interaction (line 14). The interleaving

operator ‘|||’ at line 13 indicates that the recursive invocation of const1 and the

tock interaction occur in parallel.

Constraint 2 is represented as process const2 defined at lines 18 through 22.

The parameter count defined at line 18 records the number of outstanding tick

interactions. The behaviour expression at line 19 states that if count is less than

7 then engage in a tick interaction and recursively invoke const2 with the value

of count incremented. The behaviour expression at line 21 engages in a tock

interaction and recursively invokes const2 with the value of count decremented.

These two expressions are combined using the choice operator ‘[]’ at line 20.

Forming the conjunction of these constraints corresponds to combining the

process invocations with the synchronizing operator ‘||’ (lines 4 to 6). The

synchronizing operator ‘||’ means that the processes run in parallel but must

synchronize on the interactions tick and tock.

State Oriented Style.

A state oriented style of specification represents behaviour as a state transition

system. LOTOS can be used to represent state transition systems in a structured

fashion. The usual approach to do this is to represent a state transition system

as a process with a value parameter of the process used as a state variable to

record the state. Every event occurrence causes a state transition with the process

being recursively invoked with an updated state variable. The example for the

producer consumer problem is illustrated in figure 2.9. (A visual representation

of an equivalent system is shown in figure 2.10.) The state variable in the process

definition is called state and is declared as a parameter of the process fsm at line

3. The initial invocation of the process at line 1 sets the state variable to state0.

The system has seven states corresponding to how many outstanding tick

interactions there are. The state transitions are defined in lines 4 through 26. The

choice operators ‘[]’ at lines 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, and 25 select between the different
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behaviour
{* Behaviour of system is defined by state machine beginning in

state state0 *}
1 fsm[tick,tock](state0)

2 where
3 process fsm[tick,tock](state:State) : noexit :=

{*If in state0: execute a tick and go to state1 *}
4 [state eq state0] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state1))
5 []

{*If in state1: execute a tick and go to state2; or
execute a tock and go to state0 *}

6 [state eq state1] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state2))
7 []
8 (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state0))
9 []

{*If in state2: execute a tick and go to state3; or
execute a tock and go to state1 *}

10 [state eq state2] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state3))
11 []
12 (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state1))
13 []

{*If in state3: execute a tick and go to state4; or
execute a tock and go to state2 *}

14 [state eq state3] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state4))
15 []
16 (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state2))
17 []

{*If in state4: execute a tick and go to state5; or
execute a tock and go to state3 *}

18 [state eq state4] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state5))
19 []
20 (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state3))
21 []

{*If in state5: execute a tick and go to state6; or
execute a tock and go to state4 *}

22 [state eq state5] -> (tick;fsm[tick,tock](state6))
23 []
24 (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state4))
25 []

{*If in state6: execute a tock and go to state5 *}
26 [state eq state6] -> (tock;fsm[tick,tock](state5))
27 endproc

Figure 2.9 Example of state oriented style in LOTOS.
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Figure 2.10 Example of state oriented style in LOTOS – visual representation.

choices available depending on the current state. For example, lines 6 through 8

define the behaviour of the system if state equals state1. In this case the system

engages in a tick interaction and goes to state state2 (line 6); or engages in a

tock interaction and goes to state state0 (line 8).

Note that specification of figure 2.9 and the specification of figure 2.8 are

equivalent in the behaviour which they represent1.

a

1 The two specifications are equivalent in that their semantic models are the same, i.e., S1 equivalent to S2 since
����� ������ (with a possible renaming of states). This equivalence relation is much stronger than is needed in most

cases; a further discussion of relations between models is in §2.3.3.
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Intensional Approaches to Specification. An intensional approach to system

specification views a system as an interconnected set of components and then

defines behaviour not only in terms of how the system interacts with its environ-

ment, but also in terms of how the internal components of the system interact

with each other. In §2.1.2 two approaches to intensionally specifying a system

were defined: a resource oriented style where the behaviour of each component is

defined separately and the overall behaviour is the composition of these individ-

ual specifications; and a centralized style where the designer identifies behaviour

patterns cutting across many components.

The resource oriented style in LOTOS can be represented by specifying the

behaviour of each component as a LOTOS process, and then using the LOTOS

algebraic operators to compose these component specifications according to the

component interconnection topology. Although this is one approach to using

LOTOS in an intensional specification, it suffers from a number of weakness

(these issues and solutions are discussed further in §4.2.1):

• No explicit structural information. LOTOS defines behaviour in terms of event

sequences, but does not have any explicit means of representing structural

design. Thus the corresponding transition system model contains no structural

information. In particular, from the transition system model there is no way

to determine which components of the system were involved in a particular

interaction. This results in a number of problems, such as the inability to

specify intensional behaviour using a centralized approach.

• Wiring problem. Using the LOTOS operators, it is not possible to repre-

sent an arbitrary network of components which communicate by means of

synchronous interactions.

The structure of the producer/consumer example given in figure 2.7 consisted

of two producers, two consumers, and a two place buffer. The resource oriented

specification is illustrated in figure 2.11 where three processes are defined:
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1 behaviour
2 hide put,get in

{*start up two producers and two consumers - no synchronization*}
3 (producer[tick,put]
4 |||
5 producer[tick,put]
6 |||
7 consumer[get,tock]
8 |||
9 consumer[get,tock])

{*Buffer synchronizes with producers and consumers on put and get*}
10 |[put,get]|
11 buffer[put,get]

12 where
{*define the behaviour of a producer*}

13 process producer[tick,put]:noexit :=
14 choice N:Nat []
15 tick;
16 put !N;
17 producer[tick,put]
18 endproc

{*define the behaviour of a consumer*}
19 process consumer[get,tock]:noexit :=
20 get ?N:Nat;
21 tock;
22 consumer[get,tock]
23 endproc

{*Define the behaviour of a buffer*}
24 process buffer[put,get]

{*Two place buffer can be constructed as two one place buffers
25 executing in parallel*}
26 (buff[put,get]
27 |||
28 buff[put,get])

29 where
30 process buff[put,get]:noexit :=
31 put ?N:Nat;
32 get !N;
33 buff[put,get]
34 endproc
35 endproc

Figure 2.11 Example of resource oriented style in LOTOS.
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• producer which represents the behaviour of a generic producer (lines 13

through 18).

• consumer which represents the behaviour of a generic consumer (lines 19

through 23).

• buffer which is the behaviour of a two place buffer (lines 24 through 35).

The behaviour expression is then created by instantiating the producer and con-

sumer processes twice to represent the producers and consumers (lines 3, 5, 7,

and 9), and instantiating the buffer process (line 11). Since the producers and

consumers do not interact directly with each other they are combined using the

full parallel operator ‘|||’ (lines 4, 6, and 8). The buffer communicates with the

producers and consumers using the interaction points put and get; this is reflected

by having the producers and consumers synchronize with the buffer on these two

interaction points using the operator ‘|[put,get]|’ (line 10).

Since the interactions put and get are internal and do not involve any

external components, the hide operator is used so that they are not visible to

the environment (line 2).

Note how the top level behavioural expression of figure 2.11 mirrors the

structural specification of figure 2.7, with a unique process invocation used to

represent the behaviour of each component, and these processes combined together

in a way which corresponds to the component interconnection topology defined

in the design structure.

2.3.2 Verification in LOTOS

A verification of a LOTOS specification S can be done in a number of ways.

First, since LOTOS is an executable language it is possible to generate the model

���� and then to verify that���� satisfies the required properties. As with any

reachability analysis this can be done only if the number of states and number of

transitions in the model is finite and tractable.
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A second method of verification takes advantage of the formal algebra which

forms the basis for LOTOS. Such a verification generally follows the format

of looking at two different specifications which represent different views of the

problem and then proving by term rewriting that some relation exists between these

two different specifications. For example if we look at the producer/consumer

example whose structure was given in figure 2.7, a number of different behavioural

specifications were provided for this structure including:

• An extensional constraint oriented specification (figure 2.8) which defined the

behaviour of the system in terms of the conjunction of a set of constraints on

the interactions between the system and its environment.

• An intensional resource oriented specification (figure 2.11) which defined the

behaviour of the system as a set of interconnected components.

These two specifications are different both in their specification styles and in

their structural perspectives; however they are both intended to represent the

behaviour of the same system. A verification would determine whether the

resource oriented intensional specification is equivalent to the constraint oriented

extensional specification. Such a verification can be done entirely by symbolic

manipulation of the specifications without generating the corresponding models.

Although in theory it is possible to perform such verifications, in practice it is

extremely difficult due to the large and complex nature of most of the proofs. With

no automated way of constructing such proofs, verification is a time consuming,

error-prone operation requiring highly skilled people.

For LOTOS the problem of verification by proving equivalence between two

behaviour specifications is compounded by having two different algebras included

within a single formal language. For many specifications it is not clear what should

be specified using the ‘process algebra’ and what should be specified using the

‘data algebra’. Trying to verify relations between specifications which divide a
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problem differently according to process and data is an area which has not been

fully explored [60].

2.3.3 The Transition System Model

LOTOS models behaviour in terms of events, where an event is an atomic,

non-decomposable, instantaneous occurrence. At most one event can be occurring

at any instant in time; thus concurrency of a set of events is modeled by all possible

interleavings of the concurrent events. This leads to a model of behaviour which

is represented as a transition system:

• Each node of the transition system represents a state of the system.

• Each edge of the transition system represents an event occurrence causing

a state transition. The special event i is used to represent a ‘hidden’ event

which cannot be observed.

A valid execution of the system is any path originating at the initial state.

Events being atomic are non-decomposable; as a specification is decomposed

the ‘states’ can be decomposed into substates and subsequences of events, but the

events at one level must remain as events during the decomposition.

Formally, the LOTOS model is defined as a Transition System (TS).

a
a

Definition: Transition System (TS)

A Transition System is a tuple ��� �� �� ��� where:

• � is a countable set of states.

• I is a set of events.

• T is a set of transitions defined as a set of binary relations on � such that

if
�
�� � then � � � � ���

• �� � � is the initial state.
aa

Figure 2.12 illustrates a transition system called B1.
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Figure 2.12 Example transition system B1.

The set � represents all possible states of the system where the state encap-

sulates all possible future behaviour of system. In the definition of the LOTOS

semantics, each state of the system is identified by means of a LOTOS behaviour

expression.

The set I represents all possible observable events which can occur. For each

interaction e there is a relation
�
�� � which defines the state transition which

results from the interaction occurring. If ���� ��� �
�
� this is normally written as

��
�
� ��. In addition to the events of I there is an unobservable event denoted as i

which also has associated with it a state transition relation. The event i represents

an unobservable interaction occurring within the system.

Every LOTOS specification represents a transition system model. Every

transition system contains a set of observable events, and an unobservable event
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denoted by i. When studying properties of transition systems, we are interested

only in the observable behaviour of a system. (The meaning of ‘observable

behaviour’ in the context of a concurrent set of components will be discussed

further in §4.2.1.1.)

One method of characterizing the observable behaviour of a transition system

is by the sequences of observable events in which it can engage. For a transition

system B, this set of observable sequences is defined as traces(B).

For a transition system B which contains nondeterminism the set traces(B) is

not sufficient for completely characterizing the observable behaviour of B (see

§4.2.1.1 and §5.1.1). In order to characterize the observable behaviour of a

nondeterministic transition system B, we must be able to observe not only the

sequences of observable events which occur, but also the events in which B

refuses to engage1. This leads to the concept of a failure of B (see Brookes et. al.

[8]). The pair �
� �� is an element of failures(B) if and only if t is in traces(B)

and after executing trace t the transition system B can refuse to engage in any

event of the event set A.

The set of failures provides a means of characterizing the observable behaviour

of a transition system. It also provides a means of defining some important

relations between transition systems. This research is particularly concerned with

incremental development of behavioural design, whereby a designer begins with

simple behaviour patterns and then extends these simple behaviours into more

complex behaviours. Thus if a designer begins with behavioural specification B1,

and then refines this into specification B2, we wish to define a relation between

B1 and B2 which captures the concept that B2 contains at least as much behaviour
a

1 This is sometimes referred to as the “vending machine” model. Imagine a vending machine in which the user inserts

coins and then pushes a sequence of buttons to make a selection. Depending on the state of the machine (e.g., how much
money has been inserted), only a subset of the selection buttons are enabled at any one time. Each selection button has

a light. If a selection button is enabled and that selection can be made then the light is on; else the light is off. A user

of the system can observe the coins being inserted and the selection buttons being pushed, i.e., the traces of the system.
The user can also observe which buttons are being offered and which are being refused by noting which selection button

lights are on or off.
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as B1 but may contain more behaviour. This relation is defined as ‘ext’ and can

be stated as B2 ext B1.

The remainder of this section provides formal definitions of the sets traces

and failures, and the relation ext. Similar presentations of the material can be

found in many other sources, including for example [7,6].

For transition system ��� �� �� ���, every event � � ����� defines a transition
�
�� � . Each state transition of the transition system is then represented as

��
�
� ��. A sequence of state transitions ��

��� ��
��� � � �

��� ���� with the ei

in � � ��� will be represented as: ��
����������� ����. In the example transition

system B1 of figure 2.13 ��
�����
� ��. For all states s, �

�
� � where � is the null

sequence of events.

Given that we are interested in sequences of observable events, a notation

can be defined for representing sequences with the i events removed. Thus if:

��
��� �����

�� �������
�� �����

�
���

� ����

with the ei in I then this is represented as

��
����������� ����

In the example transition system B1, ��
���
� ��. For all states s, �

�
� �.

Given behaviour B which represents a transition system ��� �� �� ���, we can

define the traces of a state � � � as the set of all visible sequences of events

which can occur from state s. The empty trace � is a trace of every state of �.

In the example transition system B1 the set �	
������� � ��� 
� �� �
�.

a
a

Definition: traces(s)

�	
������ �
��	

�
� � �� 	 
�� � � � �



� ��

�

For a transition system B the set traces(B) is defined as traces(s0).
aa
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Figure 2.13 Example transition system.
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The transition systems of interest need not be deterministic; thus given a trace

t of s there is not necessarily a unique state sn such that �


� ��. There may be

many such states reachable from s by means of trace t. We can therefore define

a set of states which are reachable from s after trace t. In the example transition

system B1 the set 
���	���� �� � ���� ���.

a
a

Definition: after(s,t)

if � � �	
������ then 
���	��� �� �
��	

�
�� � � 	 �



� ��

�

The set after(B,t) is defined as after(s0,t).
aa

For each state � � � we can define a refusal of s as being the set of observable

events in which s may refuse to engage. Some care is required to precisely define

what is meant by ‘refusing an observable event ’ considering that any number of

unobservable events can occur before the refusal. What is meant is the following:

• s can refuse event e if s can transform to s’ by means of a number of hidden

events, and s’ can refuse to engage in event e after some sequence of hidden

events.

A refusal of s is then a set of events which may all be refused by s after

transforming to s’ by a sequence of hidden events. In the example transition

system B1 the set 	����
������ � ��� �
��. Formally this can be defined as

follows.

a
a

Definition: refusal

	����
����� �
��	

�� � ��� 	 
�� � 
���	��� �� � �� � � � � �� �	
��������

aa
For a given transition system B, the observable behaviour of B can be

characterized by identifying all the traces of B and then identifying all the event
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sets which may be refused by B after trace t. This is defined as the failures of B.

a
a

Definition: failures(B)

����������� �
����

�	
�� � 	������������ � ��� � ��	�����
 	� � 	� � � � � � ��������
�
��
��

aa
The set of failures of a transition system can be used as a semantic model,

since any two transition systems with the same failures cannot be differentiated

by any test performed by an observer [18]. Traces and failures also provide a

basis for the formal definition of the relation ext.

a
a

Definition: ext

A transition system B2 ext B1 if and only if:

1. ���������� � ����������

2. �� � ���������� � �� � ��	��

if ��
 �� � �����������

���� ��
 �� � �����������
aa

Figure 2.14 defines transition system B2. By comparing the traces and failures

of B2 to the traces and failures of B1 (figure 2.13) it can be verified that B2 ext B1.
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Figure 2.14 Transition system B2 is an extension of B1.
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Chapter 3: The Design Problem:
Behavioural Design by Slicing
a

When confronted with the problem of specifying the behaviour of concurrent

systems, designers often begin by thinking in terms of critical end-to-end be-

haviour patterns which traverse a set of components. Using such an approach, a

designer specifies how a stimulus to the system initiates a behaviour pattern which

ripples through the components of the system and results in the system provid-

ing some response to the environment. This process of specifying end-to-end

behaviour patterns which ‘slice across’ the components of a concurrent system is

illustrated in figure 3.1. On the left side of the diagram is a system which has

been decomposed into four components. The designer has identified how these

four components must interact with each other to achieve some goal, and this

behaviour has been superimposed on the structure as slice expression S1 on the

right side of the diagram. The slice S1 represents an initial stimulus occurring

at the left side of the system, and a resulting behaviour pattern which sequences

through the components, with a response being output at the top of the system.

System slicing is an approach to concurrent system design which specifies

behaviour in a centralized style while recognizing that the centralized description

is a design artifact and does not transform directly into an implementation artifact.

The motivation for using slices is to provide an approach to concurrent system

design which has the following characteristics:

• Using slice expressions, a designer can identify major behaviour patterns

which flow through the concurrent components of the system and capture

these patterns as incomplete behavioural specifications at different stages of

the design process.

• The behavioural design problem can be factored in a way which treats key

issues first. The designer can identify critical paths through the components
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S1

System decomposed into
four interconnected components.

Slice expression S1 superimposed
on the structure.

Figure 3.1 Superimposing a slice expression on a structure.

of the system and specify independently the behaviour required along each

of these paths.

• Slice specifications permit incremental development of behavioural specifi-

cations by allowing the designer to concentrate on behaviour patterns which

satisfy the basic requirements of the system, and then to refine these behaviour

patterns to provide a more complete specification.

• Slices provide a means for developing and testing component specifications.

Once a number of slice expressions have been developed, a designer can use

these to determine the behavioural requirements of an individual component,

thereby providing a component specification which can be used as a basis

for implementing the component. As well, each slice can be used as a test

description for testing an individual or a set of component specifications.

3.1 Steps in the Design Process

This thesis is concerned with developing a set of techniques for using slices

which can be integrated into a design process. Many possible design processes
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might be based on the techniques of this thesis and it is outside the scope of

this thesis to develop a specific design process. However, in order to put the

techniques developed in this thesis into context, a design process which includes

the following steps will be assumed:

1. Perform the structural design. The structural design involves identifying the

components from which the system is constructed and their interconnection.

2. Explore the behaviour of the structural design through slice expressions. View-

ing the system as a black box, a designer can define example behaviour pat-

terns showing how the system must interact with its environment. From these

patterns, a designer can synthesize a set of components1 and specify a slice

expression to show how the components interact in order to provide the re-

quired behaviour pattern. Slices can be used as a means of experimenting with

different component decompositions and allocations of functions to compo-

nents. Beginning with simple slices which show basic behaviour, the designer

refines these slices in order to specify more complex behaviour patterns.

3. Develop component behaviour expressions. Slice expressions can be used to

gain an understanding of intercomponent behaviour; from slice expressions

the designer can then develop behaviour specifications for each individual

component. This is done by extracting component behaviour from the slice

expressions and using this as a basis for developing the specifications of the

individual components.

4. Verify the component behaviour specifications. Once the complete compo-

nent specifications have been developed it is necessary to verify that these

component specifications satisfy all the requirements implied by the slice ex-

pressions.

a

1 The specific techniques which a designer uses to determine what are the internal components of a system are not

directly addressed by this research.
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5. Decompose complex components. The structural components can be decom-

posed into smaller subcomponents and the design process repeated on the

subcomponents.

Note that these steps are not necessarily sequential in nature; the actual design

process could require a significant amount of backtracking through the steps. The

following sections describe these design steps in more detail.

3.1.1 Structural Design

In order to use a slice style of specification it is necessary to separate the

structural and behavioural design representations. The examples provided in

Chapter 2 did not explicitly separate out these two design concerns.

Structural design involves identification of the components from which a

system is constructed, the interconnection mechanism between the components,

and the interconnection topology of the components. The structural design step

requires a technique for identifying the components and interactions within a

system, and a technique by which the structural design can be captured and

represented. A method for structural design representation is developed in §4.1.

During structural design, slices are useful as a means of exploring design options

regarding component decomposition and allocating behaviour to components.

3.1.2 Exploring Behavioural Design with Slices

An individual slice expression is not necessarily intended as a complete

specification of behaviour. A designer begins by identifying major behaviour

patterns moving through the components and then refines these descriptions in

order to represent more elaborate behaviour. This thesis proposes and formalizes

two methods for making such refinements (these methods are illustrated using

LOTOS in the example of §6.2):
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1. Slice Extension. A slice specifying one behaviour pattern can be extended to

illustrate more complex behaviour1.

2. Slice Combination. Two or more slice expressions can be combined to show

behaviour patterns operating concurrently within the system.

Refinement by Slice Extension.

Extending slice expressions is a process involving stepwise refinement (figure

3.2). A designer begins with a slice expression S1 which identifies a particular

behaviour of the system. In the simplest case this is represented as a sequence of

interactions. Once the specifier is satisfied that S1 is correct, it can be extended to

show possible variations of the behaviour (slice S1’). The slice S1’ can then be

extended with more complex behaviour (slice S1’’). Each slice extension shows

different choices and outputs which can result from the initial triggering events.

For example, in specifying the behaviour of a distributed telephony system, a

designer can begin by showing a simple call connection between two users of

the system. The designer can then refine this simple call connection behaviour

to illustrate different failure conditions (e.g., destination user not available) or

different services which may be provided by the system (e.g., call forward). The

example of Chapter 6 will illustrate the concept of refinement by extension using

a telephony example.

The actual technique used to refine slices by extension can be divided into

two steps: first, the slice is segmented; then the new slice is constructed from the

different segments. These steps are illustrated in figures 3.3 and 3.4 where the slice

S1 is extended into slice S1’. Given a slice expression S1, segmentation identifies

sequences of component interactions representing a single phase of the system

behaviour. For example, from the slice S1 two segments have been identified

(figure 3.3): S1a and S1b; in addition a third segment S1c has been defined.
a

1 Note that the term extension as used in this research has two different meanings depending on the context in which
the word is used. Specifically, slice extension is a technique for refining slice expressions; the relation ext (extension) is

a relation between transition system models.
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S1 S1’ S1’’

S1 S1’ S1’’
extended to extended to

Figure 3.2 Extending simple slice expressions into more complex slice expressions.

Figure 3.4 shows a new slice S1’ being constructed from the segments. It

defines a behaviour pattern in which the behaviour S1a is followed either by

behaviour S1b or S1c.

Visual notations which will be used to represent slices and perform the oper-

ations of segmentation and construction will be developed in §4.2.2. Refinement

by extension is illustrated in the designs presented in Chapter 6, Appendix D,

and the case study of [26].

Refinement by Combination.

In addition to constructing more complex slice expressions by extending

existing slice expressions, it is possible to construct complex slice expressions

by combining existing slice expressions to represent the concurrency between

slices. This is illustrated in figure 3.5 where a designer has constructed two

slice expressions S1 and S2 describing different aspects of behaviour. These slice

expressions can now be combined in order to specify the concurrent behaviour

represented by the two slices; this is represented by the slice expression S1#S2.
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S1a

S1b

S1c

Figure 3.3 Defining slice segments.
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S1a

S1c

S1b

S1’
S1b

S1c

S1a

S1’

Figure 3.4 Constructing the slice S1’ from segments S1a, S1b and S1c.
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S2

S1#S2

Figure 3.5 Combining slice expressions to create a new slice expression.
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The difficulty in specifying the concurrent combination of two slices is that

slices are not necessarily independent of each other. Slices may have an effect on

each other as they cross over and are intertwined in time and space. A problem

arises as to how to represent the interrelationship between the slices.

The general approach which is used by this research is illustrated in figure

3.6; these steps are formalized in Chapter 6. The method for combining slices to

represent concurrent behaviour can be summarized as follows:

1. Identify where slice expressions affect each other. As slice expressions cross

over and move through the same components, they may have a behavioural

effect on each other. The first step in the combination process is to identify

the behaviours of the slices which have an effect on each other.

2. Divide slices into independent parts. The original slices S1 and S2 can be

divided into three parts: the parts S1’ and S2’ which are independent of each

other; and the part S(1,2) where the two slices affect each other.

3. Combine and synchronize the slices. An operation ‘#’ derived from S(1,2) can

be defined to combine and synchronize the slices S1’ and S2’.

In this research, the synchronization operation ‘#’ is defined by means of a

set of behavioural constraints represented as LOTOS expressions (synchronizing

processes) and combined using the LOTOS operators. Synchronizing processes

are defined visually as a state transition system (§4.2.2). Refinement of slice

behaviour by combination is illustrated in the designs presented in Chapter 6,

Appendix D, and the case study of [26].

3.1.3 Developing Component Specifications

Each slice expression generated by the designer captures some end-to-end

functionality which must be exhibited by the set of components from which

the concurrent system is constructed. These slice expressions, although not

necessarily a complete behavioural specification, form a basis from which the

components can be designed and specified.
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1. Identify where slices affect each other.

S1 S2

S1’

2. Divide slices into independent parts..

S2’

S2’S1’

3. Synchronize and combine expressions.

#

S (1,2)

Figure 3.6 Process for combining slices.
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S1

c Bc

Slice expression Component expression

Figure 3.7 Extracting component behaviour from a slice expression.

A slice expression specifies behaviour in a distributed manner. It represents a

design artifact, not an implementation artifact. Implementation of the components

requires that the behaviour expressed in each slice expression be distributed

through the components of the system. The problem is illustrated in figure 3.7.

The designer has identified component c of the system. As part of the behavioural

design, a slice S1 has been specified. Using slice S1 a designer can construct the

behavioural specification Bc which describes the behaviour of c and satisfies all

requirements implied by slice S1. Methods for extracting component specifications

from slice expressions are developed in §5.2 and used in Chapter 6, Appendix

D, and [26].

Once a set of component specifications have been derived from a slice

expression, these component expressions can be composed into a resource oriented

specification of behaviour. By comparing the original slice expression to the

derived resource oriented expressions it is possible to analyze the design for

potential concurrent races. The method of analysis is described in §5.3.
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3.1.4 Verifying Component Specifications Using Slice Expressions

Each slice expression captures an aspect of the behaviour which the designer

expects to see within the concurrent system. Thus, once the component behaviours

have been specified and a resource oriented specification of the system constructed,

it can be verified that the component specifications satisfy the requirements

imposed by the slice specification. A basis for using slice expressions to verify

component specifications is developed in §5.4 and illustrated by example in

Chapter 6, Appendix D, and [26].

3.1.5 Structural Decomposition

The design process involves decomposing complex components into networks

of simpler components. This structural decomposition is recursively applied until

the primitive components of the system are identified. Design issues involving

structural decomposition are discussed in §4.1.1.2 and §4.2.3 and applied in the

examples of Chapter 6, Appendix D, and [26].

3.2 Related Research

The use of ‘slice behaviour’ as an approach to specifying the behaviour of

an interconnected set of components is an active area of research within ob-

ject oriented design methodologies as applied to sequential (i.e., nonconcurrent)

programs. Examples of such an approach for sequential programs include collab-

orations[87], contracts[38] and mechanisms[4].

Less research work has been done in applying the slice style to concurrent

programs. The approach has been advocated by Buhr in [10,9,11]. In Buhr’s

work, slices are used either to describe the passing of abstract events between

components, or to describe sequences of extended rendezvous between compo-

nents. Event timelines can be applied at any level of the structural design hier-

archy. The research of this thesis extends these ideas primarily by providing a
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more formal and rigorous framework for the concept of slicing. Once this for-

mal framework is provided, it is possible to investigate areas such as extracting

component behaviour from slice expressions, using slice expressions as a basis

for test generation, and providing tool support for these activities.

Describing the behaviour of sets of concurrent components is also used within

the DOCASE development environment [67,68]. DOCASE is an object oriented

design environment for large distributed systems. Within DOCASE, behaviour

patterns involving many concurrent components are defined as cooperations. The

major differences between the approach taken by DOCASE and the slices of this

research include:

• In DOCASE, cooperations are objects which transform directly into an imple-

mentation artifact. Thus a cooperation acts as a single controller orchestrating

the behaviour of the other objects involved in the behaviour pattern. Slice ex-

pressions on the other hand are design artifacts, not implementation artifacts.

Although they define behaviour of sets of components, within the imple-

mentation the behaviour which implements the slice is distributed among the

components involved in the slice expression.

• Within DOCASE the behaviour of cooperations is defined using a conven-

tional object oriented programming language. Slice expressions in this thesis

are specified using the formal language LOTOS.

Jacobson [47,48] describes a method of object-oriented design for large

real time systems. The method requires a designer to identify the blocks and

components from which a system is constructed. The designer can then specify

how the users interact with the system by means of a set of use cases which

describe the event sequences required to implement the system functionality.

Designers can begin with simple use cases identifying basic functionality, and

then using a method of inheritance these basic use cases can be extended (or

restricted) to define related use cases. Use cases which are related to each other
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can also be combined in parallel. In this way, specifications can be built up in an

incremental fashion until a complete behavioural specification is reached.

In Cockburn et al [17] protocols are specified by message flow diagrams to

show how messages move through the protocol entities of the system. They

formalize the notion of a message flow diagram and then use these diagrams,

which represent incomplete behaviour of a system, to try and generate a set of

prolog like rules which describe system behaviour. Their work focuses primarily

on trying to generate a complete set of rules from an incomplete specification

based on behaviour patterns involving sets of cooperating components.

Lavi and Kessler [59] propose using Statecharts to specify the behaviour of

a set of concurrent components in a centralized behaviour description. Although

they do not specifically advocate the use of slice expressions, they identify

the problem of distributing such a centralized description among the concurrent

components. They do not, however, propose a solution to this problem.

3.3 Chapter Summary

In summary, the main elements of a design environment being proposed are

the following:

• Structural design which identifies components and interconnections.

• A structural design hierarchy where components can be recursively decom-

posed into subcomponents.

• Behavioural design which can be performed at any level of the structural

design hierarchy.

• Behaviour specified either by means of slice expressions involving sets of

components, or as component expressions which identify behavioural con-

straints on a single component.

• Specifying complex slice expressions by means of refinements to simpler

slice expressions.
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• Distributing the behavioural requirements of the slice expressions among the

different components.

The remainder of this thesis will investigate the following issues:

• Representing the above design elements within a formal framework.

• Investigating how the formal representation can be used to assist in the design

process.
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Chapter 4: Design Representation
a

Chapter 2 discussed a number of issues related to representing structural and

behavioural design; the presentation of that chapter was incomplete in a number

of ways:

• The structural design representation was not formal.

• The behavioural design represented in LOTOS was not separable from the

formal structural representation and was not fully developed for representing

slice style specifications.

This chapter presents representations for concurrent system design, and notations

for capturing the design. The major research contributions of this chapter are:

• Development of a structural design representation which is compatible with

an event based behavioural design representation, and whose behaviour can

be specified using either a resource oriented or a slice style (§4.1).

• Definition of a visual notation for representing structural design (§4.1.1.1).

• Integration of LOTOS with the structural design representation and then using

LOTOS to express behaviour in both a resource oriented and a slice oriented

style (§4.2.1.2).

• Definition of visual notations for representing behavioural design (§4.2.2).

The visual notations are used to define and to refine slice expressions.

4.1 Representing Structural Design

This section introduces a formal representation of a system’s structure, where

structure is defined as the specification of the components from which a system

is constructed, and the interconnection topology of the components. The primary

motivation for developing this representation is to have a structural representation

which is compatible with an event based behavioural representation and whose
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behaviour can be specified using either a slice oriented or a resource oriented

style of specifications.

A system’s structure identifies the components from which a system is

constructed and relations between these components. The primary relation of

interest to this work is whether components communicate directly with each

other during execution. If component A communicates with component B during

execution then A is connected to B. A complete specification of the structural

design of a system must therefore include:

• A description of the components of the system.

• A description of how the components of the system are interconnected.

Specifically not addressed by this research are a number of other relations which

may also be defined as part of ‘structure’, for example: ‘A inherits from B’ or

‘A is an instance of B’.

Each component has a visible part and a hidden part. The visible part of a

component includes all the information a designer must know in order to connect

the component to other components and understand the nature of the interaction;

this includes: an interface; functional behaviour; and temporal behaviour.

• Interface. The interfaces to a component identify how a particular component

is accessed, and how it accesses other components. An analogy can be drawn

with hardware components. A hardware component has a set of lines and

busses by which the component interacts with the outside world. Each specific

line has a set of values which it can assume. Similarly, system components

have a set of well defined interfaces allowing values to be passed between

components. An interface to a component identifies the type of interaction

in which the component is engaging, as well as the data values which are

required during the interaction.

• Functional behaviour. The functional behaviour of a component identifies

the data functions which are computed by the component. During the
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execution of the system, data values will be received by a component from

other components, new data values will be computed, and these new values

will be passed on to other components. The receiving of data values from

other components and the computing of new data values is the functional

behaviour of a component.

• Temporal behaviour. In concurrent systems each component will require

and impose various temporal constraints on the system. These constraints

define when data is provided to a component and when and how components

synchronize and communicate with each other. Such requirements define the

temporal behaviour of a component.

The hidden part of a component includes all implementation dependent in-

formation which is not of concern to a designer wishing to use the component.

This includes information such as internal structure, methods for representing

data types, etc.

Structure must not only define the components and their interfaces but must

also define how the components are interconnected. The components and their

interfaces define what type of components exist and constraints on how they

may be interconnected, e.g., a component which outputs an integer can only be

connected to a component which inputs an integer. The interconnection topology

defines how the components are “wired together”. The analogy in hardware is

that a designer must not only specify which chips are being used to construct the

system, but must also specify how the chips are connected to each other.

4.1.1 A Formal Representation of Structure

There are many different properties and characteristics which can be defined

as being part of the structural design of a system [27,55]. In order to explore
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the slice approach to concurrent system design, this research develops a structural

representation with the following properties:1:

• Each component is active. This research addresses the issue of complexity

which is caused by temporal behaviour rather than complexity introduced

by functional behaviour. Thus passive components, which are primarily

used to represent data abstractions are not included within the structural

representation.

• Components encapsulate structure. Any component can be decomposed into

a set of interconnected subcomponents. Designing complex systems is often

performed by hierarchically decomposing complex components. A structural

design representation should therefore support structural decomposition.

• Component interactions are synchronous. Each interaction between compo-

nents represents a synchronization between the components. If other interac-

tions types are required (e.g., asynchronous[43,15], broadcast[34]), these can

be implemented by introducing components into the design which support the

appropriate interaction type.

• A single interaction can involve any number of components. Multiway in-

teractions are a generalization of two way interactions and therefore provide

more flexibility to designers. There is no direction to an interaction, as would

be found for example in client/server models where the interaction is directed

from the client to the server. During an interaction, data can pass between

the components of the interaction in any direction and data functions can be

computed and agreed upon by the components involved in the interaction.

• Interaction points are not decomposable. This restriction is imposed to make

designs easier to analyze from a behavioural perspective.

• Design structure is static. Modeling of many systems requires dynamic

structure where components are created and destroyed. Dynamic structure
a

1 Some of the characteristics could also be defined as behavioural characteristics as well as structural characteristics.

The decision to define them as structural is somewhat arbitrary.
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is not included within the structural representation proposed here primarily

to simplify the problem which is being addressed and to allow more time

to explore the slice style of behaviour specification. Although this feature

is not included it is a natural extension to provide in any future versions of

the system.

The primary elements which identify structural design are the components and

the points where the components interact. Both the components and the points

of interaction are defined in terms of a more basic element called an interaction

point side (IP side). An IP side defines constraints on a single component which

is engaged in an interaction, essentially defining a component interface. It can be

thought of as a ‘socket’ into which components can be ‘plugged’. A component

can be plugged into an IP side only if it contains a plug compatible with the

socket, i.e., only if it satisfies the constraints imposed by the IP side. An IP side

specifies the data flow through the side during an interaction. Formally, an IP

side is defined as follows.

a
a

Definition: Interaction Point Side.

An interaction point side is a tuple ��� �� where

• e is a unique identifier.

• t is a list of data types.
aa

The identifier e provides a unique identification of the IP side.

Whenever an interaction occurs data flows between the components involved

in the interaction. For an IP side ��� ��, the set t represents the data types which

must be provided by any component connected to that particular side. Any

component which is plugged into side ��� �� must provide values of the correct

type for each element of the list t whenever it engages in interaction at that side.

Components interact with each other at structural elements called interaction
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points (IPs). Each interaction point represents a location where a multiway

rendezvous can take place. An IP is made up of a list of IP sides where the

number of sides represents the number of components which are involved in the

multiway rendezvous. The sides are symmetric in the sense that components

at one side do not “call” components at other sides; rather there is a mutual

agreement among the components to engage in an interaction at the IP. Formally

an IP is defined as follows.

a
a

Definition: Interaction Point (IP).

An interaction point (IP) is a pair ��� �
������ where e is a unique identifier and

������ is a list of interaction point sides.
aa

The identifier e is used to provide a unique identifier for the interaction point.

The list of sides of the interaction point ������, defines the characteristics of

an interaction which occurs at the IP. This includes:

• Number of components. An IP which consists of n sides represents an n-way

rendezvous. The rendezvous will involve one component at each side of the

interaction.

• Dataflow. The data types associated with an IP side identify data values which

flow from that side to the other IP sides during an interaction. If for example

a data type t is associated with side ej of IP e, then when an interaction occurs

at e the component at side ej which is engaged in the interaction must provide

an actual value of the correct type; any component at side ek, k ��j can read

the value provided during the interaction.

Components are the elements of a system which perform the ‘work’ and

compute the data functions. From a structural perspective the only questions of

interest when specifying components are:

• What are the interfaces of the component?
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• How is the component interconnected to other components?

Both of these questions can be answered by identifying the IP sides to which a

component is connected. Since an IP side identifies data flow, knowing the set of

IP sides to which a component is connected completely defines the interface of

the component. Each IP side is associated with exactly one IP; knowing the IPs

which each component accesses completely defines the interconnection topology

between components. Thus the only requirement for structurally specifying a

component is to list the IP sides to which the component is connected. This leads

to the following formal definition.

a
a

Definition: component

A component is a pair ��� ������� where:

• c is a unique identifier.

• csides is a set of IP side.
aa

For a component ��� ������� the set csides identifies the IP sides to which a

component is connected. Once the IP sides are known the complete interface to

the component is defined and its interconnection to other components is specified.

In particular a component c1 can communicate with a component c2 only if they

are connected to different sides of the same IP; the data variables of the IP identify

data flows which the components must support during the interaction.

A structural design specification must identify the components and the inter-

connection topology. This can be done by specifying the components and the

IPs. Specifying the set of components identifies the number of components of

a system (i.e., the number of active entities which can do work) and their inter-

faces. Specifying the set of IPs identifies the interconnection topology between

the components. Thus a design structure can be formally defined as follows.
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a
a

Definition: design structure.

A structural design is a pair ������ where:

• IP is a set of interaction points

• C is a set of components

such that:

1. If ���� ������������� ���� ������������ � ��� �� �� �� then the lists ���� �������

and ����������� do not contain any elements in common. (i.e., an IP side is

an element of at most one IP.)

2. If ��� 	� � � and side s is an element of S then there exists an interaction

point in IP containing s. (i.e., an IP side is an element of at least one IP.)
aa
4.1.1.1 Visual Representation of Design Structure

One of the objectives of this thesis is to provide natural, intuitive and easy to

use representation for design concepts. For design structures, it is quite natural

to represent them graphically. This section provides a description of a visual

notation which can be used to formally specify structural design.

For illustrative purposes, a simple producers/consumers system will be used

as an example. The characteristics of the producers/consumers system are the

following:

• The system’s environment is modeled by two external component which are

not part of the system being developed.

• Two producer components produce values of type t. The producers are

activated by an external stimulus tick.

• Two consumer components consume values of type t. Upon consumption a

consumer will notify an external component by means of tock.
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• A buffer component provides buffering between the producers and the con-

sumers.

• When the buffer is ready to accept a value it will accept a value from either

producer.

• When the buffer is ready to provide a value to a consumer it will offer the

value to whichever consumer is ready.

A structural design consisting of seven components and two IPs is shown in

figure 4.1. The two producers are connected to the IP side putin which is used

to provide a value to the buffer. Referring to the set I (the set of IP sides) it can

be seen that the IP side putin has one data value of type t associated with it; this

indicates that a producer must provide a data value of type t whenever it engages

in an interaction involving IP side putin.

The buffer buff is connected to two IP sides: putout and getin. Looking at

the set IP it can be seen that the sides putin and putout together form the IP put.

The side putout does not have any data types associated with it and therefore the

only data flow which occurs during an interaction at put is a transfer of type t

from side putin to side putout.

The consumers and the buffer are connected in a similar manner using the

IP get.

The visual notation uses icons to represent the various parts of the structural

design. These icons are illustrated in figure 4.2.

Short thick lines represent IP sides; interaction point sides are then combined

into interaction points. An n-sided event is represented by an n sided polygon.

Data flow is included as part of the characteristics of each side. The IP identifier

is written beside the IP.

Data flow at an interaction point side is represented by an arrow with an open

circle at the tail. The data types associated with the flow are included as a list

of labels on the arrow.
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prod2

buff

cons1

cons2

put get

t
t

tick tock

prod1

ext1 ext2

I={<tickin, [ ]>,

<tickout, [ ]>,

<tockin, [ ]>,

<tockout, [ ]>,

<putin, [t]>,

<putout, [ ]>,

<getin, [t]>,

<getout, [ ]>}

IP={<tick, [tickin, tickout]>,

<tock, [tockin, tockout]>,

<put, [putin, putout]>,

<get, [getin, getout]>}

C={<prod1, {putin, tickin}>,

<prod2, {putin, tickin}>,

<buff, {putout, getin}>,

<cons1, {getout, tockout}>,

<cons2, {getout, tockout}>

<ext1, {tickout}>,

<ext2, {tockin}>}

Figure 4.1 Producers/consumers problem – structural design specification.
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Two sided interaction point.

Data flow with types t1...tn
t1,...tn

Component

Three sided interaction point.

Four sided interaction point.

Figure 4.2 Graphical icons for structural design.

A component is represented as a rectangle. The identifier of the component

is included as a label inside the rectangle. Components are constructed from sets

of IP sides. If IP side s is connected to component c this is indicated by drawing

a line from component c to s.

In the graphical representation of figure 4.1, the two producers are represented

by the components prod1 and prod2 and the two consumers by cons1 and cons2.

The buffer between them is represented by the component buff. Four IPs are used:

tick and tock to interface to the external components; put to pass data from the

producers to the buffer; and get to pass data from the buffer to the consumers. The

data flow indicates a single data value of type t being provided by the producers

for the buffer at IP put; and by the buffer for the consumers at IP get.

4.1.1.2 Decomposition of Components

Structural design of concurrent systems can often be simplified by organizing

the structure in a hierarchical manner, first subdividing a system into large compo-
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nents and then subdividing these large components into finer grained components.

This process of subdividing components into finer grained components continues

until the primitive components which can be implemented as single artifacts are

found. Since this process of hierarchical decomposition is integral to the approach

taken by many design methodologies, any formal representation of structure must

be able to accommodate a hierarchical design.

In order to represent the hierarchical design process a system is represented

not by a single structural design ������, but rather by a set of structural designs

������ ���� � � � � ����� ���� where each element of the set represents the design

at a particular level of the design hierarchy. For example, assume that the

structure of a system S is to be specified. The first step is to create the top

level structural specification ���� � ��� which defines the structural decomposition

of S. Given that �� � ����� � � � � ���� structural specifications can be created

for ���� � � � � ��� which give the decomposition of the components of S. The

decomposition process then proceeds to the required level of granularity.

A system’s structural specification requires a means of organizing these

structural designs into a design hierarchy, i.e., which structural design is the top

level design, and for a particular component c which structural design ����� ���

represents the decomposition of c. The hierarchy of structural designs can be

represented as a tree (figure 4.3). Each node of the tree is labeled with a

component identifier and a structural design: the component identifier indicates

which component is being specified at the node (with the overall system being

considered a single component); the structural specification gives the internal

structure of the component.

Formally, a structure hierarchy tree can be defined as follows.
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(S,<IP.s, {c.s1, c.s2, c.s3}>)

(S1,<IP.c.s1, {c.s11,...}>) (S2,<IP.c.s2, {c.s21,...}>) (S3,<IP.c.s3, {c.s31,...}>)

Figure 4.3 Example of a hierarchical decomposition of components.

a
a

Definition: Structure Decomposition Tree

A structure decomposition tree is a tree with the following properties:

• Each node of the tree has a label of the form (C,S) where C is a component

identifier and S is either a structural design or the identifier primitive;

• A node of the tree is labeled (C,primitive) if and only if it is a leaf node.

• If X is a node labeled (C1,S1) and Y is a node labeled (C2,S2) then C1=C2

if and only if X=Y.

• If X is a node labeled (C,S) where S is a structural design containing

components C1...Cn then X has exactly n children and the labels of these

children are (C1,S1)...(Cn,Sn).
aa

At the root of the tree is the structural design for the system. For a node

which gives the structural decomposition of some component c, any children of

the node represent structural decompositions of some subcomponent of c.

An example structural decomposition is given in figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figure

4.4 is the producer/consumer problem with the buff and the consumer components

decomposed into two components each. The resulting structure tree is shown in

figure 4.5.
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prod1

prod2

put get

t
t

tick tock

b1 b2

buff
bint

cons1

c11 c12

cint1

cons2

c21 c22

cint2

ext2ext1

Figure 4.4 Producers/consumers problem – Structural decomposition.

(System,
<{tick,put,get,tock},
{ext1,ext2,prod1,prod2,buff,cons1,cons2}>)

(buff,
<{put,bint,get},
{b1,b2})

(cons1,
<{get,cint1,tock},
{c11,c12}>)

(cons2,
<{get,cint2,tock},
{c21,c22}>)

(prod1,
primitive)

(prod2,
primitive)

(b1,
primitive)

(b2,
primitive)

(c11,
primitive)

(c12,
primitive)

(c21,
primitive)

(c22,
primitive)

(ext1,
primitive)

(ext2,
primitive)

Figure 4.5 Producers/consumers problem – Structural decomposition tree.
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4.1.2 Discussion

This section developed a representation for structural design and defined a

visual notation which can be used to capture the structural design. There are

numerous examples of other research in design representation which model design

structure. This section looks at a number of structural representations which are

currently being used for concurrent system design.

MachineCharts [10,12] is a graphical based method for the design of real

time systems. Components are defined as boxes where a box can be either

active (such as Ada tasks) or passive (such as abstract data types). Component

interactions are either extended rendezvous (in the case of interactions between

active components) or procedure calls in the case of an interaction between an

active and a passive component. Interactions are always two-way, although a

multiway interaction can be simulated using the extended rendezvous interaction.

Hierarchical decomposition is achieved by defining a structural box and then

decomposing the box into interconnected boxes. Dynamic components are also

supported. A visual notation provides a means of identifying the boxes and

interconnections of the system. The visual notation is much richer than the one

presented in this section, in that it includes features such as timeouts, internal

machinery of primitive components, etc.

The TELOS project [78,77] defines structure in terms of a set of actors

and ports through which actors exchange messages. Each actor is similar to

a component in that it represents an independent, active, component. Actors can

be hierarchically decomposed into interconnected sets of actors. The structural

design of TELOS is richer than the design presented here in a number of ways.

For example, TELOS has the following features:

• Dynamic structure. TELOS allows (in a restricted way) the dynamic creation

and deletion of actors.
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• Intercomponent communication. TELOS does not specify a priori the char-

acteristics of the intercomponent communication. Interactions between com-

ponents can be synchronous, asynchronous, or involving a more complex

protocol. A single interaction is however restricted to two components.

• Hierarchical decomposition. TELOS allows for hierarchical decomposition

of actors. However, the decomposition is not represented by a tree, but rather

by a lattice. This allows a single actor to be a subcomponent of more than

one actor.

TELOS provides a visual notation for representing the design structure. The

notation is similar to the notation of this research with rectangles representing

actors and lines representing connections between actors. Within TELOS, every

interconnection between actors is represented by a fixed binding between ports;

there is no concept comparable to an interaction point which can be used to

simplify interconnections between many components.

The Raddle/Verdi project [22,21,29,28] is a specification language (Raddle)

together with a visual notation (Verdi). The components can be either active or

passive. Interactions between components are synchronous, and multiway inter-

actions are supported. Hierarchical decomposition of structure is also supported.

4.2 Representing Behavioural Design

A design of a system requires not only a structural specification but also a

behavioural specification. This section:

• Defines what is meant by the behaviour of a design structure.

• Shows how LOTOS can be used to represent the behaviour of a design

structure, either in a resource oriented or a slice oriented style.

• Develops visual notations of behaviour which are useful for defining and

refining slice style specifications.
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4.2.1 Behaviour of a Design Structure

Section 4.1 developed a formal representation for specifying design structure.

We must now turn to the question as to what is meant by the ‘behaviour’ of a

particular design structure. When a designer specifies the behaviour of a design

what specifically is being defined? This section will answer these questions.

Section 4.2.1.1 will define more precisely what is meant by the behaviour exhibited

by a structure; section 4.2.1.2 will then show how LOTOS can be used as the

language to define the structures behaviour.

4.2.1.1 Integrating Behaviour and Structure

Given a design structure what does it mean when we talk about the “be-

haviour” of this structure? What are the aspects of behaviour which are signif-

icant?

One can view a designer as having a set of “probes” inserted at each interaction

point of a structure. Each probe allows a designer to observe what is happening

at the corresponding IP. By characterizing all possible observations which an

observer may see by watching these IP probes, a designer can specify the

behaviour of a concurrent system.

What is it that an observer can see at each IP probe? Clearly one of the things

that must be observable is the occurrence of an interaction between components of

the system. An observer watching the probes can detect every interaction which

occurs in the system. By recording the history of all the interactions which occur

between the components, an observer can record a trace of the system execution.

One method of specifying the system is to characterize all possible valid traces

of system behaviour. For example figure 4.6 is a design of a simple buffer which

inputs at get and then outputs either at put1 or put2. The behaviour of this buffer

can be represented by defining the set of valid traces; a partial list of the traces

is given in figure 4.7.
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put1

put2

get
buffext1 ext2

Figure 4.6 Design structure example — a buffer.

a

a Trace of interactions aa
a

a 
 aa
a get aa
a get.put1 aa
a get.put2 a
a

a get.put1.get aa
a get.put2.get aa
a . . . aa

Figure 4.7 Observations at IPs showing possible traces.

However, if the only thing which can be observed by a probe is whether an

interaction occurs or not, there are important properties of a component which

cannot be determined simply by observing the probe. The specification of the

system buff which is based on traces misses an important characteristic of the

system, namely who is it that makes the decision as to whether a put1 interaction

or a put2 interaction will follow the get? Two options are possible:

• After engaging in get the component buff makes a decision as to which of the

put interactions will be used; ext2 will accept whichever put event is offered

by buff. How buff makes the actual decision as to which put event will be
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offered can be left unspecified at this stage of the design process since we do

not wish to specify the actual algorithm which will be used.

• After engaging in get the component buff must be ready to engage in both

put1 and put2; the decision is left up to ext2 to determine which of the two

put interactions will be used.

Whichever one of the two options is chosen will have a significant impact on

the implementation of buff. However simply by observing interactions occurring

at the IP probes an observer cannot determine which is the intended behaviour

of buff.

In order to be able to observe a difference between the two possible imple-

mentations of buff it is necessary to extend the power of each IP probe: not only

can a probe observe when an interaction occurs at an IP, but it can also observe

whether a component connected to the IP is ready to engage in an interaction at

the IP. Thus an observer can see whether a component is offering a particular

interaction at an IP or refusing (i.e., not offering) the interaction at the IP.

Figure 4.8 shows in tabular form some of the observations an observer may

see by watching the IPs of the component buff assuming that both occurrences

of interactions as well as refusals are visible at each probe (the rows of the table

are not sequential in time). The left column shows the traces which have been

observed; the right column are the refusals which may be seen after the trace

has been observed. The assumption made in these observations is that it is the

buff and not ext2 which makes the decision as to which put event will be used

after a get. Note that for some traces (e.g., get) there are two entries in the table

representing two possible sets of refusals which may be observed. Which actual

observation is made is a left as a nondeterministic choice of the component buff.

Formalizing Behaviour and Structure. The basic structural elements from

which a structural design is constructed are components and interaction points.

In order to define behaviour it is necessary to define a basic behavioural element.
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aa

a Trace of interactions a Interactions refused by buff aa

a

a

a

a � a {put1,put2} aaa

a get a {get,put1} aaa

a get a {get,put2} aaa

a get.put1 a {put1,put2} aaa

a get.put2 a {put1,put2} aaa

a get.put1.get a {get,put1} aaa

a get.put1.get a {get,put2} a
aa

a get.put2.get a {get,put1} aaa

a get.put2.get a {get,put2} aaa

a . . . aaa

Figure 4.8 Observations at IPs showing possible refusals after a trace.

The basic behavioural element is an interaction where an interaction is a single

n-way rendezvous occurring at an n sided IP. The information which must be

represented as part of the interaction is:

• The interaction point where the interaction occurred.

• The components involved in the interaction.

• The data values transferred between components during the interaction.

Formally, an interaction can be defined as follows.
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a
a

Definition: Interaction.

An interaction is a tuple ��� �� � � where:

• � � �� is the interaction point where the interaction occurred.

• c is a list of components such that:

a
a

aa The number of elements in c equals the number of IP sides in i.

a
a

aa For all k such that � � � � 	
������ the kth component of c is

connected to the kth side of IP i.

• V is a list of data value lists and for all k such that � � � � 	
������ the

values of the kth list of V correspond to the data types of the kth side of IP i.
aa

For each interaction ��� �� � �, i represents the IP where the synchronization

occurred. The list c represents the list of components involved in the interaction.

The particular component involved at a particular side is determined by the

ordering of components in the list c and the ordering of sides of the IP i, i.e., the

kth component of c was the one involved at the kth side of i.

The lists V represent the data values passed between the components. The

ordering of the list determines the values which were provided at each side of

the IP i, i.e., the kth data value list of V defines the data values which were

contributed by the component at the kth side of i.

Figure 4.9 illustrates two interactions involving the producer/consumer struc-

ture of figure 4.1. The first interaction represents prod1 transferring value 5 to

buff at IP put. The second interaction represents buff transferring value 5 to cons1

at IP get.

4.2.1.2 Using LOTOS as a Behavioural Design Language

The basic unit of behaviour in LOTOS is the event where an event consists

of a gate name and a list of typed data values. The LOTOS event can be written
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<put, [prod1, buff], [[5],[ ]]>
<get, [buff, cons1], [[5],[ ]]>

Figure 4.9 Example interactions for the producer/consumer structure.

as g!v1!v2...!vn where g is the gate name and the vk are the data values.

The basic unit of behaviour for a structural design is an interaction ��� �� � �,

which consists of an IP identifier i, a list of component names c, and a list of lists

of typed data values V exchanged during the interaction.

In order to use LOTOS as the behavioural design language it is necessary to

be able to represent component interactions as LOTOS events. A straightforward

mapping between an interaction ��� �� � � and a LOTOS event e can be done as

follows:

• The interaction point identifier i is the LOTOS gate name.

• The event e has |c|+number(V) data values associated with it where number(V)

is the total number of data values in the lists of V.

• The first |c| data values associated with event e are the identifiers of the

components which synchronize at IP i; the position of the identifier in the

data value list can be used to associate a component with a particular side

of the IP.

• The last number(V) data variables associated with gate e correspond to the data

values which are exchanged between components when they synchronize at

IP e.

Using the above representation, the interaction <put, [prod1,buff], [[5],[ ]]> of the

producer/consumer structure of figure 4.1 is represented as the LOTOS event:

put !prod1 !buff !5.
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Using a Resource Oriented Style in LOTOS. In a resource oriented style of

specification a designer organizes a behavioural specification as follows:

• For each component ��� �� � � � �� of the system generate a LOTOS expression

���� ��� � � � ���� which represents the behaviour of the corresponding compo-

nent.

• Using the algebraic operators of LOTOS combine the expressions

���� ��� � � � ���� to represent the overall behaviour of the system. The al-

gebraic operators used to combine the expressions are chosen to represent the

interconnection topology of the components.

An example of a resource oriented specification for the producer/consumer struc-

ture is shown in the partial LOTOS specification of figure 4.10. The process

producer defined at lines 13 through 17 describes the behaviour of a generic pro-

ducer component. The producer process requires two parameters: Name which

is the component identifier of the producer component; and Dest which is the

identifier of the component to which the producer sends its data. The process

consumer (lines 18 to 22) can be defined in a similar way. The process buffer

(lines 23 to 32) contains the single parameter Name which is the identifier of the

buffer component. The process invocations at lines 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 have the

component names passed as part of the invocation. Note that each event as it

occurs will contain the identifiers of the components which are involved in the

corresponding interaction. (This specification is similar to the LOTOS specifica-

tion in figure 2.11 of Chapter 2. The main difference is that the specification of

figure 4.10 includes the component names as part of the events.)

The Wiring Problem.

One problem with LOTOS which was encountered when using the resource

oriented style of specification was the inability to represent the behaviour of any

arbitrary network of components where the method of component interaction is

synchronous rendezvous. The problem is illustrated by the structure of figure
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1 behaviour
2 hide put,get in

{*start up two producers called proc1 and proc2 and two consumers
called cons1 and cons2 - no synchronization*}

3 (producer[tick,put](proc1,buff)
4 |||
5 producer[tick,put](proc2,buff)
6 |||
7 consumer[get,tock](cons1,buff)
8 |||
9 consumer[get,tock])(cons2,buff)

{*Buffer synchronizes with producers and consumers on put and get*}
10 |[put,get]|
11 buffer[put,get](buff)

12 where
13 process producer[tick,put](Name,Dest:Component):noexit :=
14 tick ?C1:Component !Name;
15 put !Name !Dest ?N:Nat;
16 producer[tick,put]
17 endproc

18 process consumer[get,tock](Name,Src:Component):noexit :=
19 get !buff !Name ?N:Nat;
20 tock !Name ?C:Component;
21 consumer[get,tock]
22 endproc

23 process buffer[put,get](Name:Component):noexit :=
24 buff[put,get](Name)
25 |||
26 buff[put,get](Name)
27 where
28 process buff[put,get](Name:Component):noexit :=
29 put ?C1:Component !Name ?N:Nat;
30 get !Name ?C2:Component !N;
31 buff[put,get](Name)
32 endproc
33 endproc

Figure 4.10 Example of resource oriented style in LOTOS.
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A

B C

c b

a

Figure 4.11 Structure of system whose behaviour cannot be directly represented in a resource oriented style.

4.11. The system is constructed from three components A, B, and C, and three

interaction points a,b,c. A and B synchronize on a and b and execute in parallel

on c; A and C synchronize on a and c and execute in parallel on B; and B

and C synchronize on b and c and execute in parallel on a. Using a resource

oriented style of specification a designer can construct processes PA, PB, PC to

represent the behaviour of the components A,B,C. However, since the LOTOS

synchronization operator is not associative, these processes cannot be combined

using the synchronization operator in a manner which reflects the overall system

behaviour. Since A and B synchronize on a and b, their combined behaviour is

given by PAB=(PA |[a,b]| PB). When PC is composed with PAB to represent the

system behaviour, neither the expression (PC |[a,b,c]| PAB) nor the expression (PC

|[c]| PAB) correctly represent the intended behaviour; the former implies that a

and b require three way synchronizations between A, B, and C; the later implies

that C does not synchronize with A on a and with B on b.

Solutions to representing arbitrary component networks in LOTOS usually

involve constraining in some way the system structures which can be represented,

such as by requiring asynchronous communication between components (see for

example [32]). In order to maintain generality in the design process however, it is
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desirable to retain the use of rendezvous interactions between components. This

requires a technique of composing component specifications which overcomes the

wiring problem. The problem can be stated as follows.

• Given

a
a

aa a design structure S=������.

a
a

aa for each c�C a LOTOS behavior expression Bc which represents the

behaviour of component c.

• Construct a LOTOS behaviour expression BS which represents the resource

oriented behaviour of S.

The method proposed by this research for constructing BS is to first define a

LOTOS process default[E](C:Component) where E is a list of all the IP identifiers

and Component is a data sort which includes all the component identifiers of the

system. The behaviour of default can be described as follows:

• default[E](c) will continuously offer event e if and only if e represents an

interaction in which component c is not involved.

Thus default[E](c) will engage in any event which represents an interaction

in which component c is not involved and will refuse to engage in any event

representing an interaction involving component c.

Given that C={c1,c2,...cn}, the desired behaviour expression BS can now be

constructed as:

BS=

(Bc1 ||| default[E](c1)) ||

(Bc2 ||| default[E](c2)) ||

...

(Bcn ||| default[E](cn))

To understand the behaviour of BS, note that every line of the expression synchro-

nizes on every event. If component cj is involved in the interaction represented
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by the event then the expression Bcj (or one derived from it) will synchronize

with the event; else the expression default[E](cj) will synchronize.

Construction of the expression for BS depends on the construction of the

process default[E](C:Component). Given a structural design ������, the process

default can be generated from the set of interaction points I. The method for

doing this is as follows:

• For each �
� 
������ 
��	�� � �� define a process default_e[e](C:Component)

as follows:

process default_e(C:Component) : noexit :=

e ?c1 ?c2 ... ?cn ?d1 ?d2 ...?dm

[(c1 ne C) and

(c2 ne C) and

...

(cn ne C)];

default_e(C)

endproc

where |esides|=n and |evars|=m.

• The process default can now be defined as follows:

process default[e1,...,ek](C:Component) : noexit :=

default_e1[e1](C) |||

default_e2[e2](C) |||

...

default_ek[ek](C)

endproc

where e1...ek are the interaction point identifiers.

Using the above method, a behaviour expression representing the behaviour

of the structure of figure 4.11 can be constructed as shown in figure 4.12. Note
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(PA ||| default[a,b,c](A)) ||
(PB ||| default[a,b,c](B)) ||
(PC ||| default[a,b,c](C))
where

process default[a,b,c](X:Component) : noexit :=
default_e[a](X) |||
default_e[b](X) |||
default_e[c](X)

endproc
process default_e[e](X:Component) : noexit :=

e ?X1 ?X2 [(X1 ne X) and (X2 ne X)];
default_e[e](X)

endproc
.
.
.

Figure 4.12 LOTOS resource oriented specification for structure of figure 4.11

that once a structural specification has been created and the component behaviours

defined, the generation of the default process and the composition of the processes

into a behaviour expression representing the system behaviour can be automated.

Note also that the above technique for overcoming the wiring problem requires

that interactions be mapped to LOTOS events as described in §4.2.1.1, with the

component names involved in each interaction being encoded as data values of

the LOTOS event.

Using a Slice Style in LOTOS. The slice style for specifying behaviour of

interconnected components identifies behaviour patterns which involve sets of

components. Such a style can be accommodated in a straightforward manner

using the constructs of LOTOS. One approach is to represent each slice expression

as a LOTOS behaviour expression. More complex slice behaviours can be

represented by combining these simpler slice expressions into more complex

behaviour patterns by using the LOTOS operators.
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specification slice1[tick,tock,put,get]
behaviour

pcslice[tick,tock,put,get](1,prod1,cons2)

where
process pcslice[tick,tock,put,get]

(N:nat, P,C:component) :exit :=
tick !ext1 !P;
put !P !buff !N;
get !buff !C !N;
tock !C !ext2;
exit

endproc

Figure 4.13 Example of a slice style for a the producer/consumer example.

As a simple example, assume we wish to define a slice expression for the

producer/consumer structure (figure 4.1, page 75) which illustrates the following

interaction sequence as a possible example of system behaviour:

• A tick interaction is accepted by prod1.

• prod1 passes the value 1 to buff.

• buff passes the value 1 to cons2.

• cons2 outputs a tock interaction.

A LOTOS expression representing this behaviour is shown in figure 4.13 (a visual

representation of the process pcslice is shown in figure 4.14). The process

pcslice sequences the four interactions. The behaviour expression slice1 is an

instantiation of this process with the appropriate values. Note that the expression

slice1 does not represent the behaviour of a single component of the system, but

rather defines a behaviour pattern which crosses component boundaries.

Having defined the simple slice slice1, a designer may wish to represent the

behaviour of two slices executing concurrently, for example with one slice passing

a value 1 from prod1 to cons2 and another slice passing value 2 from prod2 to
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P

buff

C

tick

put

get

tock

N

N

ext1

ext2

pcslice[tick,tock,put,get]
(N:nat,
P:component,
C:component) : exit

prod2

buff

cons1

cons2

put get

t
t

tick tock

prod1

ext1 ext2

Figure 4.14 Producer/consumer slice example in a visual notation.
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cons1. This can be done by instantiating two copies of the process pcslice and

combining them using the LOTOS interleaving operator ||| as follows:

specification slice2[tick,tock,put,get]

behaviour

pcslice[tick,tock,put,get](1,prod1,cons2)

|||

pcslice[tick,tock,put,get](2,prod2,cons1)

4.2.2 Visual Notations

In order to provide a more natural and intuitive representation of behaviour, a

number of visual notations will be defined in this section for use in this research.

The purpose of these visual notations is not to create a complete graphical syntax

for LOTOS (as is done for example in [45]). Rather it is to develop visual

notations which can be used at specific points and for specific purposes in the

design process. Thus the visual notations for behaviour are not intended as general

purpose behaviour specification methods; their objective is to emphasize and

highlight a particular aspect of behaviour in a way which is easy to understand and

to make the methods more accessible to engineers without a significant training

in formal methods such as LOTOS.

Two graphical notations will be introduced here: timelines and state transition

diagrams. Timelines are used to define simple slice expressions. A notation for

combining timelines is used to facilitate behaviour refinement by slice extension

as described in §3.1.2.

State transition diagrams are a visual notation for generating a state oriented

LOTOS specification. They are used in this research primarily to specify synchro-

nization processes when refining slices by combination as described in §3.1.2.
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4.2.2.1 Timeline Representation of LOTOS Processes

Timelines are a graphical notation for representing the behaviour of sets of

interconnected components. A basic timeline is quite simple and intuitive; an

example was shown in figure 4.14. Visually a timeline is represented as a set

of parallel horizontal lines called axes with time increasing in the horizontal

direction. Each axis represents the behaviour of a single component of the system.

An annotation at the left end of the axis indicates which component’s behaviour

is being represented. Axes drawn as dotted lines represent external components

which are not part of the system under development.

Interactions are represented as thick vertical lines; a filled circle is placed at

the intersection of the interaction line and the axis of a component involved in

the interaction. A label beside the interaction line gives the identifier of the IP

where the interaction occurred.

Data flow is indicated by an annotation similar to that used in structural

diagrams. Data flow which occurs during an interaction is represented by a short

arrow flowing out of the component axis which provides the data value. An

annotation on the timeline indicates the value of the data.

Timelines as just described are rather limited in their expressiveness using

only simple sequences of interactions. In order to increase the expressiveness

three additional features are added to the basic timeline:

• Parameterization. A designer can define a timeline with a set of typed

parameters which can be passed to the timeline. A parameter can represent

either a data value passed between components, or a component name (i.e.,

a parameter of type Component). Within the timeline the formal parameters

are treated as constants and can be used to label component axes or to label

dataflow arrows.

• Local Variables. As part of the timeline the designer can specify a set of

typed local variables. Each variable represents a value which will be computed
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during the execution of the timeline. Once a variable has been declared it can

be used as a label on a component axis or as a data value passed between

components.

A variable becomes instantiated when it is first used in a timeline; this can

either be when a component axis labeled with a variable is involved in an

interaction or the first time the variable appears as part of a dataflow.

Every variable can have an optional boolean condition associated with it which

can be used to restrict the set of values which the variable can assume: valid

values for the variable are those which cause the condition to evaluate to true.

The boolean condition is an expression built up from constants, parameters,

and variables which are instantiated before the variable associated with the

condition.

• Exit Values. Once a timeline completes execution it exits with a list of typed

values. These values can be expressions involving constants, parameters, or

variables. The exit values of a timeline are particularly useful when combining

timelines together where the exit values of one timeline become the input

parameters of the next timeline.

Figure 4.15 illustrates a timeline which includes parameters, variables, and

exit values. The timeline represents the behaviour of the producer/consumer

example and includes the following features:

• A parameter N:nat is passed to the timeline. This parameter will represent

the value produced by the producer.

• The variable P is a placeholder for the name of a producer; it can assume the

value prod1 or prod2 and captures the feature that either producer can engage

in the tick interaction and pass the value on to the buffer. The variable C is

the corresponding placeholder for the consumer component name.

• An exit value of type nat is output. The value output is equal to N+1.
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P

buff

C

tick

put

get

tock

N

N

ext2

ext1

pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock]
(N:nat) exit (N +1: nat)
P : {prod1,prod2};
C : {cons1,cons2}

process pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock] (N:nat) : exit(nat) :=

tick !ext1 ?P:component[P in {prod1,prod2}];

put !P !buff !N;

get !buf ?C:component !N [C in {cons1,cons2}];

tock !C !ext2;

exit(N+1)

endproc

Figure 4.15 Timeline example for producers/consumers structure including parameters and exit values.
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A timeline has a very natural representation as a LOTOS process. The LOTOS

process corresponding to the timeline of figure 4.15 is shown below the timeline.

Constructing Timelines from Segments. Timelines are a graphical method for

representing slice expressions. In order to enhance the expressiveness of timelines

and facilitate the process of refining slices by extension, a set of operators is

defined which allows a designer to express more complex behaviour patterns

from simpler timelines by constructing timeline segments into more complex

slice expressions. These operators are based on the LOTOS operators. Graphical

notations will be provided for those operators which are used in examples later

in this thesis. The operators used are:

• choice. The choice operator allows a designer to specify that the system

makes a choice between a number of different timelines.

• enable. The enable operator permits a designer to string timelines together

to form longer behaviour patterns. If timeline1 enables timeline2 then once

timeline1 has successfully completed timeline2 begins executing.

• disable. If timeline1 disables timeline2 then while timeline2 is executing and

has not successfully completed it can be interrupted by timeline1; at that point

timeline2 stops executing and timeline1 will start executing.

Visual notations are illustrated by example in figure 4.16. The corresponding

LOTOS definitions are included to the right of each operator.

Figure 4.17 defines a process twoslices. It is constructed from the process

pcslice2 of figure 4.15. This process makes a choice between executing pcslice2

with value 1 followed by pcslice2 with value 2; or executing pcslice2 with value 0

followed by pcslice2 with value 1. The corresponding LOTOS process definition

is given below the diagram.
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tl1(p1,p2) tl2(q1,q2)
q1,q2 tl1[...](p1,p2) >>

accept q1:type1 q2:type2 in tl2(q1,q2)
enable

tl1(p1,p2)

tl2(q1,q2) tl1[...](p1,p2) [>
tl2(q1,q2)

disable

tl1(p1,p2)

tl2(q1,q2)

tlx(r1,r2)

tl1[...](p1,p2) []
tl2[...](q1,q2) []
...
tlx[...](r1,r2)

choice

name graphical icon LOTOS representation

Figure 4.16 Graphical icons for timeline operators.

4.2.2.2 Representing State Transition Diagrams as LOTOS Processes.

State transition diagrams are a well known graphical technique for represent-

ing behaviour. This research uses state transition diagrams to represent synchro-

nizing processes, which are constraints on slice expressions combined in parallel.

As shown by Pnueli in [74] a large class of constraints can be expressed by means

of an automata. By using a state oriented style in LOTOS, these constraints can

be represented as state transition diagrams; LOTOS operators can then be used

to form the conjunction of the constraints.

In order to specify a state machine, a visual notation for representing state

transition diagrams was developed as part of this research; a transformation from

the visual state transition diagram representation to a LOTOS process definition

was also defined. This section summarizes some features of the visual notation
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twoSlices[tick,put,get,tock]:exit

pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](1)

pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](0)

N
pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](N)

pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](N)
N

process twoSlices[tick,put,get,tock] : exit :=
(pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](1) >>

accept N:nat in pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](N))
[]
(pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](0) >>

accept N:nat in pcslice2[tick,put,get,tock](N))
endproc

Figure 4.17 An example of combining timelines.

and the transformation to LOTOS. More complete details can be found in [57].

In conjunction with this research a tool to draw state transition diagrams and

automatically transform them to LOTOS was developed [57].

A state machine consists of the following elements:

• A set of states S.

• An initial state s0 in S.

• A labeled set of transitions T which is a subset of S�S.

• A set of exit states Se which is a subset of S.

An example of a graphical representation of a state machine is shown in figure 4.18

which represents an extensional view of the producer/consumer structure, with a
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state0

tock

tick

state1

state2

ticktock[tick, tock]

process ticktock[tick, tock] : exit :=
tick;
tock;
exit

endproc

Figure 4.18 Example of a state transition diagram.

single tick followed by a single tock, followed by an exit from the state machine.

The elements of the state machine are represented graphically as follows:

• The initial state state0 is represented as a trapezoid with the shortest side

on bottom.

• The exit state state2 is represented as a trapezoid with the shortest side on

the top.

• States which are not initial nor exit states (state1) are represented as a circle.

• Transitions are represented as arcs joining states. The arc is annotated with

the event causing the transition.
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The basic state machine is rather limited in its expressive power. In order to

extend its expressiveness a number of features are added to basic state machines.

These features are described below and illustrated in figure 4.19. The state

transition diagram of 4.19 defines a process called nonDeterministicBuff and

is associated with the buffer structure of figure 4.6 (page 82). The state machine

interacts on three gates (get, put1 and put2) and is passed one parameter when

invoked (the parameter const of type nat). There is one exit value (of type nat)

and one local variable defined (Data of type nat). The features added to basic

state machines include:

• Variables. A state machine has number of typed data variables declared.

Data variables define values which are passed to or from the state machine

during a state transition. Each label on a transition consists of a gate name

and a list of variables/values. As in LOTOS, the notation !value represents a

value output by the state machine; the notation ?variable represents a value

read in by the state machine. The value of variables is persistent and does

not change until a new value is read in for the variable. In figure 4.19 a value

for variable Data is input on the transition get; this value is then output on

one of the transitions put1 or put2.

• Exit values. A set of typed exit values can be defined. These values are

returned by the state machine whenever it enters an exit state. In the example,

whenever state exit1 or exit2 is entered the state machine will halt and output

the value of Data.

• Conditional transitions. A condition can be associated with each state

transition. The transition can occur only if the condition evaluates to true.

The condition can include typed data values as well as any declared variables.

A condition on a transition is indicated by enclosing it in square brackets. In

the example state machine, the transition put2 is enabled only if the value of

Data is less than or equal to const; else the transition put1 is enabled.
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get ?Data

put1 !Data [Data gt const]put2 !Data
[Data le const]

nonDeterministicBuff[get,put1,put2](const:nat)
exit(Data:nat)
Data:nat

init

s1

exit2 exit1

put2 !Data
[Data le const]

process nonDeterministicBuff[get,put1,put2](const:nat):exit(nat) :=

fsm[get,put1,put2](const,init,0)

where

process fsm[get,put1,put2]
(const:nat ,state:state, Data:nat) : exit(nat) :=

[state eq init] -> get ?Data_x:nat;

fsm[get,put1,put2](const,s1,Data_x)

[]

[state eq s1] -> put2 !Data [Data le const];
exit(Data)

[]

[state eq s1] -> put2 !Data [Data le const];

exit(Data)

[]
put1 !Data [Data gt const];

exit(Data)

endproc (* fsm *)

endproc (*nonDeterministicBuff *)

Figure 4.19 Example of a state transition diagram with parameters and exit values.
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• Parameters. Data parameters are passed to the state machine when it is

invoked. These formal parameters can be used as constants within the

state machine definition. The state machine nonDeterministicBuff has the

parameter const passed to it.

4.2.3 Structural Decomposition and Behaviour

Structural decomposition allows a designer to identify components of a sys-

tem, describe the behaviour to these components, and then decompose the com-

ponents into sets of interconnected subcomponents. An example of structural

decomposition was given in §4.1.1.2, where the components of the producer con-

sumer design structure given in figure 4.1 were decomposed into subcomponents

(figure 4.4).

However structural decomposition can cause a problem when comparing

behaviour created at different levels of the structural design. In particular, two

issues arise which are relevant to behavioural specification when decomposition

of structure is performed:

• Hidden interactions. A designer can specify a behaviour B of a set of

components using the interaction points (IPs tick, tock, put, get in the producer

consumer structure of figure 4.1). When structure is decomposed, new

interaction points are created (e.g., bint, cint1, cint2) and the designer can

create a behavioural design BD for the decomposed structure using these new

IPs. The issue that arises is how to compare B and BD in order to verify that

they are compatible with each other when behaviour BD contains interactions

which are not included in B.

• Decomposed components. When creating a behavioural design B for a

structure ���� ��, the designer describes the behaviour in terms of inter-

actions, where every interaction is a triple ��� �� � � with c being a list of the

components involved in the interaction. In the producer consumer structure

for example, one interaction is <put, [prod1,buff], [[5], [ ]]> (represented as
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put!prod1!buff!5 in LOTOS). When the components of ������ are decom-

posed the designer creates a behavioural design BD not in terms of the com-

ponents of C but in terms of the subcomponents from which C is constructed;

thus the interaction ��� �� � � in behaviour B will be specified as ��� ��� � � in

BD where c’ are the corresponding subcomponents of c. In the producer con-

sumer example, the interaction <put, [prod1,buff], [[5],[ ]]> seen at one level

of the structural hierarchy becomes the interaction <put, [prod1,b1], [[5],[ ]]>

when viewed at another level of the structural hierarchy; when comparing be-

haviours across the different structural levels these two interactions must be

considered the same interaction.

The problem of hidden interactions can be handled quite easily in LOTOS

by using the ‘hiding operator’. Assuming that B and BD are LOTOS expressions,

comparison of behaviours can be done by comparing B to the expression:

hide g1,...gn in BD

where {g1,...gn} are the set of IPs hidden from B. For example in a resource

oriented specification of the producer/consumer problem, assume that:

• The behaviours of prod1, prod2, buff, cons1 and cons2 (figure 4.1) are given

by P1, P2, B, C1 and C2 respectively.

• The behaviours of b1, b2, c11, c22, c21, and c21 (figure 4.4) are given by b1,

B2, C11, C22, C21, and C21 respectively.

The resource oriented specification of the system is given in figure 4.20. The

resource oriented specification using the decomposed components is illustrated in

figure 4.21. A verification can show that these specifications are equivalent, if

the hidden interactions are removed.

The second problem, where the interactions in B involve the components

of C while the interactions in BD involve the subcomponents of C cannot be

solved quite so elegantly using only the operators of LOTOS. In this case the

solution is implemented at the semantic level, rather than a simple syntactic
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P1 ||| default(prod1)
||
P2 ||| default(prod2)
||
B ||| default(buff)
||
C1 ||| default(cons1)
||
C2 ||| default(cons2)

Figure 4.20 Resource oriented specification example.

P1 ||| default(prod1)
||
P2 ||| default(prod2)
||
hide bint in

( B1 ||| default(b1)
||
B2 ||| default(b2)

)
||
hide cint1 in
( C11 ||| default(c11)

||
C12 ||| default(c12)

)
||
hide cint2 in
( C21 ||| default(c21)

||
C22 ||| default(c22)

)

Figure 4.21 Resource oriented specification example with decomposed components.

manipulation of the LOTOS expression. Assume that BD and B are LOTOS

expressions with corresponding models����� and����. When verifying the

design by comparing these two behavioural models it is necessary to perform

a renaming on �����; for a specific component � � � all subcomponents of
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c which are referenced in ����� must be replaced by the identifier c. Thus

the interaction <put, [prod1,b1], [[5],[ ]]> of the decomposed producer consumer

problem will be replaced by the interaction <put, [prod1,buff], [[5],[ ]]> when

compared to behaviour at the higher level of structural decomposition.

For example in the producer/consumer problem, given the interaction se-

quence

tick !ext1 !prod1;

put !prod1 !b1 !5;

bint !b1 !b2 !5;

get !b2 !cons1 !5

application of the hiding operator and renaming the internal components of buff

will result in the following sequence (Note: i represents an internal hidden

interaction):

tick !ext1 !prod1;

put !prod1 !buff !5;

i;

get !buff !cons1 !5

Note that the components b1 and b2 have both been replaced with the component

buff.

The component renaming can be done by defining a set of structure renaming

functions, with one function defined for each node in the structure decomposition

tree. Assume component c is decomposed into subcomponents ��� �� � � � ��. Then

the structure renaming function �� � ��������	
 � ��������	
 associated

with node c of the decomposition tree is defined as:

����� �

�
� if � � ���� �� � � � ���
� ��	
���
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Thus the structure renaming function ����� for the buffer component in the

producer consumer example is defined as follows:

����� ��� �

�
��� if � � ��� ��
� if � �� ��� ��

4.2.4 Discussion

This section selected a behavioural specification language (LOTOS) and

integrated this language with the structural design representation in order to

represent behaviour in either a resource oriented or a slice oriented style.

A different approach to integrating behavioural design and structural design

within a formal framework can be found in the work of Turner [80,81]. Turner

identifies a set of architectural properties (similar to the structural design prop-

erties of this thesis). He then maps these architectural properties onto the char-

acteristics of different formal languages such as LOTOS [46], Estelle [43], and

SDL [15] in order to use these languages to represent behavioural design. Rather

than assuming a concurrent system architecture as is done in this research, Turner

uses the layered architecture of OSI [44] as the structural model and proceeds

to show how the concepts in the layered architecture can be represented in the

formal framework of the behavioural languages.

Another approach to formalizing behaviour and structure can be found in the

work of Najm and Stefani [70,69]. Najm and Stefani define a language OL1 which

can be used to specify the structure and behaviour of distributed systems. They

allow for dynamic structure within their representation where components (objects

in their terminology) and interconnections are created during the life of the system.

The OL1 language is based on process algebras and Najm and Stefani provide a

transformation from an OL1 specification into a LOTOS specification. In terms

of structural representation, the main extension provided by this thesis is the

hierarchical structural representation whereby components can be decomposed into
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subcomponents. Najm and Stefani also make the assumption that an intensional

description of behaviour is always done using a resource oriented style.

MachineCharts [10,12] defines behaviour of a structure using a combination of

resource oriented and slice oriented approaches. Resource oriented specifications

for primitive components are defined using a combination of state machines,

graphical icons, and high level coding. Slice oriented behaviour is defined using

event sequences or sequences of extended rendezvous. These behaviours can be

defined visually using an informal timeline notation similar to the notation of this

thesis.

Raddle/Verdi defines behaviour using a notation based on Petri nets [73]. Only

the behaviour of primitive components can be defined. There is no provision for

slice oriented behaviour specifications.

TELOS [78,77] specifies behaviour using a combination of state transition

systems and high level coding. Only the behaviour of primitive components can

be specified. There is no provision for slice oriented behaviour specifications.

4.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter has developed a means for representing the structural and be-

havioural designs of a concurrent system.

The structural design consists of a set of components which are interconnected

by means of a set of interconnection points (IPs). Each IP represents a place where

an interaction, defined as a synchronous rendezvous, can occur between two or

more components. During the interaction, data can be exchanged between the

components involved in the interaction. A visual notation is used in order to

capture the structural design.

The behavioural design is represented using the LOTOS specification lan-

guage. Using the abstract data types of the language, LOTOS is integrated with

the structural design representation. It is then shown how LOTOS can be used
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to represent the behaviour in either a resource oriented or a slice style specifica-

tion. In order to assist a designer in capturing behavioural design information,

graphical notations are developed.
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Chapter 5: Formalizing Slice Techniques
a

In order to support a design process, it is necessary to formalize the concept

of a slice and to develop a theory which allows slice expressions to be used

during the development of concurrent systems. Section 3.1 proposed a set of

design steps using slices. This chapter develops some theoretical results about

slice expressions which can be used to support the design steps. (Chapters 6 and

Appendix D will describe an example and a larger case study which show how

the theory developed within this chapter can be applied.)

The design steps of interest to this research were identified in §3.1 as being

the following:

1. Perform the structural design.

2. Explore the behaviour of the structural design through slice expressions.

3. Develop component behaviour expressions.

4. Verify the component behaviour specifications.

5. Decompose complex components.

Sections 5.1 to 5.4 show how slice expressions which are formally represented as

LOTOS behaviour expressions can be used to support this set of design steps.

In order to support the above steps, a theory of slice expressions must be

developed which includes the following elements:

• Relations between behaviour expressions. There are numerous examples in

the design steps where a formal relationship between behaviour expressions

can be defined and used as a basis for testing and verification. For example,

as slice expressions are refined to represent more complex behaviour, it is

possible to verify that the refinement does not violate any previously specified

behaviour. Section §5.1 identifies the relation ext as the basis for comparing

and verifying behaviour expressions.
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• Developing component specifications. Once a designer has explored behaviour

through slice expressions, specifications for individual components can be

developed. Methods for deriving component behaviour from slice expressions

are explored in §5.2.

• Design analysis. Slices provide a means by which a design can be analyzed

for critical races. Section §5.3 describes how slices can assist in detecting

such race conditions.

• Verifying component and system behaviour using slices. Slice expressions

provide a set of test cases which can be used to verify the correct behaviour

of an individual component specification or to verify the behaviour of a

resource oriented system specification. Section §5.4 describes how each slice

expression can be considered as a set of test cases for a component or for a

set of components.

5.1 Relations Involving Slice Expressions

During behavioural design, a designer creates a number of behaviour expres-

sions which capture different aspects of overall system behaviour. Each of these

expressions will be related to each other in some way. For example:

1. Relations between slice expressions. Slice expressions are constructed in an

incremental fashion, beginning with simple slices showing basic functionality

and then refining these slice expressions to define more complex behaviour

patterns. If S1 is a simple slice expression and S2 is refinement of S1, then

S2 must provide all the functionality of S1, but may provide more; thus S2

extends1 S1.

2. Relations between slice expressions and resource oriented expressions. A

slice expression is a partial specification of behaviour which describes some

functionality which must be provided by the system. A resource oriented
a

1 As noted earlier, the word extension has two distinct meanings in this thesis. Slice extension is a technique for

refining behaviour. The extension relation (signified by ext) is a relation between transition systems.
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specification is a complete specification of behaviour which describes the

behaviour of each component and then composes the component behaviours to

represent the system behaviour. Thus if S1 is a slice expression of behaviour,

and ������� is a resource oriented specification of behaviour, ������� must

provide all the functionality of S1, but may provide more; therefore �������

extends S1.

What precisely is meant by one behaviour extending another behaviour?

Behaviours are defined entirely in terms of observations which can be made

at intercomponent IPs. The two things which are observable at an IP are (see

§4.2.1.1): an interaction occurring at the IP; and the set of interactions which are

offered by each component at the IP. Defining one behaviour as extending another

behaviour must be done in terms of these two observable properties. Thus, saying

that behaviour S2 extends behaviour S1 can be defined informally as:

• S2 must provide at least as much behaviour as S1. If behaviour S1 is capable

of engaging in trace t, then behaviour S2 must also be capable of engaging

in trace t.

• S2 cannot refuse more than S1. If t is a trace of both S1 and S2, and after

engaging in t behaviour S2 may refuse to engage in the interactions of set A,

then S1 after executing trace t may refuse to engage in any interaction of A.

The relation ext which satisfies the above properties is formally defined in §2.3.3.

Using the relation ext, a more precise definition of the ‘meaning’ of a slice

expression can be given. In particular, points 1 and 2 of page 114 can be

formalized by the following assumptions.

a
a

Assumption 1. If S1 and S2 are slice expressions and S2 is a refinement of

S1 then S2 ext S1.
aa
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a
a

Assumption 2. If ������� is a resource oriented behaviour specification of a

system and S is a slice expression for the same system, then ������� is correct

only if ������� ext S.
aa

Section 5.1.1 briefly discusses other possible relations which could have been

used as a basis for defining the meaning of a slice expression, and why the ext

relation was considered the most appropriate.

5.1.1 Other Possible Relations for Defining Slices

The meaning of a slice expression and its relation to the resource oriented

behaviour expression was captured by the relation ext (extension). This relation is

based on the concept of failures. There are other relations which could be chosen

as the basis for defining the constraints imposed by a slice expression. Two such

relations will be discussed here: one based on simulation and one based on traces.

5.1.1.1 An interpretation based on simulation

A stronger relationship than ext is one based on simulation. The relation

usually defined in the literature is one called bisimulation where two transition

systems are bisimilar if they are capable of simulating each other.

a
a

Definition: Bisimulation [65,3]

Given transition systems �� � ���� ��� ��� ������ and �� � ���� ��� ��� ������,

a relation � between states of B1 and B2 is a bisimulation if for any pair of

states ��� �� such that �� � �� and for any sequence t of observable interactions:

i. whenever ��
�
� ��

�
then for some ��

�
� ��

�
� ��

�
and ��

�
� ��

�

ii. whenever ��
�
� ��

�
then for some ��

�
� ��

�
� ��

�
and ��

�
� ��

�

aa
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The relation bisimulation is stronger than a relation based on failures in that

S1�S2 implies that failures(S1) = failures(S2) but not vice versa.

The difference between the two interpretations is illustrated by the example

of figure 5.2. This figure shows two transition systems; the transition systems

represent two different behavioural specifications of the component of figure 5.1.

It can easily be verified that failures(S2)=failures(S1). However these transition

systems have a very distinct behavioural difference. In both S1 and S2 the

component will engage in interaction sequence a.b and then either offer interaction

x and refuse y, or offer y and refuse x. The critical difference between the two

is when the decision is made as to which of interactions x or y is to be offered.

In behaviour S1 the decision is made when engaging in the b interaction; in

behaviour S2 the decision is made when engaging in the a interaction.

Although it is true that S2 and S1 have the same failures, it is not true that S2

and S1 are bisimilar. To see this note that S1 after engaging in interaction a moves

to state T; S2 after engaging in interaction a moves to state T1 or T2. Neither T1

nor T2 is a simulation of T; therefore it is not true that S2 bisimulate S1.

The bisimulation relation was not chosen as the basis for relating slice

expressions to system behaviour since it is too strong a relation. As described in

§4.2.1.1 a behaviour specification defines the possible observations which can be

seen at the probes located at the IPs. Assuming that the transition systems of figure

5.2 refer to the component structure of figure 5.1 there is no observable difference

between the behaviour of S1 and S2 which can be seen simply by watching the IP

probes. As a behavioural specification we wish to consider the two specifications

of figure 5.2 equivalent; bisimulation however makes a distinction between them.

5.1.1.2 An interpretation based on traces

Rather than basing the relation between the slice expression S and the system

expression ������� on failures it is possible to base the relation on traces. In this

case the only requirement would be for �	
���
�
�������

�
� �	
�����.
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Figure 5.1 Example structure to illustrate problem with the bisimulation relation.

x y

bb

a a a

b b

x y

S1= S2=
T T2T1

Figure 5.2 Transition systems which are failure equivalent, but which are not bisimilar.

S1= S3=

x y

bb

a

x y

b

a

Figure 5.3 Comparison of refusals and traces as a basis for

relating slice expressions and system behaviour expressions.
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The problem with using traces rather than failures as the basis for the relation

is that traces alone cannot differentiate between component behaviours which are

observably different as seen at the IP probes. This is illustrated by the example

of figure 5.3. The two transition systems S1 and S3 have identical trace sets.

However assume that an observer has seen the system engage in trace a.b. If the

component behaviour is given by S1 then the observer checking the probe at IP

x may see the event x being offered, or may see the event x being refused; which

observation is made depends on an earlier nondeterministic choice made by the

component during interaction b. If however the component’s behaviour is given

by S3 then after a.b the observer will always see the event x being offered. Using

only traces there is no way to differentiate these two behaviours even though

they lead to different observations.

5.2 Developing Component Behaviour Specifications

Once a designer has explored system behaviour through slices, one of the

design steps involves developing individual component specifications. This sec-

tion investigates how slices can assist a designer in developing the individual

component specifications.

A slice style specification defines behaviour patterns which cross many com-

ponents. Implementation of the components requires that there exists a be-

havioural specification for each individual component. Given a slice expression,

what information does the slice expression imply about the behaviour of an indi-

vidual component? Can the designer use the slice expressions as a starting point

for generating the individual component specifications? The problem is illustrated

in figure 5.4. Beginning with the slice expression S1 on the left, a designer wishes

to develop the component behavioural specification Bc for the component c.

Slice expressions in this research are represented as LOTOS behaviour ex-

pressions. Every LOTOS behaviour expression defines a transition system [46].

Therefore given a LOTOS behaviour expression S which represents a slice style
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S1

c
Bc

Slice expression Component expression

Figure 5.4 Extracting component expressions from slice expressions.

specification, there are two approaches that can be used to generate a LOTOS

expression Bc which specifies the behaviour of component c implied by S:

1. Define a symbolic transformation �� which maps LOTOS specifications to

LOTOS specifications; the specification ����� represents the behaviour of

component c. This approach is illustrated in figure 5.5 and is called the

syntactic approach.

2. Generate the transition system model ����. From the transition system

���� extract a transition system �� which represents the behaviour of

component c. Working backwards from ��, construct a LOTOS behaviour

expression Bc which represents the behaviour of component c and for which

����� satisfies any requirements of��. This approach is illustrated in figure

5.6 and is called the semantic approach.

5.2.1 The Syntactic Approach

A slice specification S written in some language L describes the behaviour

of a set of interconnected components. Given a specific component c of this
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S
Φc

LOTOS
slice
expression

Bc

LOTOS
expression
for component c

Figure 5.5 Syntactic approach to extracting component behaviour from slice expression.

S
execute

LOTOS
slice
expression

behaviour model
for slice expression

extract behaviour
of component c

behaviour model
for component c

Bc

LOTOS expression
for component c

generate LOTOS
expression

Figure 5.6 Semantic approach to extracting component behaviour from slice expression.

component set, one method of determining the behaviour of c implied by slice

S is to define a syntactic transform which will convert the slice expression S

into the component expression Sc. This section introduces the �� transform

which converts a LOTOS slice expression to the LOTOS component expression

which describes the behaviour of component c. It should be noted when reading

this section that the syntactic transform developed does not exactly capture the

requirements of the individual components; as discussed at the end of the section

there are difficulties in correctly extracting a component expression from the slice

expression. However, the component behaviour extracted can be assumed to
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form a basis from which the complete and correct component specification can

be developed.

The producer/consumer problem will be used as an example to illustrate the

�� transform; figure 5.7 shows the design structure and a corresponding slice

expression. Note that although the structural design of this example is the same

structural design of the producer/consumer example of Chapter 4, the behavioural

designs are different.

The expression slice is constructed from two invocations of the process

slice1 combined in parallel (lines 2 to 4). The invocation at line 2 shows a value

being passed from prod1 to cons1; the invocation at line 4 shows a value being

passed from prod2 to cons2.

The process slice1 defined at lines 6 through 14 shows the behaviour of the

system when a value is being passed from producer p to buffer b and then to

consumer c. The producer engages in a tick interaction (line 7) and then passes

some value X of type t to the buffer by a put interaction (line 8). The choice

operator at line 12 then chooses between two possible behaviours depending on

whether the condition cond(X) evaluates to true. If cond(X) evaluates to true

(line 9) then the value X is passed to the consumer by a get interaction (line 9),

and the consumer issues a tock (line 10). If cond(X) does not evaluate to true

then nothing happens (line 13).

The steps involved in the �� transform are the following:

1. Remove events not involving component c. The first step in extracting the

component behaviour of c from slice S is to remove all interactions from S

which do not involve component c. The steps involved in actually removing

these interactions is formally defined by the phi function of Appendix E and

described in more detail in §5.2.1.1.

2. Simplify the component expression. Once the interactions not involving

component c have been removed, the resulting behaviour expression can often
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prod1

prod2

buff

cons1

cons2

put get

t
t

tick tock

u1 u2

specification slice

1 behaviour

2 slice1[...](prod1, buff, cons1)
3 |||
4 slice1[...](prod2, buff, cons2)

5 where
6 process slice1[...](p,b,c: component) : exit :=
7 tick !u1 !p;
8 put !p !b ?X:t;
9 ([cond(X)] -> get !b !c !X;
10 tock !c !u2;
11 stop)
12 []
13 ([not cond(X)] -> stop)
14 endproc

Figure 5.7 Slice expression for the consumer/producer structure.
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be simplified by means of term rewriting. The term rewriting rules which are

applied are defined in the table of figure 5.11.

3. Generalize specification to take into account data flow and component

anonymity. Slice expressions do not take into account data flow during an

interaction whereby a data value is passed from one component to another; a

slice expression will simply indicate that a specific data value is agreed upon

by both components. Nor do slices take into account ‘anonymous compo-

nents’ where, for example, in a client/server relation a server will accept a

request from any available client. In each slice expression the components

involved in each interaction are fixed; in an implementation a server may view

the clients as being anonymous and be willing to accept requests from any

client making a request. Component specifications can be extended to include

data flow information and component anonymity. The method for performing

such a generalization is for the designer to identify expressions in the LO-

TOS component specification which represent data flow items or anonymous

components, and then to apply the data extension function defined in §5.2.1.3.

For the producer/consumer problem, the three steps can be applied to the

expression slice in order to extract the behaviour of component cons1. Applying

the three steps of the ������ transform is done as follows:

1. The LOTOS expression cons1_A of figure 5.8 is the behaviour of component

cons1 which was derived from the specification of figure 5.7 by application

of the transform phi. This expression is similar to the expression slice of

figure 5.7 with the following modifications:

a
a

aa The interactions not involving component cons1 (i.e., tick, put) have

been removed.

a
a

aa Since the variable X is not defined by cons1 at line 9 where the condition

must be evaluated, the Boolean condition cond(X) of expression slice

has been removed.
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a
a

aa The process slice1 has resulted in two process definitions, slice1_ca and

slice1_cb. The process definitions appear at lines 6 and 13 of specification

cons1_A; the process instantiations are at lines 2 and 4.

2. By using the term rewriting rules defined in figure 5.11, the expression

cons1_A can be simplified to the expression cons1_B defined in figure 5.9.

This simplification removes the trivial process slice1_cb and removes the

trivial choice stop at line 11 of specification cons1_A

3. Finally, the designer can generalize the behaviour of cons1 by making the

external component with which the consumer interacts anonymous to the

consumer. If the external component is anonymous, the consumer will not

specify before the interaction occurs with which component it must interact;

it will interact with any component on the other side of the tock IP. The result

is the specification cons1_C of figure 5.10, where at line 6 the expression !u2

has been replaced by ?Y:component.

Since each slice S is an incomplete specification of the behaviour of the

system, the specification ����� is an incomplete specification of the behaviour of

component c. What exactly is the relation between ����� and the behaviour of

component c? If t is a trace of S, and tc is the trace t restricted to the interactions

involving component c, it can be proven that tc must be a trace of ����� (theorem

1). Thus, we can be relatively confident that in some sense the expression �����

does capture the behaviour of component c which is implied by S.

a
a

Theorem: 1

�� � �����	��� � � � 
��� � �����	�������
aa

Unfortunately, given that Bc represents a complete specification of the be-

haviour of component c, there is no simple relation which can be defined between

����� and Bc. The reasons for this are discussed further in §5.2.1.4. However,

it is always possible to begin with ����� as a preliminary specification of com-
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(*Behaviour of a consumer*)
specification cons1_A

1 behaviour
2 slice1_ca[...](buff,cons1)
3 |||
4 slice1_cb[...]

5 where
6 process slice1_ca[...](b,c : component) : exit :=
7 (get !b !c ?X:t;
8 tock !c !u2;
9 stop)
10 []
11 (stop)
12 endproc

13 process slice1_cb[...] : exit :=
14 stop
15 []
16 stop
17 endproc

Figure 5.8 Behaviour of component cons1 extracted from slice expression by phi.

ponent c, and then extend ����� into the complete specification Bc. Thus, the

following assumption will be made:

a
a

Assumption 3.

Bc is a correct behaviour specification of component c only if Bc ext �����.
aa

The process for developing component expression Bc from slice expression

S can then be given as:

1. For each slice expression S generate the behaviour expression �����.

2. Explore the behaviour ����� in order to learn about the required behaviour

of c.

3. By assumption 3, extend the expression ����� into the complete behaviour

specification Bc.
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(*Simplified behaviour of consumer*)
specification cons1_B

1 behaviour
2 slice1_ca[...](buff,cons1)

3 where
4 process slice1_ca[...](b,c : component) : exit :=
5 get !b !c ?X:t;
6 tock !c !u2;
7 stop
8 endproc

Figure 5.9 Simplified behaviour of component cons1

(*Consumer behaviour with external component anonymous*)
specification cons1_C

1 behaviour
2 slice1_ca[...](buff,cons1)

3 where
4 process slice_ca[...](b,c : component) : exit :=
5 get !b !c ?X:t;
6 tock !c ?Y:component;
7 stop
8 endproc

Figure 5.10 Component behaviour of cons1 with external component ‘anonymous’.
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aa

a B [] stop � B aaa

a B ||| stop and B does not exit � B aaa

a B || stop � stop aaa

a [p] -> stop � stop a
aa

a B [] B � B aaa

a B ||| exit � B aaa

a exit ||| exit � exit aaa

a P where P:=stop � stop a
aa

a P where P:= exit � exit aaa

a (B1 [] B2) [] B3 � B1 [] (B2 [] B3) aaa

a (B1 ||| B2) ||| B3 � B1 ||| (B2 ||| B3) aaa

a (B1 || B2) || B3 � B1 || (B2 || B3) aaa

Figure 5.11 Term rewriting used to simplify component expressions.
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The following section provides further detail regarding the �� transform.

5.2.1.1 Description of the phic Transform

In order to derive ����� from S, it is necessary to remove from S all

interactions which do not involve component c. Removing these interactions

can be partially automated by applying the algorithm phi as defined in Appendix

E. Given a slice expression S, the function phi returns an expression with all

interactions not involving component c removed. The phi algorithm is defined

recursively: to compute phi(S) apply the phi function to the subexpressions of

S and then compute phi(S).

The transformation has four main types of rules which it applies to deal with

the following constructs:

• The action prefix operator.

• Operators for combining behaviour expressions.

• Boolean conditions.

• Process definitions and instantiations.

Action prefix operator.

The LOTOS action prefix operator ‘;’ is of the form a;B and represents

the system engaging in interaction a and then behaving like B. To transform an

expression of this form, the phi function must determine whether a represents

an interaction involving component c; if not, references to a are eliminated and

the transform recursively applied to B. If a represents an interaction involving

component c then a is retained. Thus,

phi(a;B)=

�
�� ������ if component � is involved in interaction �
������ otherwise

Component names are represented as variables. Therefore in order to deter-

mine whether a specific interaction within slice S involves component c it may

be necessary to evaluate data expressions involving variables. For this reason, in

some cases it may not be possible to completely automate the phi transform and
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some user guidance may be required to determine whether a variable can evaluate

to a specific component identifier.

Since LOTOS permits variable declarations to be included as part of the

event, the phi transform is complicated by the fact that removing the event a

may also remove variable declarations. This is handled by recording all variable

declarations which are removed when an event is removed; these declarations are

recreated when the variable is next used.

The hidden interaction i is considered to be an interaction involving every

component.

Behaviour expression operators.

If the transform is applied to an operator other than the action prefix operator,

it is defined so that phi distributes over the operator. For example if

S = S1|||S2

then

phi(S1|||S2) = phi(S1) ||| phi(S2)

Boolean conditions.

There are a number of places in LOTOS where a Boolean condition can be

used to control behaviour. These Boolean conditions are computed based on

variables and constants of the LOTOS expression. When transforming a slice

expression to a component expression, the transform must try to determine which

of the components involved in the slice is responsible for enforcing the condition.

The rule applied by the phi transform is the following: any component which has

sufficient information to compute the Boolean condition maintains the condition

as part of its behaviour expression; a component which does not have sufficient

information to compute the Boolean condition assumes the condition to be true

and the condition is removed from its behaviour expression. A component has

sufficient information to compute the condition if and only if all variables of the
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condition have been instantiated. By the semantics of LOTOS, a variable can be

considered as being instantiated at the point where it is declared.

For example, the LOTOS expression [p]->B can be interpreted as “if p

evaluates to true then behave like B”. The phi transform must determine whether

component c has sufficient information to evaluate condition p, i.e., are all

variables in p declared. If no, then the condition is dropped and the resulting

expression is phi(B); if yes, then the condition is retained and the resulting

expression is [p]->phi(B). Thus

phi([p]->S)=

�
���� � ������ if � can be evaluated
������ otherwise

Process definitions and instantiations.

A LOTOS specification includes process definitions where a process is a

parameterized behaviour expression. A process can be instantiated within a be-

haviour expression by providing actual parameters to replace the formal parame-

ters of the process definition. In order to apply the phi transform both the process

definition and the process instantiation must be transformed.

A process definition in LOTOS takes the following form:

P[g1...gn](t1...tm) := B

where P is the process name, g1...gn are the formal gate name parameters,

and t1...tm are variable declarations defining the formal data parameters. The

behaviour expression B is the body of the process definition. In order to apply the

phi transform to the process definition we would like to be able to distribute the

transform through the process definition so that:

phic(P[g1...gn](t1...tm) := B) = (P[g1...gn](t1...tm) :=phic(B))

The problem is somewhat more complex than this however for two reasons:

1. Some of the data parameters t1...tm may be undefined at the point of process

invocation. The solution is for the phi transform to remove the undefined

variables from the parameter list and reinsert appropriate data definitions into

the body of the process definition.
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2. In order to compute phi(B) the specific components involved in each interac-

tion of B must be known; the component identifiers may be computed from

the data parameters t1...tm. These values may not be known until invocation

of the process. To handle this, the transform determines which data parame-

ters are used to compute component identifiers. These parameters can then be

used to determine whether a new process needs to be defined, or whether the

appropriate process has already been defined. Deciding whether a new process

definition is needed may require a decision to be made by the designer.

For example, assume that a process is defined as follows:

process P[ip](c1,c2:Component) noexit :=

ip !c1 !c2;

stop

endproc

Applying phi to the process body will result in the expression ip!c1!c2;stop or

the expression stop depending on whether component c is one of the participants

in the interaction ip!c1!c2. However this cannot be determined until the process

is invoked and the parameters c1 and c2 are instantiated.

To overcome this problem, for each process definition P the phi transform

creates a set of process definitions P_c1,...,P_ck. Each time a process instantiation

is encountered, the phi transform must determine whether a new process definition

is required (such a decision may require user assistance). If yes, a new process

identifier is created and the process defined.

5.2.1.2 Simplifying the Component Expressions

Once the component behaviour expressions have been extracted from the

slice expression S by means of the function phi, there are often a number of

simplifications which can be made to the resulting component expression. This
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can involve removing the trivial behaviour expressions stop or exit, or simplifying

expressions of the form B||B. The table of figure 5.11 provides a list of rewrite

rules which can be applied to simplify a component expression.

In order for the rewrite rules to be safely applied to the component expressions,

it must be shown that they can be applied to a component expression without

changing the failures of the resource oriented system specification. In other

words, given the following:

• For each component � � � the behaviour of component c is given by

expression Bc.

• The resource oriented specification ������� is defined as:

�
���

��� ��� ��������	��.

• For each 	 � 
 the expression �
�

� is derived from Bc by application of the

rewrite rules of figure 5.11.

• The resource oriented specification �
�

������ is defined as:

�
���

�
�

�

� ��� ��������	�
�

.

It must be shown that:

�������
�
�������

�
� �������

�
�

�

������

�

This can be shown by noting that the rewrite rules of figure 5.11 are congruence

rules as defined in the LOTOS standard [46].

5.2.1.3 Generalize specification to take into account data
flow and component anonymity

Including data flow and anonymous components into a component specifica-

tions requires performing an operation called “data extension”. The data extension

operation is used to remove a specific data expression from a behaviour expres-

sion, and replace it with a variable. For example:

• To indicate that a specific data value d of type type in a slice expression is

an input value to component c during the interaction, the token !d must be
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replaced by ?X:type where the value d is input to the component; elsewhere

in the behaviour expression the value d must be replaced by the variable X.

• To indicate that component c will interact with any component during in-

teraction e, interactions in the slice of the form e!c!c2 must be replaced by

e!c?Y:component; any occurrence of c2 in a data expression must be replaced

by variable Y.

The steps involved in a data extension are the following:

1. Identify a data expression e which is a data parameter of an event in the

form !e.

2. ‘Mark’ all instances of the expression e which are used by the component

either to output values to other components or to compute other expressions.

3. Transform the expression as follows:

– Convert the first instance of !e to ?X:type, where X is a unique variable

name and type is the sort of expression e.

– Convert all marked instances of e to X.

5.2.1.4 Difficulties with the Syntactic Transform

Given that ����� is the behaviour of component c derived from slice ex-

pression S and that Bc is the complete specification of the behaviour of c, what

is the relation between ����� and Bc? Assumption 3 (page 126) required that

�� ��� �����. Rather than making an assumption regarding this relation, it is

desirable to prove a theorem which defines the relation between ����� and Bc.

However, there are a number of reasons why no simple relation can be proven:

• Nondeterminism. When nondeterminism is encountered in a slice expres-

sion, it means that the slice behaviour can progress in a number of possi-

ble ways; in which particular way it progresses is left as a nondeterministic

choice. How is this choice made when the slice specifies the behaviour of
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a set of components? Probably what the designer had in mind was that one

specific component of the set is nondeterministic; the other components are

deterministic and must be able to progress along any of the behaviour paths

selected by the nondeterministic component. Unfortunately when nondeter-

minism is encountered in a slice expression there is insufficient information

in the expression to determine which component the designer intended to be

nondeterministic. The assumption made by �� is that all components are

nondeterministic.

• Choice. A similar problem to nondeterminism occurs when using the LOTOS

choice operator ‘[]’ in a slice expression. A slice expression of the form

S1[]S2 means that a choice is to be made between behaviour S1 and behaviour

S2. The probable intent of the designer is that one specific component

of the slice makes the choice; the other components must then be able to

accommodate either choice. Unfortunately it is not always explicit from the

slice expression which component is making the choice and it is possible

for the �� transform to introduce nondeterminism into the other components

where none was intended.

• Boolean conditions. The �� transform assumes that any Boolean condition

of the slice S which cannot be evaluated by c must be assumed to be true.

This leads to behaviours of ����� which are not necessarily implied by S.

The nondeterminism is a problem in both the syntactic and semantic approach

to determining component behaviour and is discussed further in §5.2.3. The

problems of choice and Boolean conditions are discussed below.

Choice operator. The problem of the LOTOS choice operator is one of trying

to maintain �� as a ‘context free’ transform so that ���������� � ��������������.

Unfortunately applying �� to a LOTOS behaviour expression containing the choice

operator can introduce behaviour into a component expression that is not in

the original slice expression. This is illustrated by the example of figure 5.12
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which shows a structural design consisting of three components, one of which

is external. Underneath the structure diagram are four behaviour expressions

and their corresponding transition system models. The first expression is a slice

illustrating the behaviour where the system chooses between interaction a and b

and then depending on the choice engages in q;p;stop or just in q;stop. Clearly

the intention of the designer is that component X makes the choice as to which

behaviour the system is to engage in after one of the interactions a or b.

The second behaviour expression is the result of applying the transform ��

to the slice expression. As can be seen, the specification for component Y is

nondeterministic. It engages in event q and then makes a nondeterministic choice

as to whether or not to engage in p. Thus when the behaviour expressions �� ���

and ����� are composed (third behaviour expression in figure 5.12), the resulting

behaviour expression can stop after engaging in a;q; in the slice expression, after

engaging in a;q the system must offer interaction p. A ‘corrected’ specification of

component Y is shown as the last behaviour expression of figure 5.12. However

the corrected specification of component Y was not generated using the transform.

Boolean conditions. In order for a Boolean condition in a slice expression to

have meaning it must be computable by at least one component of the system.

The �� transform assumes that the condition is evaluated by every component in

which all variables of the condition have been instantiated; for other components

the condition is assumed to be true.

Assuming Boolean conditions true can lead to behaviour being included in the

expression ����� which is not directly implied by slice S. For example, assume

a slice expression of the form:

[x eq x+1]->B

If the transform �� is applied when x has not been instantiated, then

��([x eq x+1]->B) = ��(B)

However since the condition [x eq x+1] is always false, the correct transformation
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(* slice expression *)
(a!X!extrn; q!X!Y; p!X!Y; stop)
[]

(b!X!extrn; q!X!Y; stop)

a

b

q

p

X Yextrn

b!X!extrn

q!X!Y

a!X!extrn

q!X!Y

p!X!Y

(* Component expression for Y
derived from slice *)

(q!X!Y; p!X!Y; stop)
[]

(q!X!Y; stop)

q!X!Yq!X!Y

p!X!Y

(*Composition of component expressions*)
(*specification for component X*)
(((a!X!extrn; q!X!Y; p!X!Y; stop)

[]
(b!X!extrn; q!X!Y; stop))) ||| default[..](X)
||
(*specification for component Y*)
(((q!X!Y; p!X!Y; stop)

[]
(q!X!Y; stop))) ||| default[..](Y)
||
(*specification of external component*)
B_extrn ||| default[..](extrn)

b!X!extrna!X!extrn

q!X!Y q!X!Yq!X!Yq!X!Y

p!X!Y

(*Corrected expression for
component Y *)

(q!X!Y; p!X!Y; stop)

q!X!Y

p!X!Y

Figure 5.12 Slice expression using choice operator.
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should be:

��([x eq x+1]->B) = stop

Unfortunately there is no decision procedure which can be used in the general case

to determine whether a condition containing variables is always false regardless

of how the variables are instantiated.

5.2.2 The Semantic Approach

A second method for determining the requirements of a particular component

c from a slice expression S is the semantic approach:

1. Construct the transition system model ����

2. From ���� construct a model �� which represents the behaviour of com-

ponent c.

3. From �� construct a specification Bc which represents the behaviour of

component c.

Given that the original slice S is written in LOTOS, the operational semantics

of LOTOS can be applied to construct the transition system model����. (Various

tools are available for automating this process [62,82].) Simply by executing the

slice S and observing how the component c interacts with the other components

the designer gains insight into the behaviour of c.

Generating the traces of component c can easily be done by generating the

traces of���� and then projecting them through the interactions of c. This cor-

responds to taking a timeline and projecting the timeline onto a single axis (figure

5.13). Given that Bc is the subexpression of the resource oriented specification

������� which represents the behaviour of component c, this projection must be a

valid trace of the Bc; defining I(c) as the set of interactions in which component

c is involved this can be stated as the following theorem.
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Figure 5.13 Projecting a timeline trace onto interactions of component c.

a
a

Theorem: 2

�� � ��������� � � � ���� � ����������
aa

However, as shown in §4.2.1.1 and §5.1.1.2, traces do not capture all aspects

of a component’s behaviour. A model based on failures is more accurate. The

problem then becomes looking at the set 	�
������� and then trying to determine

what this set implies about 	�
���������.

To determine whether the pair ���� �� can be a failure of Bc while still

maintaining the requirement that ������� ��� , it is necessary to look at the

set T(tc) of all traces t of S which contain tc, i.e.,

� ���� � �� � �������� � � � ���� � ���

Then for every t in T(tc), ���� �� can be a failure of Bc only if ��� �� is a failure

of S. This can be restated as the following theorem.
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a
a

Theorem: 3
For all components c, � � ��������� �� � ����

if �� � ����� ��� � 	�
���������

then �� � �� � �������	� � � � 
��� � � � 
����������� � �����������
aa

Given a slice specification S an algorithm for generating failures for Bc can

be given as follows. The input to the algorithm is a trace tc of the component; the

output is a set of possible refusals of Bc after executing trace tc. The algorithm

is illustrated using the example of figure 5.14 where a design structure of three

components, and a slice expression represented as a transition system are given;

the set of refusals is computed in the example assuming that tc=m.

1. Generate the set T(tc) which are the traces of S which project onto tc,

i.e., � ���� � �� � ��������� � � � 	��� � ���. In the example, if tc=m then

T(m)={a.m,b.m}

2. Generate F a subset of failures(S) such that the traces in F are elements of

T(tc) i.e.,

given ��
 let � � ���
 ��� � ���������� � � � � �����

In the example, the set F is then defined as follows:

� � �����
 ��
 ��������
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ��
 ���


����
 ��
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ��
����

3. Partition F into those failures which have the same traces, i.e., ���
 ��� and

���
 ��� are in the same partition if and only if �� � ��. Partitioning F in the

example gives the two partitions P1 and P2:

�� � �����
 ��
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ��
 ����

�� � �����
 ��
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ����
 ��
����
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Given that set tc=m

1. Generate set T(m)

� ��� � ����� ����

2. Generate set F

� � ������ ��� ��������� ����� ����� ����� ��� ����

����� ��� ����� �	��� ����� ����� ����� ��� 	���

3. Partition set F


� � ������ ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��� ����


� � ������ ��� ����� �	��� ����� ����� ����� ��� 	���

4. Compare partitions to determine failures(Bc)

���� ��� ��� �����

Figure 5.14 Generating the failures(Sc) from failures(S)
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4. The allowable elements of failures(Bc) implied by S are the elements of the

partitions which have the same refusal set, i.e., given that F is partitioned

into n sets P1 to Pn, the allowable failures of c with trace tc is given by

the set ����� �� � �� � ��� � � � � �� � 	� � ��� �� � ���. In the example, since

���	�
� � �� and ����� �� � �� therefore ��� �� is a possible failure of

component c. Similarly, since ������� � �� and ������� � �� therefore

����� is also a possible failure of component c.

5.2.3 Discussion

Given a slice expression S, this section has explored two approaches for gen-

erating the component specification Sc for component c from S: the syntactic

approach; and the semantic approach. Although both of these approaches are

applicable to the problem of deriving component behaviour, the following obser-

vations can be made when comparing the two methods:

• The syntactic transformation �� can be applied to any LOTOS specification

regardless of the size of the corresponding model. Also, the transform is

defined in such a way that it is efficient to apply to a LOTOS specification and

can be partially automated. The semantic approach to deriving the behaviour

Sc requires the model of S to be generated. In many cases this model will be

large or even of infinite size and is thus not practical to generate.

• Generating the behaviour of component c from the semantic model of S

required a rather complex manipulation of the model ����, where sets of

traces and failures were generated, compared and manipulated. Using the

syntactic approach, generating the behaviour of component c can be done

simply by executing the specification �����.

• Specifications written in a language such as LOTOS are generally structured

so as to be understandable to a reader, through appropriate use of the different

specification styles (see §2.3.1). In the syntactic approach, the structure of

the specification S is maintained in the derived specification �����. Thus,
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by comparing ����� to S a designer can determine from where a particular

behaviour pattern of ����� has been derived. In the semantic approach, the

structure of S is lost when the transition system���� is created. Thus given

a particular behaviour pattern of c derived from ����, the designer cannot

trace back to S the construct which led to that behaviour pattern of c.

• In the syntactic approach, ����� is a LOTOS specification which can be used

as a basis for creating the complete behaviour specification of component

c. In the semantic approach, the result is a set of failures for component

c; from this set the designer must work backwards to generate the LOTOS

specification for the component.

• The syntactic transform ����� does not always correctly reflect all the be-

havioural requirements of component c implied by S. In particular: the traces

of ����� may contain more traces than that implied by S; and certain oper-

ators such as choice, may cause ����� to introduce nondeterminism into the

behaviour of component c where none was implied by S (see §5.2.1.4). The

semantic approach will more accurately derive the behavioural requirements

of the component from the slice S.

5.2.3.1 Nondeterminism

One problem that arose in trying to extract the component behaviour from a

slice expression was how to handle the issue of nondeterminism. The problem is

that when nondeterminism is encountered in a slice S, how is the nondeterminism

assigned to individual components.

A system is nondeterministic if there is a trace t and an interaction e such

that after executing trace t interaction e may be offered or it may be refused; both

possibilities are correct and which option is chosen is left as a nondeterministic

choice of the system. Formally nondeterminism can be defined as follows.
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a
a

Definition: nondeterminism.

A transition system B is nondeterministic if and only if there exists a trace t

and an event e such that �	� 
� � �����
���� and 	�
 � 	���
����. A system

which is not nondeterministic is deterministic.
aa

If a slice expression S is nondeterministic what does this imply regarding

the behaviour of individual components? Does this imply that all components

are nondeterministic? In general when there is nondeterminism within a slice

expression this will translate into nondeterminism within a single component of

the system; the other components will remain deterministic. Thus for each point

of nondeterminism within a slice expression a decision must be made as to which

component will resolve the nondeterminism. A slice expression in general does

not contain the information required to make such a decision automatically.

The problem is illustrated by the example of figure 5.15. The structure con-

sists of two components connected by three IPs. The first behaviour expression

is a slice expression for the system. This slice expression is nondeterministic

since after executing interaction a!X!Y the interaction b may be offered and c

refused, or vice versa. If we now apply the transforms �� and �� (and noting

that ����� � �� ��� � �) the nondeterminism of the original slice is contained

within both component X and component Y. The composition of these expressions

(shown as the bottom behaviour expression in figure 5.15) is not an extension of

S. The resource oriented expression:

������ ��� �
���	���� � ��� ��� ��� �
���	�� ��

has as one of its failures ��� ��� ��� but this is not a failure of S. The problem is that

the transformation should determine that there is nondeterminism within the ex-

pression S and then make exactly one of the components X or Y nondeterministic;

the other should be deterministic. Which component should be nondeterministic

is not indicated within S and requires a decision to be made by the designer.
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(* Slice containing nondeterminism *)
a!X!Y; c!X!Y; stop
[]
a!X!Y; b!X!Y; stop

a!X!Y

b!X!Y

a!X!Y

c!X!Y

a

b

c

X Y

(* composition of component behaviours
derived from slice expression *)

(*behaviour of component X*)
(((a!X!Y; b!X!Y; stop)
[]
(a!X!Y; c!X!Y; stop)) ||| default[...](X))

||

(*behaviour of component Y*)
(((a!X!Y; b!X!Y; stop)
[]
(a!X!Y; c!X!Y; stop)) ||| default[...](Y))

a!X!Y a!X!Y

a!X!Y

a!X!Y

c!X!Y
b!X!Y

Figure 5.15 Nondeterministic slice expression.
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5.3 Races and Critical Races

One problem often encountered in concurrent systems is that of critical races

[39,54,53]. A race occurs if a particular sequence of input events to a system

can result in different output sequences from the system depending on the speed

with which different concurrent components execute. A race is critical if the

designer has assumed a specific output sequence of events given the particular

input sequence.

Comparing slice expressions to resource oriented behaviour expressions can

assist a designer in detecting critical races in a design. Slice expressions define the

behaviour of a system in terms of sequences of events which the designer expects

to occur between sets of components. When the concurrency of components is

taken into account, it is possible to discover new interaction sequences in which

the system may engage.

The problem of races is illustrated in figure 5.16. The top illustration shows

two slice expressions of the producer/consumer example operating in parallel.

One slice shows value X being passed from components prod1 to buff and then to

cons1; the other slice is a similar behaviour involving value Y being passed from

components prod2 to buff to cons2. Because all components are concurrent, a

system which provides the slice behaviour of the top figure may also allow the

behaviour illustrated at the bottom of the figure where the values X and Y ‘cross

over’ and end up at different destinations. If the designer made the assumption

that values X and Y always arrive at cons1 and cons2 respectively, then reversing

the destinations is a race which is critical.

Given a slice expression S and a structural description ������ the method

for detecting races is the following:

1. For each � � � construct the component expression �����. These component

expressions represent the ‘minimum behaviour’ which component c must

exhibit in order to satisfy the behaviour implied by slice S.
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u1 u2

X
Y
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buff

cons1
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put gettick tock

u1 u2

X
X

Y

X Y

Figure 5.16 Illustration of race condition.
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2. Compose the component expressions ����� into a resource oriented expres-

sion of the system behaviour. This expression is defined as the component

closure of S relative to ������ and will be denoted as ����.

3. Detect race conditions by comparing ���� with S; these race conditions can

then be presented to the designer to determine whether they are critical races.

5.3.1 Constructing the Component Closure

Given a slice expression S and a structural description ������ what consti-

tutes the ‘minimum behaviour’ which must be exhibited by ������ in order that

the resource oriented behaviour of the system is an extension of S? The steps for

constructing the component closure are illustrated in figure 5.17 and are defined

as follows:

1. For each � � � construct the behaviour expression �����. This behaviour

expression represents the behaviour of c implied by S.

2. Compose all the expressions ������ � � � into a resource oriented expression

representing the behaviour of ������. This expression, denoted as ����, is

called the component closure.

a
a

Definition: Component Closure.

Given a slice expression S and a structure ������, the expression

���� � �
���

������ ��� �
���	����

is defined as the component closure of S relative to ������.
aa

The significance of the component closure ���� is that it defines a minimum

behaviour that a system must exhibit in order to provide the behaviour of S.

The meaning of ‘minimum behaviour’ is that any resource oriented specification

������� must be an extension of ����. This is shown by the following theorem.
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Figure 5.17 Constructing the component closure.
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a
a

Theorem: 4

������� ��� ����.
aa
5.3.2 Race Conditions

The traces of a slice expression S is a subset of the traces of the component

closure ���� as shown by the following theorem.

a
a

Theorem: 5

���	�
������ � ���	�
���.
aa

Clearly it is possible for a slice expression S to exist where the relationship

of theorem 5 is a proper subset, i.e., there are traces of the component closure

which are not traces of the slice expression. This happens due to race conditions

with new traces introduced by the concurrency implied by the structure of the

components and the data flow direction and anonymous components introduced

by the designer.

A simple example of a race condition is illustrated by the structure of figure

5.18. The design structure consists of two components A and B connected to the

external environment by IPs x and y respectively. The timeline and corresponding

LOTOS behaviour expression show A interacting at x followed by B interacting at

y. The component closure is defined as:
specification componentClosureS[x,y]

behaviour
{* behaviour of component A *}

((x !A ?C1:component; exit) ||| default[x](A))
||

{* behaviour of component B *}
((y !B ?C2:component; exit) ||| default[y](B))
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A

B
y

x

b) Timeline illustrating design behaviour.

A B

yx

extrn1 extrn2

a) Design Structure.

x !A ?C1:component;
y !B ?C2:component;
exit

c) LOTOS expression corresponding to timeline.

Figure 5.18 Structure exhibiting race condition.
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Comparing the component closure and the slice specification it can be seen

that the sequence:

y !B !Extrn2;
x !A !Extrn1

is a trace of componentClosureS but is not a trace of S. This is a rather obvious

(and uninteresting) conclusion and simply states that the interactions at y and x

are independent of each other and regardless of the fact that the designer drew the

timeline showing the interactions in a particular order, they can occur in either

order.

Formally, a race can be defined as follows.

a
a

Definition: Race.

Trace t is a race for slice expression S if and only if

� � ���	�
������ and � �� ���	�
���.
aa

A simple race condition is unlikely to be of great significance to the designer,

i.e., it is unlikely to be critical. It generally means that interactions of unrelated

components can occur in any order due to the modeling of concurrency by

interleaving. A race is not necessarily an error condition nor a condition which

the designer need be concerned about.

There are conditions however where a race condition is far more serious and

indicative of a possible critical race. A simple example is the gas station problem

[39] as illustrated by the structural design in figure 5.19. The problem is to

design a self-serve gas station where the customer wishing to fill his tank prepays

an attendant. The attendant then turns on the gas pump allowing the customer

to pump gas. After pumping gas, the customer returns to the attendant to get a

receipt and to receive any change due.

A typical scenario is illustrated by the timeline of figure 5.19. A customer

user(n) prepays an attendant at IP pay. The attendant then turns the pump on (IP
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user(n)

pump

attendant

pay change

gasup

on

report

user(n)

attendant

pump

pay

on

gasup

report

change
amnt

amnt used

change

Service[...](n:Nat, amnt,used,change:money)

money

money

money

used

money

money

process Service[...](n:Nat, amnt,used,change:money) : exit :=
pay !usr(n) !attendant !amnt;
on !attendant !pump !amnt;
gasup !pump !usr(n) !used;
report !pump !attendant !used;
change !attendant !usr(n) !change;
exit

Figure 5.19 Critical race example.
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service[...](1,20,10,10)
|||

service[...](2,10,5,5)

where
process service[...](n:Nat, amnt,used,change:money) : exit :=
.
.
.

Figure 5.20 Slice expression showing two customers buying gas.

on). The customer pumps gas (IP gasup). The pump then reports to the attendant

the actual amount of gas pumped (IP report), and the attendant then returns any

change required to the customer (IP change). The LOTOS process corresponding

to this timeline is shown underneath the timeline.

A designer can now create a more complex slice expression from the timeline

by having two customers requesting gas at the same time while paying differ-

ent amounts of money and pumping different amounts of gas (figure 5.20). The

component closure of this slice expression can be generated (figure 5.21). The

component closure takes into account data flow. It also makes the user compo-

nents anonymous to the attendant and pump; thus the attendant and pump will

provide a service to any requesting user without restricting with which user they

interact. (This is the assumption which will actually cause the critical race; the

attendant will no longer be able to specify which user receives the change from

a particular transaction.)

Analysis of the component closure and the slice expression reveals that the

trace of figure 5.22 is a trace of the slice expression but is not a trace of the

component closure. Moreover, this trace is indicative of a design error caused by

races between the concurrent components. The error occurs because there is no

way of guaranteeing that a particular user receives the correct change, e.g., in the

above example user(1) has received the change due user(2).
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(user[...](1,20) ||| default[...](user(1)))
||

(user[...](2,10) ||| default[...](user(1)))
||
(attendant[...](10,5) ||| default[...](attendant))
||
(pump[...](10,5) ||| default[...](pump)

where
process user[...](n:Nat, amnt,pumps:money) : exit :=
service_user[...](n,amnt,pumps)

where
process service_user[...](n:Nat,amnt,pumps:money) : exit :=
pay !usr(n) ?c1:Component !amnt;
gasup ?c2:Component !usr(n) !pumps;
change ?c3:Component !usr(n) ?c4:money;
exit

endproc
endproc

process attendant[...](change1,change2:money) : exit :=
service_attendant[...](change1)
|||
service_attendant[...](change2)

where
process service_attendant(change:money) : exit :=
pay ?c1:Component !attendant ?c2:money;
on !attendant ?c3:component !c2;
report ?c4:component !attendant ?c5:money;
change !attendant ?c6:Component !change;
exit

endproc
endproc

process pump[...](used1,used2:money) : exit :=
service_pump[...](used1)
|||

service_pump[...](used2)
where
process service_pump(used:money) : exit :=

on ?c1:Component !pump ?c2:money;
gasup !pump ?c3:Component;
report !pump ?c4:Component !used;
exit

endproc
endproc

Figure 5.21 Component closure for gas station example.
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pay !user(1) !attendant !20;
on !attendant !pump !20;
gasup !pump !user(1);
report !pump !attendant !10;
pay !user(2) !attendant !10;
on !attendant !pump !10;
gasup !pump !user(1);
report !pump !attendant !5;
change !attendant !user(1) !5

Figure 5.22 Trace exhibiting a critical race.

The trace of figure 5.22 is an example of a serious race. A serious race

occurs if a trace of component c generated by the component closure ���� is not

contained within any traces of S. Thus there is a behaviour pattern for component

c within the component closure and this behaviour of c cannot be seen as part

of S. In the example trace of 5.22 a serious race can be detected by looking at

the behaviour of user(1). The trace of figure 5.22 when restricted to interactions

involving user(1) gives the trace:
pay !user(1) !attendant !20;
gasup !pump !user(1) !10;

change !attendant !user(1) !5

However this trace is not contained within any trace of the corresponding slice

expression.

This leads to the following formal definition of a serious race.

a
a

Definition: Serious race.

If S is a slice expression, and � � ���	�
������ then t is a serious race of S if and

only if there exists a 	 � � such that for all � � ���	�
���, � � �	� �� � � �	�.

A slice expression S is serious race free if it does not contain any serious races.
aa
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A serious race may or may not be critical. An analysis of the component

closure can detect serious races; a designer can then determine whether a particular

serious race is critical.

5.4 Verifying Component Specifications

A typical design process for concurrent system involves first generating a

set of slice expressions showing how the components interact with each other,

and then constructing the component behaviour expressions which define the

behaviour of each component of the structure. Given a slice expressions S, and

the individual component specifications Bc, how can S be used to verify that each

of the component specifications is correct?

By assumption 2 (page 116), �������, which is the composition of the

component expressions, must be an extension of S. Therefore one method of

verifying the component expressions is to compose them into ������� and verify

that this expression extends S. One problem with such a verification is that it

requires all the component specifications to be written before any verification

occurs. Normally, the component specifications are completed at different times

and possibly written by different design teams. It is therefore desirable to be able

to verify the component specifications as they are written in order to discover

design errors in components as early as possible in the system design life cycle.

Given a slice expression S and a component behaviour specification Bc

for component c there are two ways of verifying that Bc does not violate the

constraints imposed by S:

1. Using assumption 3 (page 126), show that Bc ext �����. If Bc does not

extend ����� then Bc is incorrect.

2. Using theorem 3 (page 140), compare the sets failures(Bc) with failures(S); if

there are elements of failures(Bc) which violate theorem 3 then Bc contains

an error.
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Using the first verification technique requires a method for verifying the ext

relation between behaviour expressions. Practical aspects of this verification are

discussed further in Chapter 7.

When using theorem 3 to verify component specification Bc, the theorem can

be restated as follows:

if

���� ��� � �������
���� and

�� � �� � ��������� � �� � 	���� � ��� � ��
��� �� ����������

then not ������� ext S.

By comparing the failures of Bc with the failures of S it is possible to determine

whether the implicant of the above statement is true. If the implicant is true then

������� cannot be an extension of S and therefore there must be an error in the

behavioural specification Bc. The process for performing such a verification is

the following:

• Generate a failure ���� ��� of ��.

• Search for a trace t of S such that �� � � � ����.

• If ��� ��� is not a failure of S then the specification �� is in error.

Unfortunately, even if all the component specifications satisfy the two ver-

ification techniques of the previous page, this is not a sufficient condition for

������� ��� 	. The reason for this is that if the slice expression S contains

nondeterminism, the intention of the designer is that the nondeterminism should

be included in only one component of the interaction (see §5.2.3). If the non-

determinism is included in more than one component of the interaction then all

components may satisfy the two verification conditions individually, but it will not

be true that ������� ��� 	. This is what occurred in the example of figure 5.15.

In order to detect such problems with nondeterminism it is necessary to compose
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the component specifications and then verify the composition against the slice

expression. Since component specifications are created at different times it is de-

sirable to have a method of composing a partial set of component specifications,

and then verifying the composition of this partial set.

Assume we have a structural specification ��
� ��. The component set C

can be partitioned into those components for which component behavioural spec-

ifications have been developed, and those components for which the component

behavioural specifications are not yet developed. Let � � � represents the set of

components for which complete component behavioural specifications have been

developed. The expression

�
���

��� ��� ����������

is the composition of the currently developed component specifications. (See

figure 5.23 for an example).

Given a slice expression S and a set of component expressions ��� � � �

what is the relation between the slice expression S and the expression

�� �

�
�

���
��� ��� ��������	��

�

Let I(D) be the set of interactions involving only the components of D, i.e.,


��� � �� � 
 � �	 �� � � � �� 
�	��. We can now prove the following theorem.

a
a

Theorem: 6
For all � 	 � � � ���	����� and sets of
interactions AD involving only components of D

if 
� � 
��� ��� � ��������
�
�������

�
then 
� ��� � �����������
aa

Theorem 6 provides a basis for verifying a set of component expressions

�� 	 � � against a slice expression. The theorem can be stated as follows:
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C1 C2

C3

C4 C5

a

b
c

d

e

If � � �	� 	� 	�� then the behaviour expression BD is defined as:

(Bc2 ||| default[...](c2))
||

(Bc3 ||| default[...](c3))
||

(Bc4 ||| default[...](c4))

Figure 5.23 Composing component specifications for a subset of the components.
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if
there exists � � �� � � �����	�
�� �� � ���� such that

��� � ������ ��� � ������	���� and
��� ��� �� ������	�
�

then
������� is not an extension of S.

The testing of the components ��� � � � then involves the following steps:

1. Generate a failure ���� ��� of ��.

2. Search for a trace t of S such that �� � � � ����.

3. If ��� ��� is not a failure of S then one of the specification �� is in error.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has developed some theoretical results which can be used as a

basis for integrating slices into a process for the design of concurrent systems.

The most important results of this chapter show how slice expressions can be

used for the following purposes:

• Developing individual component specifications. Component specifications

can be derived from a slice expression S in two ways: syntactically or

semantically. In the syntactic approach, a transform ���
� is defined such that

���
� represents the behaviour of component c implied by S. In the semantic

approach, the set of failures(S) is generated, and from this a possible set of

failures of component c is derived.

• Analyzing a design for critical races. Given a slice expression S and a design

structure ������, this chapter presented a method for detecting potential

serious races in the design; these serious races can then be presented to the

designer to determine whether they are critical. The method consists of:

1. For each � � � derive from S the component specifications ���
�.

2. Compose the component specifications into the component closure ��
�.
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3. Compare the traces of each component within ��
� to the traces of each

component within S. If more traces of component c are found in ��
�

than in S, then a potential critical race exists.

• Verifying component specifications using slices. Each slice expression S

imposes conditions on the behaviour of the components of a system. Since

these component specifications are developed at different times, it is desirable

to verify the component specification Bc as soon as it is developed rather than

waiting until all the component specifications have been developed. Three

ways were given for verifying component specification Bc relative to slice S:

1. Verify that �� ��� ���
�.

2. Generate the set failures(Bc) and compare this to the set failures(S).

3. Letting D be the set of components for which specifications have been

completed, and the behaviour expression BD be the composition of these

completed component specifications, compare the set failures(BD) to the

set failures(S).
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Chapter 6: Application of the Slice
Techniques: An Example
a

This chapter illustrates by example how the formal techniques developed in

chapter 5 can be applied to a slice oriented design process.

The design process of interest to this research begins when the designer

understands the requirements which the system is to satisfy. The design process

ends when the designer has constructed the structure hierarchy tree down to

the level of the primitive components, specified the interconnection between

the components, and has specified the behaviour of each of these primitive

components

The steps which a designer uses to progress from the requirements to the

design are identified in 3.1 as the following:

1. Specify the structural design of the system.

2. Explore design behaviour by developing slice expressions showing component

interactions.

3. Generate component behaviour expressions.

4. Verify the component specifications using the slice expressions.

5. Decompose components as required.

To illustrate these concepts the design of an (overly simplified) telephone system

is used as an example. (This example is a simplified version of the telephony

case study described in [26] and summarized in Appendix D.) The requirements

of interest in the telephony system are the following:

• There are a number of phones which can be used for placing and receiving

calls. Each phone has a unique identifier.

• Each phone has a handset which can be lifted off or replaced on the hook.

• A user can request that a call be placed to another phone. The system will

record that a call has been requested and either service the request, or notify
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the requesting phone that the request could not be completed. A call cannot

be completed if the other phone is busy, i.e., the handset is off the hook.

• A phone will never be engaged in more than one call at a time.

6.1 Specifying the Structural Design

Once the requirements of a system have been analyzed the next step in the

design process is the development of the structural design. A system’s structural

design specifies the following aspects of a system:

• The components from which a system is constructed.

• The interconnection mechanisms between the components.

• The interconnection topology.

The steps involved in a structural design can be broken down as follows:

1. Identify the components.

2. Identify IPs by which components communicate.

3. Wire the components together by connecting the components to the IPs.

4. Determine the characteristics of the wiring, in particular the data parameters

passed between components at an IP during an interaction.

For the telephony example a typical component decomposition dictated by the

distributed nature of the system is to have one component for each phone in the

system and one component for the central switch. Once this decision is made it

can be recorded on the structural diagram (figure 6.1). The figure shows a system

consisting of three phone components (phone(n)) and a switch. Three external

components (user(n)) are used to model users of the system.

Once the system components have been identified the designer can specify

the interaction points between components. Identification of the interaction

points requires a designer to determine which components must interact directly
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signal

toPhone

fromPhone

toSwitch

fromSwitch

phone(1)

phone(2)

phone(3)

switch

user(1)

user(2)

user(3)

signal signal

signal

Figure 6.1 Structural design of a simple telephone system.

with each other and what data must be passed between components during the

interaction. The structure diagram of figure 6.1 shows four IPs:

• toPhone: user sends signals to phone.

• fromPhone: phone sends signals to user.

• toSwitch: phone sends signals to switch.

• fromSwitch: switch sends signals to phone.

When identifying IPs it is often useful to draw some timelines to explore how

the components must interact with each other in order to provide the necessary

system services. The purpose of these timelines is to investigate with simple

sequential behaviour how events ripple through the components of the system,

and what IPs and data flow will be required. Figure 6.2 is a timeline showing a

successful call connection from user(1) to user(2). The top illustration shows

the structural design with a slice representing a call connect superimposed on the

structure; below this is a timeline which defines a LOTOS process connect(n,m)

showing the interaction sequences required to make the call; at the bottom of

the figure is the LOTOS behaviour expression connect defined using this process.

Note that the definition of the process connect(n,m) can be generated directly

from the timeline.
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:msg :msg

:msg :msg

toPhone

fromPhone

toSwitch

fromSwitch

phone(1)

phone(2)

phone(3)

switch

user(1)

user(2)

user(3)

phone(n)

phone(m)

switch

connect[...](n,m: phonesetId):exit

conn(m)

toPhone

off

toPhone

off

toSwitch

conn(m)

toSwitch

fromSwitch

conn(n)

fromPhone

ring

conf(n)

toSwitch

conf(m)

fromSwitch

off

toPhone

fromPhone

conf
user(n)

user(m)

on

toPhone

on

toSwitch

on

toPhone

on

toSwitch

specification connect[...] :=
behaviour

connect[toPhone,fromPhone,toSwitch,fromSwitch](1,2)
where
process connect [toPhone,fromPhone,toSwitch,fromSwitch]

(n,m:phonesetid) : exit :=
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off;
toSwitch !phoneset(n) !switch !off;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !conn(m);
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !conn(m);
fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) !conn(n);
fromPhone !phone(m) !user(m) !ring;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !conf(n);
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !conf(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !conf;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phoneset(n) !switch !on;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !on;
toSwitch !phoneset(m) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

Figure 6.2 Slice showing simple connection establishment: telephony example.
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6.2 Exploring Design Through Slices

Slices provide a means for a designer to explore the implications of structural

and behavioural design decisions without necessarily having to generate complete

specifications of individual components. As described in §3.1.2, behavioural

design exploration can begin by generating simple slices illustrating the basic

functionality of the system, and then refining these slices in order to specify

more complex behaviour patterns. The two methods for refining slices to express

complex behaviour patterns were identified in §3.1.2 as:

• Slice extension. Beginning with slice expression S1, a designer constructs

slice S2 which adds new behaviour to the slice S1, but does not violate any

behaviours specified by S1.

• Slice combination. Beginning with slice expressions S1 and S2, a designer

combines these slices into slice S1#S2 which defines how the slices S1 and S2

interact with each other when they are executing concurrently.

These refinement methods will be illustrated by developing a number of different

slice expressions which describe the behaviour of the components of the simple

telephony system. As the examples are developed, visualizations will be used

where possible. Each of the slice expressions developed consists of a relatively

simple behaviour expression, and a set of process definitions. Note in the examples

that all of the process definitions are defined using visualizations; in principle,

these process definitions can be generated automatically from the corresponding

visual representation.

A simple slice for the telephony example illustrating the basic functionality

required for a call connect is shown by the expression connect defined in figure

6.2. This slice expression assumes that user(1) attempts to connect to user(2)

and that the connection is successful. Any behavioural specification of the system

must include this simple behaviour.
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There are however other possible outcomes when user(1) attempts to call

user(2); for example user(2) may be busy, resulting in a busy signal being

returned to user(1). This behaviour can be captured by extending the simple

slice expression connect to represent the possible alternative behaviours. This

extension is done in figures 6.3 and 6.4 using the principle of segmentation and

construction described in §3.1.2. Figure 6.3 divides the call connection into the

following phases:

• startConnect(n,m). User n begins the connection establishment process.

• establish(n,m). The connection is established.

• busy(n,m). The connection is not established because user m is busy.

Figure 6.4 constructs these three timeline segments into a single process extend-

Connect(n,m); after startConnect has completed a choice is made and either the

connection is established or the user m is busy. The slice behaviour specification

extendConnect can then be defined as the expression extendConnect(1,2) which

describes the behaviour of user(1) connecting to user(2) with a possible failure

due to user(2) being busy. The LOTOS specification is shown in figure 6.51. The

behaviour expression of the specification is simply an instantiation of the process

extendConnect. All process definitions were manually generated directly from the

corresponding visual representations; the generation of the LOTOS code from the

visual notation can be easily automated.

a

1 In the LOTOS specifications of this chapter, LOTOS code which can be generated automatically from the visual

notations for behaviour are marked with a change bar on the left hand side of the page.
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phone(n)

phone(m)

switch

busy[...](n,m: phonesetId):exit

off

toSwitch

busy(m)

fromSwitch

off

toPhone

fromPhone

busy

toPhone

on

toSwitch

on

user(n)

user(m)

(* Connection not established - user(m) busy *)

fromSwitch

conn(n)

fromPhone

ring

conf(n)

toSwitch

conf(m)

fromSwitch

off

toPhone

fromPhone

conf

phone(n)

phone(m)

switch

establish[...](n,m: phoneId):exit

user(n)

user(m)

(* connection is established *)

toPhone

on

toSwitch

on

toPhone

on

toSwitch

on

conn(m)

toSwitch

phone(n)

phone(m)

switch

startConnect[...](n,m: phoneId):exit

conn(m)

toPhone

off

toPhone

off

toSwitch

(*User(n) begins the connection
establishment process *)

user(n)

Figure 6.3 Timelines defining different phases of a connection establishment: telephony example.
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startConnect(n,m)

establish(n,m)

busy(n,m)

extendConnect[...](n,m:phoneid)

Figure 6.4 Refining the simple call connect by extension.
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specification extendConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
: exit

type signal is phoneid
sorts signal
opns
off,on,conf,ring,busy : -> signal
conf,conn,busy : phoneid -> signalendtype

type phoneid is
sorts phoneid
opns
1,2 : -> phoneid

endtype

type component is phoneid
sorts component
opns
switch : -> component
user : phoneid -> component
phone : phoneid -> component

endtype

(*Behaviour of extendConnect *)

behaviour

extendConnect[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](1,2)

where

process extendConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

startConnect[toPhone,toSwitch](n,m) >>
(establish[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m)

[]
busy[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m))

endproc
process startConnect

[toPhone,toSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !off;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !conn(m);
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !conn(m);
exit

endproc
process establish

[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) !conn(n);
fromPhone !phone(m) !user(m) !ring;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !conf(n);
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !conf(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !conf;
exit

endproc

process busy
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]

Figure 6.5 LOTOS specification of extendConnect. (Continued . . . )
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(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !busy(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !busy;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

endspec

Figure 6.5 LOTOS specification of extendConnect.

The slice expression connect of figure 6.2 shows a simple, successful connec-

tion. The slice expression extendConnect of figure 6.5 shows a connection which

may be successful, or which may terminate unsuccessfully. In order to verify that

extendConnect provides the behaviour of connect the ext relation of §7.2.1 can be

used, and a verification that:

extendConnect ext connect

can be performed. Since both behaviour expressions extendConnect and connect

are of finite size, the verification can be done by reachability analysis. (See §7

for a further discussion of the practical issues involved in performing such a

verification.)

Concurrent systems have many behaviour patterns executing concurrently. To

capture this behaviour requirement it is necessary to be able to specify slice ex-

pressions and then to combine these slices expressions in a way which reflects

the concurrent nature of the system. For example a slice expression extendCon-

nect(1,2) (figure 6.5) defines a connection establishment from user(1) to user(2)

while slice expression extendConnect(3,4) defines a concurrent connection estab-

lishment from user(3) to user(4). To reflect the concurrent nature of systems

we would like a mechanism for combining slice expressions to represent this

concurrency. As defined in chapter 3 this is refining slice expressions by slice

combination.
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The difficulty in combining slice expressions in parallel is that slice expres-

sions are not necessarily independent of each other, and when combining them

the interdependence between slices must be precisely defined. Unfortunately the

combination of slice expressions is, in general, a nontrivial process requiring a

fair degree of creativity on the part of the designer. If two slices S1 and S2 are

completely independent of each other then we can represent the execution of the

two concurrently using the LOTOS interleave operator: S1|||S2. In the telephony

example, the slices extendConnect(1,2) and extendConnect(3,4) are completely

independent of each other and their concurrent behaviour can be expressed as:

extendConnect(1,2) ||| extendConnect(3,4)

Assume however that we wish to define a slice expression showing user(1)

calling both user(2) and user(3). The naive solution:

extendConnect(1,2) ||| extendConnect(1,3)

is incorrect since it implies that user(1) can be engaged simultaneously in two

different calls. In order to combine the two slices correctly, it is necessary to

constrain phone(1) to a single call at a time.

Constraints can be represented as synchronizing process and defined in LO-

TOS using a state oriented style. The transition system of figure 6.6 defines a

constraint limiting phone(n) to one call at a time. In state idle the phone(n) is not

busy. If the handset is lifted, there is a transition to state busy1 and the phone(n)

cannot lift the handset a second time until it has been replaced. This constraint

can be combined with the two calls to give the following slice expression (the

full LOTOS expression is given in figure 6.7):

(extendConnect(1,2) (* user(1) calls user(2) *)

|||

extendConnect(1,3)) (* user(1) calls user(3) *)

|[toPhone]|

oneCallPerPhone(1) (* One call at a time *)
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idle

busy1

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off

toPhone !user(n)
!phone(n)
!on

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) ?S [(S ne off) and (S ne on)]

toPhone ?C1 ?C2 ?S [idOf(C2) ne n]

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) ?S [(S ne off) and (S ne on)]

toPhone ?C1 ?C2 ?S [idOf(C2) ne n]

oneCallPerPhone
[toPhone]
(n : phoneid)
var
C1,C2 : component,
S : signal

Figure 6.6 State machine defining the constraint that a telephone

cannot be engaged in more than one call simultaneously.
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specification extendConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
: exit

library
Boolean

endlib

type signal is phoneid,Boolean
(* Define signals between users, phones, and switch *)
sorts signal
opns
off,on,conf,ring,busy : -> signal
conf,conn,busy : phoneid -> signal
_eq_,_ne_ : signal,signal -> Bool
eqns

...
endtype

type phoneid is Boolean
sorts phoneid
opns
1,2,3 : -> phoneid
_eq_,_ne_ : phoneid,phoneid -> Bool
eqns

...
endtype

type component is phoneid
sorts component
opns
switch : -> component
user : phoneid -> component
phone : phoneid -> component
idOf : component -> phoneid
eqns
forall id:phoneid
ofsort phoneid
idOf(phone(id)) = id;
idOf(user(id)) = id;

endtype

type state is Boolean
sorts state
opns
idle,busy1 : -> state
_eq_ : state,state -> Bool
eqns

forall s:state
ofsort Bool
s eq s = true;

endtype

behaviour

Figure 6.7 LOTOS slice expression showing user(1)

calling user(2) and user(3). (Continued . . . )
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(* Define two calls occurring concurrently *)

(
extendConnect[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](1,2)
|||
extendConnect[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](1,3)
)

(* Constrain user(1) to a single concurrent call *)
|[toPhone]|
(oneCallPerPhone[toPhone](1) [> exit)
where

process extendConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

startConnect[toPhone,toSwitch](n,m) >>
(establish[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m)

[]
busy[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m))

endproc

(* Define process which constrains a phone to a single call*)
process oneCallPerPhone

[toPhone]
(n : phoneid):
noexit :=

stateMachine[toPhone](n,idle)

where
process stateMachine

[toPhone]
(n : phoneid,
s : state):
noexit :=

[s eq idle] -> ((toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off;
stateMachine[toPhone](n,busy1))

[]
(toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) ?S:signal

[(S ne off) and (S ne on)];
stateMachine[toPhone](n,idle))

[]
(toPhone ?C1:component ?C2:component ?S:signal

[idOf(C2) ne n];
stateMachine[toPhone](n,idle)))

[]
[s eq busy1] -> ((toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;

stateMachine[toPhone](n,idle))
[]
(toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) ?S:signal

[(S ne on) and (S ne off)];
stateMachine[toPhone](n,busy1))

[]
(toPhone ?C1:component ?C2:component ?S:signal

[idOf(C2) ne n];

Figure 6.7 LOTOS slice expression showing user(1)

calling user(2) and user(3). (Continued . . . )
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stateMachine[toPhone](n,busy1)))
endproc

endproc

process startConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !off;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !conn(m);
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !conn(m);
exit

endproc

process establish
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) !conn(n);
fromPhone !phone(m) !user(m) !ring;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !conf(n);
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !conf(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !conf;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !on;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

process busy
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !busy(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !busy;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !on;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

endspec

Figure 6.7 LOTOS slice expression showing user(1) calling user(2) and user(3).
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A somewhat more complex problem is how to represent user(1) and user(3)

both placing a call to user(2). The difficulty in combining the two slices

extendConnect(1,2) and extendConnect(3,2) arises because they contain shared

instances of interactions. In particular, the single interaction of user(2) lifting

the handset off the phone can be used by extendConnect(1,2) to confirm that

the call is established, and by extendConnect(3,2) to cause a busy signal to be

returned to user(3). In order to combine these slice expressions it is necessary to

precisely define how these interactions which are shared between different slices

are related to each other.

The steps used for combining these slice expressions are described below

and illustrated in figure 6.8 through 6.10. The resulting slice expression for the

telephony example is shown in figure 6.11.

1. Identify the set I of instances of interactions which are shared between slices

S1 and S2.

In the telephony example the two interactions which are shared between

extendConnect(1,2) and extendConnect(3,2) are:

toPhone!user(2)!phone(2)!off --user(2) picks up phone

toSwitch!phone(2)!switch!off --phone(2) signals switch

2. Construct slice expressions S1’, S2’. Expressions S1’ and S2’ are constructed

from S1 and S2 respectively by removing the shared interaction instances I.

In the telephony example the process extendConnect(n,m) can be converted

to the process concurrentConnect(n,m) (figure 6.9) by removing shared

interactions:

• busyPrime(n,m) is a timeline showing a busy signal being returned

to user(n). It is similar to the process busy(n,m) of figure 6.3 with

the shared interactions identified in step 1 removed.

• concurrentConnect(n,m) shows a complete call connection similar

to extendedConnect(n,m) except the shared interactions identified

in step 1 are removed.
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3. A synchronizing process synch is defined which specifies the relationship

between the expressions S1’ and S2’. The resulting combined slice expression

is then given as:

(S1’ ||| S2’) |[...]| synch.

The synchronizing process of the example must specify the constraints on

phone(2) when it is processing two calls. In particular, the constraining

process must specify that phone(2) will accept a call if it is idle and refuse

a call if it is busy. This constraint is specified by the state transition

diagram synchSlices(2) of figure 6.10. The states of the system are:

• idle. The phone(m) is not busy.

• busy1. phone(peer) has requested a connection to phone(m) and

is waiting for a response.

• busy2. phone(m) has confirmed a connection to phone(peer).

The synchronizing process synchSlices(2) can be used to combine the

expressions concurrentConnect(1,2) and concurrentConnect(3,2) with the

resulting combined slice expression given by:

twoCalls :=

(concurrentConnect(1,2)

|||

concurrentConnect(3,2))

|[toSwitch,fromSwitch]|

synchSlices(2)
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1. Identify shared interactions I.

I(S1) I(S2)

I

I(S1’)

2. Construct S1’ and S2’ with no shared interactions.

I(S2’)

I(S2’)I(S1’)

3. Construct a synchronizing process such that:.
(S1’ ||| S2’) |[...]| synch

represents the composed behaviour.

I(synch)

Figure 6.8 Combining slices.
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phone(n)

switch

busyPrime(n,m: phoneId)

busy(m)

fromSwitch

fromPhone

busy

toPhone

on

toSwitch

on

user(n)

startConnect(m.n)

establish(m,n)

busyPrime(m,n)

concurrentConnect(m,n:phoneid)

Figure 6.9 Combining slice expressions by removing shared interactions: telephony example.
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idle

busy1busy2

fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) ?S
[(sigType(S) eq conn)]
peer := sigId(S)

toSwitch
!phone(m)
!switch
!off

toSwitch
!phone(m)
!switch
!off

toSwitch
!phone(m)
!switch
!on

toSwitch
!phone(peer)
!switch
on

toSwitch ?C1 !switch ?S
[((C1 ne phone(m)) or (S ne off))

and
((C1 ne phone(peer)) or (S ne on))]

fromSwitch !switch ?C1 ?S
[(C1 ne phone(m) or (sigType(S) ne conn)]

toSwitch ?C1 !switch ?S
[(C1 ne phone(m)) or (S ne on)]

fromSwitch !switch ?C1 ?S
[(C1 ne phone(m) or (sigType(S) ne conn)]

fromSwitch !switch ?C1 ?S
[((sigType(S) ne busy) or (sigId(S) ne m)) and
((sigType(S) ne conn) or (idOf(C) ne m))]]

toSwitch ?C1 !switch ?S

synchSlices
(m : phoneid) : noexit
var
peer : phoneid

Figure 6.10 State machine used to synchronize slices: telephony example.
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specification twoCalls
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
: exit

.

.

.
behaviour

(
concurrentConnect[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](1,2)
|||
concurrentConnect[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](3,2)
)
|[toSwitch,fromSwitch]|
(synchSlices[toSwitch,fromSwitch](2) [> exit)
where

process concurrentConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

startConnect[toPhone,toSwitch](n,m) >>
(establish[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m)

[]
busyPrime[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch](n,m))

endproc

process synchSlices
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(m:phoneid):
noexit :=

stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m)

where
process stateMachine

[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(m : phoneid,
s : state,
peer : phoneid):
noexit :=

[s eq idle] ->
((fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) ?S:signal
[sigType(S) eq conn];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,sigId(S)))

[]
(toSwitch ?C1:component !switch ?S:signal;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,peer))
[]
(fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[((idOf(C1) ne m) or (sigType(S) ne conn)) and
((sigId(S) ne m) or (sigType(S) ne busy))];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,peer)))

[]

Figure 6.11 LOTOS expression for twoCalls: telephony example. (Continued . . . )
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[s eq busy1] ->
((fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[(sigType(S) ne conn) or (idOf(C1) ne m)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,peer))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(peer) !switch !on;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer))

[]
(toSwitch ?C2:component !switch ?S:signal
[((idOf(C2) ne peer) or (S ne on)) and
((idOf(C2) ne m) or (S ne off))];

stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,peer)))
[]

[s eq busy2] ->
((fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[(sigType(S) ne conn) or (idOf(C1) ne m)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m))

[]
(toSwitch ?C2:component !switch ?S:signal

[(idOf(C2) ne m) or (S ne on)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer)))

endproc
endproc

process startConnect
[toPhone,toSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !off;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !off;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !conn(m);
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !conn(m);
exit

endproc

process establish
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) !conn(n);
fromPhone !phone(m) !user(m) !ring;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !off;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !conf(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !conf;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
toPhone !user(m) !phone(m) !on;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;

exit

Figure 6.11 LOTOS expression for twoCalls: telephony example. (Continued . . . )
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endproc

process busyPrime
[toPhone,toSwitch,fromPhone,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !busy(m);
fromPhone !phone(n) !user(n) !busy;
toPhone !user(n) !phone(n) !on;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

endspec

Figure 6.11 LOTOS expression for twoCalls: telephony example.
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6.3 Generating Component Specifications

Slice expressions are useful as a means of exploring relationships between

the behavioural design and the structural design. However in order to allow

components to be implemented as separate artifacts it is necessary to have separate

behavioural specifications for each component.

Generating a component behavioural specification requires a deep knowledge

of the components expected behaviour. A designer deduces the behavioural

requirements of a component from a number of sources:

• The requirements of the system in which the component is to be included.

• The set of components from which a system is constructed and their inter-

connection topology.

• Descriptions of the functionality required of the component in order to satisfy

the system requirements. Among such descriptions are the slice expressions

which define the expected behaviour of sets of components interacting to

satisfy the system requirements.

Section 5.2 identified two methods for determining behavioural requirements

for a component c given a slice expression S:

• Syntactically. Using the syntactic transform �� generate the LOTOS com-

ponent expression �����. Using assumption 3 (page 126), the designer can

extend ����� into a complete behavioural specification for component c.

• Semantically. Since LOTOS is an executable specification language, the

transition system ���� can be constructed from S and the set ������	
���

can be determined. Using theorem 3 (page 140) and assuming that Bc is the

behavioural specification of component c, constraints on the set ������	
����

can be determined by analyzing the set ������	
���.

These methods will be illustrated by constructing a component specification for

the component switch from the slice expression twoCalls of figure 6.11.
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6.3.1 Generating Component Specifications Syntactically

Expressions for individual components can be syntactically derived from slice

expressions. The first step in deriving the component behaviour is to apply the

phic transform in order to remove interactions in which component c is not

involved. The result of applying the transformation phiswitch to the LOTOS

specification twoCalls of figure 6.11 results in the specification switch of figure

6.12. For this example, the transformation was applied manually.

The specification switch can now be executed to determine the behavioural

requirements of the switch component. As well, a designer can use this expression

as a template for writing a complete behavioural specification for the switch.
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specification switch
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
: exit

.

.

.
behaviour

(
concurrentConnect[toSwitch,fromSwitch](1,2)
|||
concurrentConnect[toSwitch,fromSwitch](3,2)
)
|[toSwitch,fromSwitch]|
(synchSlices[toSwitch,fromSwitch](2) [> exit)
where

process concurrentConnect
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

startConnect[toSwitch](n,m) >>
(establish[toSwitch,fromSwitch](n,m)

[]
busyPrime[toSwitch,fromSwitch](n,m))

endproc

process synchSlices
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(m:phoneid):
noexit :=

stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m)

where
process stateMachine

[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(m : phoneid,
s : state,
peer : phoneid):
noexit :=

[s eq idle] ->
((fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) ?S:signal
[sigType(S) eq conn];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,sigId(S)))

Figure 6.12 Component expression for switch syntactically

derived from twoCalls. (Continued . . . )
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[]
(toSwitch ?C1:component !switch ?S:signal;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,peer))
[]
(fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[((idOf(C1) ne m) or (sigType(S) ne conn)) and
((sigId(S) ne m) or (sigType(S) ne busy))];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,peer)))

[]

[s eq busy1] ->
((fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[(sigType(S) ne conn) or (idOf(C1) ne m)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,peer))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(peer) !switch !on;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer))

[]
(toSwitch ?C2:component !switch ?S:signal
[((idOf(C2) ne peer) or (S ne on)) and
((idOf(C2) ne m) or (S ne off))];

stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy1,peer)))

[]

[s eq busy2] ->
((fromSwitch !switch ?C1:component ?S:signal
[(sigType(S) ne conn) or (idOf(C1) ne m)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer))

[]
(toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,idle,m))

[]
(toSwitch ?C2:component !switch ?S:signal

[(idOf(C2) ne m) or (S ne on)];
stateMachine[toSwitch,fromSwitch](m,busy2,peer)))

endproc
endproc

process startConnect
[toSwitch]

Figure 6.12 Component expression for switch syntactically

derived from twoCalls. (Continued . . . )
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(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !off;
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !conn(m);
exit

endproc

process establish
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(m) !conn(n);
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !off;
fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !conf(m);

toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
toSwitch !phone(m) !switch !on;

exit
endproc

process busyPrime
[toSwitch,fromSwitch]
(n,m:phoneid):
exit :=

fromSwitch !switch !phone(n) !busy(m);
toSwitch !phone(n) !switch !on;
exit

endproc

endspec

Figure 6.12 Component expression for switch syntactically derived from twoCalls.
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6.3.2 Generating Component Specifications Semantically

The semantic approach to exploring component behaviour through slices can

be done by applying theorem 3 (page 140). Application of the theorem allows

the designer to ask questions such as:

• Is trace t a behaviour which component c must provide?

• After executing trace t, which interactions can component c offer or refuse?

For example, the behaviour of component switch can be derived semantically

from the slice expression twoCalls of figure 6.11. The designer can ask the

question:

• In the initial state (i.e., after the null trace �) which interactions must the

switch offer?

To answer this question, all traces t of twoCalls such that � � ��������� � �

must be found. This set consists of the traces:

{�,

toPhone !user(1) phone(1) !off,

toPhone !user(2) phone(2) !off}

Using theorem 3, the switch may refuse an interaction after trace � only if the

slice expression twoCalls can refuse the interaction after any of the traces in the

above set. Thus in response to the question:

• In the initial state (i.e., after the null trace �) which interactions must the

switch offer?

the answer would be

• {toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off,

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off}

Figure 6.13 is a partial description of the behaviour of switch which can be

determined from slice expression twoCalls. Each entry in the first column is a
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aa

a Trace of component switch a Interactions which must be offered aa

a

a

a

a
�

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off,

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off a
aa

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off

a
toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off,

toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !conn(2) a
aa

a
toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off;

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off,

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !conn(2) aaa

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off;

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !conn(2),

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !conn(2) aaa

a
toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !off;

toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !conn(2),

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !conn(2) aaa

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off;

toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !conn(2) a
fromSwitch !switch !phone(2) !conn(1),

toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !conn(2) aaa

a
toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !off;

toSwitch !phone(1) !switch !conn(2);

fromSwitch !switch !phone(2) !conn(1) a
toSwitch !phone(3) !switch !conn(2),

toSwitch !phone(2) !switch !conf(1) aaa

a
.
.
. a

.

.

. aaa

Figure 6.13 List of traces and offers for component switch derived from slice expression twoCalls.
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trace which switch must be able to execute. The second column is the set of

interactions which switch must offer after executing the trace. By examining

such behaviour, the designer can determine the behavioural requirements of

the components, and then proceed to write specifications (either behavioural or

structural) for the components.

6.4 Verifying Component Specifications

As the component specifications are developed it is necessary to verify them

for correctness. Given a slice expression S, this can be done by verifying that

the behavioural specification Bc of component c is capable of providing all the

behaviour implied by the slice expression S (see §5.4). Thus each slice expression

becomes a set of test cases for the component specifications.

If Bswitch is a behavioural specification for the switch, there are three ways

that the slice twoCalls (figure 6.11) can be used as a basis to test Bswitch:

• Using assumption 3 (page 126), verify the relation:

Bswitch ext 	������(twoCalls)

• Use ���������������� � ����	��
� as a set of test cases for Bswitch (theorem

2, page 139).

• Use ��	�������������� as a basis for producing a set of test cases for

Bswitch (§5.4).

Verifying the relation Bswitch ext �������(twoCalls) requires first generating

the LOTOS expression �������(twoCalls); the resulting expression was shown in

figure 6.12. The complexity in verifying the ext relation is dependent on the

number of states in the transition system model of �������(twoCalls). Issues

involved in proving this relation are discussed further in §7.2.1.

When using the set ���������������� � ����	��
� as a basis for verifying

Bswitch it is first necessary to generate the set traces(twoCalls) and then project

these traces through the events of switch. The first column of the table of figure
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6.13 is a partial listing of traces of switch generated in this way. Each of these

traces can be considered as a test case for Bswitch. The number of test cases

generated depends on the number of maximal traces for switch which can be

generated from twoCalls. For the simpler expression extendConnect (figure 6.5),

it can be verified by looking at figures 6.3 and 6.4 that the switch will engage in a

trace of length 7 when a connection is correctly established, and a trace of length

5 when a busy signal is returned. The expression twoCalls is an interleaving

of two instances of extendConnect, restricted by the process synchSlices. Since

the number of ways two sequences can be interleaved grows exponentially with

the length of the sequences, generating all traces from a slice expression which

is the concurrent combination of a number of slice expressions could lead to an

intractable number of traces being generated. This problem is discussed further

in Chapter 7.

For deterministic slice expressions (such as all the examples of this chapter and

Appendix D), testing based on failures and testing based on traces are equivalent.

As shown in §5.4, if the original slice expression contained nondeterminism

then the composition of the component behaviours may not be an extension of

the slice expression, even if all the component behaviour specification pass the

above tests. The problem is that the intention of the designer in constructing

the slice expression is that the nondeterminism of the slice will result in one

of the components being nondeterministic; if the nondeterminism appears in

more than one component then interactions can be refused by the composition

of the component behaviour specifications which could not be refused by the

slice expression S. The method for detecting such problems is to compose a set

of component behaviour specifications into a behaviour expression BD according

to the system structure (this set could be a subset of the total components of the

system). Verification then proceeds by comparing the set failures(BD) with the

set failures(S) as described in §5.4; if there is a failure of BD which violates

the conditions imposed by failures(S) then one of the component behaviour
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specifications of BD is incorrect. For example, in the telephony system, assume

the designer has constructed behaviour specifications Bswitch and Bphone(1) for

components switch and phone(1). The system can now construct expression

B{switch,phone(1)} as:

B{switch,phone(1)} := Bswitch ||| default(switch)

||

Bphone(1) ||| default(phone(1))

The failures of this expression can then be compared to failures(twoCalls) in

order to determine whether Bswitch and Bphone(1) are incorrect. (Note that since

slice expression twoCalls is deterministic, it is not necessary to perform such a

test; using only traces is sufficient.)

6.5 Component Decomposition

Components can be viewed either as monolithic units which are implemented

as a single entity, or as having an internal structure composed of subcomponents.

In the former case, the development path after generating the component specifi-

cation Bc is to implement the component based on this behavioural specification.

However if a component is complex and constructed from subcomponents, a de-

signer can repeat the development process for component c using the specification

Bc as the requirements specification. The development process then includes the

creation of a structural design, slice expressions and component expressions for

the internal components, and analysis of the design for verification purposes.

In the simple telephone system example, the structure was specified in figure

6.1. Assume that the switch is a distributed component constructed from two

subcomponents (figure 6.14).

One issue that arises is how the behavioural expressions developed at one level

of the structural decomposition (e.g., at the level of figure 6.1) can be applied to
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sw(1)

sw(2)

toSwitch

fromSwitch

s12s21

phone(n)

Figure 6.14 Decomposed switch component.
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the analysis of design at another level of structural decomposition (e.g., at the

level of figure 6.14). The two problems identified in §4.2.3 were:

• Interactions internal to a component. At lower levels of the structural hierar-

chy, there may be interactions internal to a component which were not visible

at higher levels of the design hierarchy.

• New component names introduced by the decomposition. An interaction

involving component c specified at one level of the design hierarchy may

involve a subcomponent of c at a lower level of the design hierarchy.

LOTOS includes a powerful encapsulation technique for hiding events. By

this method the behaviour of the switch component can be represented as the

composition of the behaviours of sw(1) and sw(2) with the IPs s21 and s12 hidden.

For example, if the behaviours of sw(1) and sw(2) are given by Bsw(1) and Bsw(2),

then their composed behaviour is given by:

Bswitch := hide s21,s12 in

Bsw(1) ||| default(sw(1))

||

Bsw(2) ||| default(sw(2))

When using the slice style as presented in this research, a designer specifies

behaviour in terms of interactions, where an interaction includes both the IP

and the component identifiers synchronizing at the IP. During decomposition,

what appears as a single component from one structural viewpoint is actually a

collection of components from a finer grained structural viewpoint. As described

in §4.2.3 this may require that the interactions at the finer grained structural

viewpoint are renamed in order that they can be verified against slice expressions

created with the coarser grained structural viewpoint. For example at the structural
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level of figure 6.14 the interaction:

toSwitch!phoneset(1)!sw(1)!off

can be transformed to:

toSwitch!phoneset(1)!switch!off

in order to verify it against slice expressions created at the structural level of figure

6.1. Such a renaming is defined by the structure renaming function �switch:

���������� �

�
��	��
 if � � ����� or � � �����

� ��
���	��

By applying the structure renaming function �switch to the interactions of Bswitch,

it is possible to test Bswitch using the slice expression twoCalls.
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Chapter 7: Practicality of Slice Techniques
a

This thesis has developed techniques for the design of concurrent systems and

applied these techniques in a number of examples and case studies. This chapter

looks at the practicality of the techniques, discusses how well the techniques can

be applied manually, where tool support could assist a designer, and the possible

limitations of analysis and verification.

7.1 Design Capture

Design capture is the process by which a designer’s decisions are represented

and recorded. This research has developed formal representations for structural

and behavioural design, and visual notations which assist the designer in making

and recording design decisions during the design process.

For all the designs developed as part of this research, the structural design

was developed using the visual notation of §4.1.1.1. It was not found to be

necessary to generate the explicit formal structural representation; in general

all the behavioural specifications could be developed by referring only to the

visual structural notation. For the examples of this thesis, generating the formal

representation from the visual structural notation was a straightforward (but

tedious) task that could easily be automated.

Behavioural design was developed using a combination of visual notations

as well as directly in LOTOS. Within the telephony example of Chapter 6

and the case study of Appendix D all process definitions can be (and were)

represented visually. Timelines were used to represent sequential behaviour.

These simple sequential slices were extended by means of segmentation and

construction, operations which could also be performed visually using the notation

of §4.2.2. Combining slices to represent concurrent behaviour required the

definition of synchronizing processes; all such processes were defined visually
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as state transition systems using the notation of §4.2.2. Thus very little explicit

programming of LOTOS behaviour expressions was required; it is feasible to

construct tools which allow most of the LOTOS to be generated automatically

from the visual representation. In the examples of Chapter 6, the parts of the

LOTOS specifications which could have been generated automatically from the

visual notation are marked with a side bar on the left hand side of the page. It

can be seen that all process definitions in the specifications can be generated from

the visual notation.

The following are some qualitative observations about the applicability of the

visual notations, and how they were used during this research:

• Timelines were most useful for representing simple behaviour sequences

through sets of components. As more complex slices were created through

extension, manually segmenting and constructing timelines was difficult to

perform without tool support. However, the visual representation was found

to be very helpful and useful, and a tool to assist a designer in slice extension

is feasible and would be highly desirable.

• State transition diagrams were used to represent synchronizing processes when

slices were refined by combining slices concurrently. For this purpose,

the author found the visual notation extremely useful. Even without a

tool available, the generation of these processes was facilitated by visually

representing them as state transition diagrams and then manually transforming

the visual representation into a LOTOS process. Once a tool had been

developed [57] the synchronizing processes were automatically generated

from the visual notation.

Although the examples of this thesis were performed with minimal tool

support, there clearly are areas were tools could greatly enhance the ability of

the designer. Specific tools which could be used during design capture include

the following:
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• Structural design capture. A graphical editor could be used to facilitate

the entry of structural designs. A number of consistency checks could be

performed on the designs, such as verifying that all IP sides are connected to

components, IP characteristics are consistent across structural levels, etc.

• Behavioural design capture. Simple slice expressions can be visually repre-

sented either as timelines or by tracing a slice directly on the structural design

diagram (as is done in many examples of this thesis). Graphical editors would

permit a designer to construct these slice expressions visually.

• Refining slices. Slices are refined by extension or by combination. Slice

extension can be supported by a tool which allows a designer to cut a

timeline into segments, and to construct a slice with timeline segments using

the notation of §4.2.2. Slice combination can be supported by a tool which

assists a designer in identifying locations where slices interact with each other

(§6.2), and by a graphical editor for defining synchronizing processes as state

transition diagrams with automatic generation of the LOTOS code (§4.2.2).

• Executing slice expressions. Since LOTOS is an executable specification

language, a LOTOS interpreter can be used to execute the slice specifications

in order to verify their correct behaviour. The ISLA interpreter [30,62] was

used for this purpose and found to be invaluable for generating and testing

slice expressions.

7.2 Design Analysis and Verification

This research has identified a number of areas where analysis and verification

techniques can be applied to assist a designer during the design process. This

section discusses the practical application and limitation of techniques in the

following areas:

• Proving the ext relation (§7.2.1). The design process assumed that the ext

relation existed between different behaviour expressions. One verification
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which can be used during the design process is to prove that the ext holds

in these cases. Specifically:

a
a

aa If slice S2 is a refinement of slice S1 then S2 ext S1;

a
a

aa If Bc is a designer generated specification for component c and S is a

slice expression then �� ��� �����.

a
a

aa If ����	
� is a resource oriented specifications and S is a slice expression,

then ����	
� ��� �.

• Extracting component behaviour from slices (§7.2.2). Given that a designer

has created a structural design and a set of slice expressions, it is necessary

to construct an individual component specification Bc for each component c.

This can be done by extracting the behaviour requirements of component c

from slice S and using these requirements to assist in the development of Bc,

or to verify that Bc satisfies the requirements imposed by S. Analysis tools

can extract the behaviour of c implied by S and verify that Bc satisfies these

behavioural requirements. Also, by comparing the component closure ����

to S an analysis of a system for critical races can be performed.

7.2.1 Verifying the ext Relation

Due to the complexity and size of most behavioural specifications, proving

the ext relation between two behaviour expressions is practical only if the proof

can be automated.

If two transition systems B1 and B2 are both finite (i.e., contain a finite

number of states and a finite number of transitions) then a decision procedure

for determining whether B1 ext B2 exists. Verifying B1 ext B2 is related to

proving testing equivalence [3,50]. Proving testing equivalence between finite

transition systems is known to be a PSPACE-complete problem [50] and it is

therefore unlikely that a polynomial algorithm for verifying testing equivalence

exists. Since B1 is testing equivalent B2 if and only if B1 ext B2 and B2 ext B1 [7]
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a polynomial algorithm for proving ext would result in a polynomial algorithm

for proving testing equivalence, an unlikely prospect.

An algorithm for verifying testing equivalence between finite transition sys-

tems is developed by Bolognesi and Caneve in [3]. It seems probable that such

an algorithm can be adapted to verify the ext relation. Although the algorithm

of [3] is exponential in time complexity, the step of the algorithm which causes

the exponential complexity involves transforming a nondeterministic transition

system to a deterministic transition system. If the behaviour expressions are de-

terministic (as is the case with all the slice expressions generated in the telephony

example of Chapter 6 and in the case study of Appendix D), then a polynomial

algorithm is likely attainable. The actual details of the algorithm are left as an

area for further research.

For deterministic, finite slice expressions, the growth in complexity of proving

the ext relation is polynomial in the number of states. Given two slice expressions

with n and m states, combining these expressions in parallel will result in a

slice expression with at most nm states. In the example of Chapter 6, the slice

expression extendConnect (figure 6.5) illustrating a call with a possible result

of connection establishment or busy signal returned contained approximately 20

different states. The projection of this expression onto the component switch by

means of the transform �
������ results in an expression containing approximately

11 states. Thus representing n concurrent calls by combining these expressions

will result in a slice expression which contains at most 20n states or 11n states

for the system or switch respectively.

In the case study of Appendix D, a switch component was constructed

from seven components. The most complex slice expression representing a call

connection between two phone sets involved approximately 60 states. Thus in

the worst case, n concurrent calls are represented by a slice expression with 60n

states. Clearly in this case, the value of n must be rather small for a complete

verification of the ext relation to occur by reachability analysis.
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7.2.2 Extracting Component Behaviour from Slices

Once a designer has specified a structural design and used slices to specify

the behaviour patterns involving many components, it is necessary to generate

behavioural specifications for the individual components. Although the process

of writing the specification remains primarily a manual operation, slices can assist

the designer in the following ways:

• From the slice expression, the behaviour of an individual component can be

extracted (§5.2).

• It can be verified that the expression representing a component’s behaviour

satisfies all the constraints imposed by a slice expression (§5.4).

Two approaches were defined for extracting component behaviour from slice

expressions:

• The syntactic approach where each LOTOS slice expression S is transformed

into LOTOS expression ����� representing the behaviour of component c

(§5.2.1).

• The semantic approach where given the slice expression S the transition

system model ���� is constructed, and from this a model of behaviour

for component c is determined (§5.2.2).

The transform �� as described in §5.2 and Appendix E provides a means for

syntactically deriving component behaviour from a slice expression. Application

of the transform is straightforward and can be done manually, as was done in

applying the transform to the slice expressions of Chapter 6 and Appendix D.

Results obtained indicated that the transform is relatively easy to apply manually

and that there are no practical problems in automating most of the transformation.

The transform cannot be fully automated as some input may be required by

the designer to determine possible values of data expressions which represent
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component names. A LOTOS interpreter can be used to execute the expression

����� and explore the behaviour of component c.

Once the designer understands the behaviour of the component, the complete

component specification Bc can be generated. The expression ����� can be used as

a template which the designer can extend into the compete component specification

Bc. The experience gained during this research indicates that for most components

the changes required to ����� are complex and the extensions required are not

always obvious; as a result viewing ����� as a template for constructing Bc is

not always feasible. A more reasonable approach is to use ����� to explore the

behaviour of c, and then manually generate the specification Bc. It can then be

verified that �� ��� �����.

The component specifications Bc can be composed into a resource oriented

expression �����	� representing the overall system behaviour. This expression

can be executed using an interpreter in order to explore the system behaviour.

Using existing tools, there were practical limitations on the size of a resource

oriented specification which could be executed due to efficiency problems; the

problems encountered are discussed further in §7.3.

One analysis described in this thesis is a means of detecting potential critical

races by comparing the component closure ���� with the slice expression S (§5.3).

Due to the complexity of such an analysis, a manual approach is not feasible

and an automated tool is required in order to make the analysis practical. The

analysis requires a comparison of the set ���	�
������ with the set ���	�
���.

The computational complexity depends on the size of the set ���	�
������.

Unfortunately, if slices S1 and S2 are combined in parallel into the expression

S1#S2, the size of the set traces(S1#S2) grows exponentially with respect to the

size of the sets traces(S1) and traces(S1), and with the length of the traces. This

results in the size of the set ���	�
������ growing very quickly beyond the limits

of computational feasibility. Although a complete analysis of the set ���	�
������
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is not feasible, there is reason to be optimistic that a useful analysis of the set

to detect serious races is feasible:

• To determine if ���� is serious race free it is necessary to examine each

element of the set ���	�
������. However, to determine if ���� contains

a serious race it is only necessary to examine the elements of ���	�
������

until a serious race is found. Assuming a generate-and-test strategy is used,

this involves generating traces of ���� and testing for a serious race. The

feasibility of the approach then depends not on the total number of elements

in the set ���	�
������, but rather on how many traces must be generated

before one with a serious race is encountered. Looking at the gas station

example (figure 5.19, page 153), approximately one half of the traces of the

component closure contain the serious race. Therefore, assuming that traces

are generated in a random fashion, the average number of traces which must

be generated before the serious race is found is actually quite small.

• Since LOTOS models concurrency by means of interleaving rather than a par-

tial ordering, interactions which have no temporal relationship are interleaved

in some arbitrary order. Thus the set traces(�(S1#S2)) will contain a large

number of traces which are differentiated only by the various interleavings of

unrelated events. If S1 and S2 do not pass through any of the same compo-

nents then they can have no effect on each other and it is not necessary to

look at all possible interleavings. For example, the slice expression twoCalls

(figure 6.11, page 183) represented a call from user(1) to user(2) and from

user(3) to user(2). These calls cross over only within the components switch

and phone(2). Interactions not involving these components can be interleaved

in any manner without any effect on whether a critical race will or will not be

found. Thus the actual number of traces of �(S1#S2) which must be generated

to verify that it is serious race free may be much less than the actual number

of elements in traces(�(S1#S2)). Techniques to determine which traces must
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be generated to verify that the system is serious race free are left as areas

of future research.

The semantic approach to extracting the component behaviour of c from slice

S is to generate the model���� and from this model determine the requirements

on component c. This can be done either by looking at the set traces(S) or

the set failures(S) and from this determining requirements on the set traces(Bc)

or the set failures(Bc). The difficulty in generating and manipulating these sets

indicates that a manual analysis is not feasible for larger systems and a tool to

assist the designer is required. The computational feasibility of such an approach

then depends on the following:

• The number of traces or failures of expression S.

• The complexity in computing the traces or failures.

Generating traces of a component from the traces of a slice expression is

relatively easy to do and requires little more than an efficient LOTOS interpreter.

In the case study of Appendix D the most complex slice expression representing

a call connection is the slice branchSwitch (figure D.10, page 257). The traces

of this expression contained a total of 9 maximal length traces (i.e., traces which

are not proper prefixes of any other trace); these traces range in size from 2

interactions to 36 interactions. Clearly, very little computing power is required

to generate these traces and to use them to determine the behaviour of individual

components.

However, since parallelism is represented by interleaving, once slice expres-

sions are combined in parallel the number of maximal length traces can grow

exponentially. Although in worst case the number of traces can grow exponen-

tially as slices are combined concurrently, in practice the growth in the number

of traces of interest should be significantly less. In the telephony example of

this chapter, the slice expression twoCalls (figure 6.11, page 183) represents two

calls combined in parallel. Where these calls do not interfere with each other,
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the interleavings of the interactions represent completely independent sequences

of events; thus it is not necessary to look at all these interleavings. Where more

thorough analysis is required, is at the points where the calls interfere with each

other; but this is exactly the behaviour captured by the synchronizing process

synchSlices. Therefore it is only the behaviour represented within the process

synchSlices which must be analyzed extensively when using twoCalls as a basis

for extracting component behaviour. The state transition diagram for synchSlices

contains only three states and eight transitions, so the problem appears to be

much more feasible.

For deterministic slice expressions it is not necessary to investigate the failures

as well as the traces; the behaviour requirements can be completely captured by

the traces. All the slice expression of Chapter 6 and Appendix D are deterministic

and therefore it is not necessary to look at failures. If failures are used as a basis

for determining component behaviour, generating the set failures(S) may result in

feasibility problems as discussed in §7.2.1.

7.3 Design Execution

The semantics of LOTOS is defined operationally: given a LOTOS behaviour

expression B the operational semantics define the transition system���� which

is the model of B. A LOTOS interpreter is a tool which given the LOTOS

specification B can construct the model (or part of the model)����. This permits

a designer to execute the specification and to explore the behavioural model.

During the course of this research, the interpreter ISLA [30,62], developed at

the University of Ottawa, was used to explore LOTOS behavioural specifications.

The interpreter was used extensively and was invaluable for validating behavioural

specifications.

The primary problem encountered in the use of the ISLA interpreter was the

performance of the interpreter with resource oriented specifications involving a

large number of components. This performance problem became evident during
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the case study described in Appendix D where the time required to interpret

one interaction in a design involving approximately twenty components became

prohibitively long (i.e., executing a trace involving 10 or 15 interactions required

hours to complete).

Since the performance problem was observed only in large resource oriented

specifications, it is likely that the problem results from the way in which resource

oriented specifications are structured and interpreted. In order to explore the

problem of resource oriented specifications in more detail, a LOTOS resource

oriented specification of the design structure of figure 7.1 was written. The design

structure consists of a pool of n components loop(1) to loop(n) which synchronize

with each other at the interaction point event. Each component loop(k) loops

forever trying to synchronize with component loop(k-1) and loop(k+1). The

complete LOTOS specification is given in figure 7.3.

Figure 7.2 shows the performance of the ISLA interpreter for different values

of n. The left column of the table shows the number of components loop(k) which

were created. The corresponding value in the right column is the time it took for

the interpreter to execute a single interaction and then determine the list of enabled

events. The tests were run with a maximum inference width of twenty events and

an inference width of sixty events. The platform used was a Sun SparcStation

2, with 16MB of memory and 52MB of swap space. As can be seen, the time

required for the ISLA interpreter to execute a single step becomes prohibitively

large very quickly. In performing the case study of Appendix D the times for

interpreting an event were large enough that there were practical limitations in

the length of event sequences which could be executed during a verification.

During the case study, the performance of the interpreter was improved

significantly by tuning the interpreter and the specification in different ways, for

example:

• removing the default processes where possible.

• limiting the inference width of the ISLA interpreter.
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• reordering processes in the LOTOS specification.
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loop(k)

event

Figure 7.1 Design structure used to determine performance

of ISLA interpreting a resource oriented specification.

aaa

a
Number of
Components a a

Time required to interpret a trace of length 1 (min:sec)

aaa

a a a inference width=20 a inference width=60 aa

a

a

a

a

a

a 5 a a 0:05 a 0:07 aaaa

a 10 a a 0:25 a 0:44 aaaa

a 11 a a 0:50 a 1:41 a
aaa

a 12 a a 1:03 a 2:17 aaaa

a 13 a a 2:40 a 8:54 a
aaa

a 14 a a 9:12 a >15:00 a
aaa

a 15 a a >15:00* a – aaaa

* Warning messages indicated machine was out of memory.

Figure 7.2 Performance of ISLA interpreting a resource oriented specification.
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specification seed[event](n:Nat) : noexit

library
NaturalNumber

endlib
type Component is NaturalNumber

sorts Component

opns component : Nat -> Component
idOf : Component -> Nat

eqns forall id:Nat

ofSort Nat

idOf(component(id)) = id;
endtype

behaviour

grow[event](n,0,Succ(0),n)

where
(*process grow creates the n+1 component processes. *)
process grow

[event]
(lower,n,upper,limit : Nat):
noexit :=

([n eq limit] -> (loop[event](lower,n,0) ||| default[event](n)))
[]

([(n eq 0) and (n ne limit)] ->
((loop[event](lower,n,upper) ||| default[event](n) )

||
grow[event](0,Succ(0),Succ(upper),limit)))

[]
([(n ne 0) and (n ne limit)] ->

((loop[event](lower,n,upper) ||| default[event](n))
||
grow[event](Succ(lower),Succ(n),Succ(upper),limit)))

endproc

(*process loop is the behaviour of a single component. *)
process loop

[event]
(lower,n,upper : Nat):
noexit :=

(event !component(n) ?C:Component [idOf(C) eq upper];
loop[event](lower,n,upper))
[]

(event ?C:Component !component(n) [idOf(C) eq lower];
loop[event](lower,n,upper))

endproc

process default
[event]
(n : Nat):
noexit :=

event ?C1:Component ?C2:Component
[(idOf(C1) ne n) and (idOf(C2) ne n)];

default[event](n)
endproc

endspec

Figure 7.3 LOTOS specification used to determine performance

of ISLA interpreting a resource oriented specification.
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7.4 Implementation

This research has developed design techniques which are applicable to de-

veloping component behavioural specifications as LOTOS behaviour expressions.

How do these specifications correspond to actual implementations, particularly

software implementations?

Given that a LOTOS specification of a component exists, there are a number

of possible techniques which can be used to develop the actual component

implementation:

• LOTOS compilers. Given that many LOTOS specifications are executable,

it is conceivable that the LOTOS component specifications are in fact the

implementation. With an efficient LOTOS compiler, an executable object can

be generated directly and automatically from the LOTOS specification.

• LOTOS translators. A translator can be used to transform the LOTOS

specification into an implementation language such as Ada or C.

A complete discussion of the issues involved in developing LOTOS compilers

and translators is beyond the scope of this thesis.

7.5 Chapter Summary

During the course of this research, a number of techniques were developed

which can be applied to the design of concurrent systems. From the experience

gained, the following conclusions are drawn:

• Many of the techniques for visual design capture can be effectively applied

without tool support.

• Tools for design capture would facilitate a designers task and enhance the

designer’s capabilities. These tools include graphical editors for visually

representing structural and behavioural design, as well as tools to assist a

designer in refining slices.
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• As a minimum tool support, the use of a LOTOS interpreter is essential.

Further research is required to permit the efficient interpretation of large

resource oriented specifications.

• Most of the analysis and verification techniques require automation in order to

be effectively applied to large specifications. More empirical case studies, and

research into verification techniques are required. As well, further research is

required into problems of intractability, particularly when slices are combined

in parallel.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions
a

The objective of this research is to formalize specific techniques which can

be applied to concurrent system design. This chapter summarizes the specific

contributions which have been made as a result of this research, draws some

conclusions about the applicability of the techniques, and identifies areas which

require further research.

8.1 Contributions

While investigating and formalizing techniques which can be used in concur-

rent system design, a number of contributions were made by this research. This

section identifies the specific contributions.

8.1.1 Formalization of a Slice Technique

Designing concurrent systems by thinking in terms of ‘slices’ is a method that

is often used informally. The major thrust of this research involved formalizing

the ‘slice style’ and developing techniques which can be applied to the design

process. The contributions towards this goal can be summarized as follows.

Representing slice behaviour as LOTOS expressions. In order to express be-

haviour patterns involving sets of components, the formal language LOTOS was

integrated with a structural design representation and used to express slice be-

haviour expressions (§4.2.1.1 and §4.2.1.2). Since slice expressions are not com-

plete representations of behaviour, but rather partial descriptions, it is necessary to

define a relation between the slice expression and the complete system behaviour

so that it can be verified that the system actually does exhibit the behaviour spec-

ified by the slice. The relation used is ext (§5.1) whereby a system behaviour B

is correct relative to a slice S only if B ext S.
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Developing slice expressions. Slices are developed in an incremental manner.

Two types of slice refinement were identified in chapter 3:

• Slice extension. Beginning with a simple slice S, the designer creates slice ex-

pression S’ by adding new behaviour to S. Extending slices is accomplished by

segmenting and constructing new slices as described in §3.1.2 and illustrated

in Chapter 6 and Appendix D.

• Slice combination. Beginning with two slices S1 and S2 the designer combines

these into expression S1#S2. Techniques for synchronizing combined slice

expressions are described in §3.1.2 and illustrated in Chapter 6 and Appendix

D.

Developing component behaviour specifications. In order to develop a compo-

nent as a separate implementation artifact it is necessary to have a behaviour

specification for each individual component. Two methods for extracting compo-

nent behaviour from slice expressions are identified (§5.2):

• Syntactically (§5.2.1). Given a LOTOS slice expression S and a component

c, a transformation �� is defined such that ����� represents the behavioural

requirements of c, expressed in LOTOS, implied by slice S. Once the compo-

nent specifications have been syntactically extracted from the slice expression

S, they can be composed according to the method of §4.2.1.2 into the compo-

nent closure ���� to assist a designer in detecting critical races in the design

(§5.3).

• Semantically (§5.2.2). Given a slice expression S one method for determining

the behaviour of component c implied by S is to execute S thereby constructing

its transition system model, and then extracting from the transition system

model the behaviour of component c. Theorems 2 and 3 (pages 139 and 140)

provide a basis for such a semantic approach to determining the behaviour

of component c given slice S.
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Once the behaviour of component c has been extracted from slice S, this can be

used as a means of assisting the designer in generating the component behaviour

specification Bc, or verifying that Bc satisfies all the requirements of S.

8.1.2 Formalizing the Representation of Structure

A structural design representation was developed which was sufficient for de-

veloping a theory of slices (§4.1). The structural representation has the following

characteristics:

• Components which are implementation artifacts that encapsulate behaviour

and further structure.

• Interaction Points which define interfaces to components and possible inter-

actions between components.

• Component wirings which define how the components are connected to in-

teraction points.

• Component decomposition in order that components can be decomposed into

simpler subcomponents.

8.1.3 Formally Linking Structure and Behaviour

LOTOS was chosen as the language for representing behaviour. In order to

represent both slice expressions and component expressions as LOTOS expres-

sions, a number of issues are resolved:

• Mapping interactions to LOTOS events. Using the abstract data types of

LOTOS, an interaction between components is encoded as a LOTOS event

(§4.2.1.2).

• The wiring problem. LOTOS cannot in general represent the arbitrary in-

terconnection of components which interact by means of synchronous ren-

dezvous. This research developed a method of interconnecting arbitrary net-

works of processes using the LOTOS operators (§4.2.1.2).
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• Component decomposition. One problem this research identified involved

comparing behaviour specifications which were developed at different levels

of the structural hierarchy. Slice expressions contain component names within

the events; when component decomposition occurs the subcomponents have

different names from the components. To overcome the problem, a structure

renaming function � is defined which maps events at one structural level to

a higher structural level (§4.2.3). The structure renaming function can be

automatically generated from the structure hierarchy tree.

8.1.4 Visual Methods for Design Capture

It is often difficult and awkward for design engineers to work with formal

methods. To facilitate design capture in a formal representation a number of

visual notations were developed.

The notation for structural design was defined in §4.1.1.1. The notation

allowed structural design to be almost completely represented visually. Translation

to the formal representation can be automated within a tool.

Behavioural information, particularly that involving a number of components,

is very difficult for a designer to understand. In order to facilitate the capture and

understanding of behavioural information three different methods of visualizing

behaviour are developed:

• For an informal understanding of sequential slice behaviour, event sequences

are superimposed directly upon the structural diagram.

• For representing sequences of interactions involving multiple components a

timeline notation is developed (§4.2.2). The timeline notation allows the

definition of parameterized processes and variables. A limited set of operators

were also defined which were found to be sufficient for refining timelines by

slice extension.
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• A state transition notation is developed (§4.2.2) and used primarily to represent

constraints on individual components and synchronizing processes between

concurrent slice expressions.

Both the timeline and state transition notations can be translated into LOTOS

expressions. A tool was developed which allows for the graphical entry of state

transition diagrams and the automatic translation into a LOTOS process [57].

8.2 Conclusions

8.2.1 Applicability of Slices to an Effective Design Process

Ways in which slices can be useful during the design process are as follows:

• Slices provide an intuitive means for quickly specifying and experimenting

with the behaviour of concurrent components.

• Given a slice S, the behaviour of component c which is implied by S can be

determined syntactically or semantically. Once the behaviour of c implied by

S has been determined, the designer can use this behaviour to assist in the

development of the component specification Bc, or as a means of verifying

that Bc satisfies all the requirements imposed by slice S.

• Visual notations can assist a designer in capturing and refining slices.

• Automated tools can be effectively applied in order to verify the ext relation,

extract component behaviour from slice expressions, and analyze a slice for

critical races.

Difficulties encountered when using slices include the following:

• Without tool support, the visual notations for specifying and refining slices

are often difficult to use.

• Some of the verification and analysis techniques based on slices are intractible

if a complete reachability analysis is performed.
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• The behaviour specification of component c which can be extracted from slice

S is not always an accurate representation of the behaviour of c.

8.2.2 LOTOS as a Behavioural Design Language

The LOTOS specification language was found to have a number of strengths

when applied to the problem of formalizing slice expressions:

• Different LOTOS styles. The different styles for structuring a LOTOS spec-

ification are well suited to capturing the behaviour at different stages of the

design process.

• Process algebra for combining slices. The LOTOS behaviour expression

operators were found to be very useful for refining slice expressions. In

particular the behaviour expression operators allowed timeline segments to

be constructed into extensions of simpler slices and slice expressions to be

combined in parallel with constraints in order to synchronize the concurrent

behaviour of the slices.

• Executable. Since LOTOS is an executable language, a great deal of analysis

and verification on slice expressions can be performed by executing the

specification.

A number of difficulties were also encountered while using LOTOS:

• Inefficient execution. Current tools were limited in the size of resource

oriented specifications which could be efficiently executed (§7.3). This

appeared to be a result of having to use the default processes in order to

overcome the wiring problem of LOTOS (§4.2.1.2).

• Lack of modularity. The way LOTOS is currently defined, it is not possible

to have separately defined modules as would be found in most modern

programming languages.

• Interleaving model of concurrency. LOTOS uses an interleaved model of

concurrency, where an execution of the system is represented as a total
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ordering of events. When combining slices in parallel, this exacerbates the

problem of exponential explosion in the number of traces which must be

analyzed for many verifications.

• Lack of Structural Design. LOTOS does not have any explicit means of

representing design structure. This problem was overcome by encoding

structural information within the abstract data types of LOTOS. However

this did result in LOTOS specifications in which the structural information

was often difficult for the designer to understand simply by looking at the

LOTOS code.

8.2.3 Visualizing Structural and Behavioural Design

Three behaviour visualizations were used in this research:

• Superimposing slices directly upon structure diagrams. For simple slice

expressions, superimposing the slice directly on the structure was an effective

means of capturing behaviour.

• Timelines. Timelines were useful for capturing slice behaviour which was

primarily sequential in nature. With tool support, they can be used to assist

in the refinement of slices.

• State transition diagrams. This research used state transition diagrams to

represent synchronization constraints between concurrent slices. They were

found to be very helpful in representing such constraints.

8.3 Future Research

This thesis has provided a number of contributions to the formalization of a

slice based design technique which can be applied to a process for designing con-

current systems. In order to integrate such an approach into a design environment,

a number of areas require further research.
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8.3.1 Tool Support

This research has laid down a theoretical foundation for using a slice based

approach within a design process for concurrent systems, and one example of a

tool was developed. Although some areas were identified where tools could be

used to support the design process (Chapter 7), significant work is required to

develop a full tool set. In developing a tool set, specific research topics which

must be addressed are:

• Efficient Techniques for Verification and Analysis. A number techniques for

analysis and verification were identified. Efficient and practical algorithms are

required in order to perform these verifications in cases where the state space

size is intractable or infinite. Areas of possible research include using a partial

order semantics for behavioural models, heuristics for directing searches

through the state space, or better methods for abstracting state information.

• LOTOS Interpreters. As identified in §7.3, there were performance problems

with the LOTOS interpreter when applied to resource oriented specifications.

Further research is needed to develop LOTOS interpreters which can effi-

ciently interpret such specifications. This issue is critical if verification is to

be done by reachability analysis; the larger the number of states which can

be analyzed in a given amount of time, the more reliable the results of the

analysis will be.

8.3.2 Using Slices

This research has illustrated how slices can be formalized and used during

the design process. In order to confirm that these results are applicable to large

scale systems, more case studies on using the slice style must be done in order

to obtain empirical observations regarding the technique. Questions which must

be answered include the following:
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• What techniques can be used to refine slices? Are there standard methods

and techniques for refining slices which maintain the ext relation?

• How can slices be applied to structural representations which are more

expressive than the representation of this thesis?

8.3.3 Extensions to Structural Representation

The structural design representation of Chapter 4, although sufficient for

developing the slice style of this research, is too simple to be used in an industrial

setting. Further research is required to extend this representation. Possible areas

for extension include:

• Dynamic Structure. Concurrent systems often are dynamic, with components

and connections being created and deleted over time. Further research is

required to extend the design representation to dynamic structure and integrate

this with the behavioural representation.

• Intercomponent Communication. The structural design of this research limited

component interactions to multiway rendezvous. Further research is required

to extend this model to include other interaction types, such as asynchronous,

broadcast, transient, etc., or to allow component interactions to include more

complex, layered communication protocols.

• Component Types. This research restricted itself to looking at active compo-

nents. A more complete design environment may require a more extensive

set of component types, including active components, passive components,

reactive components, monitors, etc.
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Appendix A: Summary of Notation
and Conventions
a

aa

a �� a Complement of set A. aaa

a � �� a Set intersection. aaa

a � �� a Set union. aaa

a ��� a Set difference: � � � � aaa

a ��� a Number of elements in set A. aaa

a ���� a Powerset of A (set of all subsets). aaa

a �� � � � ����� a Set definition. The set of elements x of X such that p(x). aaa

Figure A.1 Set notation.

aa

a
	� � � 
 ����

a
Universal quantification. For all elements x in X,
p(x). aaa

a
�� � � 
 ����

a
Existential quantification. There exists an element
x in X such that p(x). aaa

Figure A.2 Logical quantifiers.
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aa

a � a Empty sequence aaa

a ����� � � � �� a Sequence of elements �� through �� aaa

a ��� �� � � � �� a Sequence of elements �� through �� (alternate notation) aaa

a �
�

a The set of all finite length sequences of elements of A. aaa

a 	 � � a Sequence t restricted to elements of set A. aaa

Figure A.3 Sequences.

aa

a [] a Empty list. a
aa

a ���
 ��
 � � � 
 ��� a List of elements �� through �� aaa

Figure A.4 Lists.
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aa

a �
�������� �� a ���
 �  � �  
�

��� ��
��� ���

��� �� aaa

a
�

�������� ��
 �� �� �

a
���
 �  � � 	
 ��
 �  �  
 �


�
���
� ��

��� ��
���
� ���

��� ���
�����
� �� aaa

a 	�������� a
�
	 � �� � ��� 
�

�
� ��

�
aaa

a ��	����
 	� a
�
�� � �

�
� ��

�
aaa

a
�����������

a
�� � ���� �

��� � ��	����
�� 
 	� � � 
 � �� 	���������� aaa

a
�����������

a
��	
 �� � 	���� ����� �
��� � ��	����
 	� 
� � ������������� aaa

a
�� ��	 ��

a
	��������� � 	��������� and
		 � 	��������� 
 	� � ����


if �	
 �� � ������������ then �	
 �� � ������������ aaa

Figure A.5 Definitions of properties of transition system B.

aa

a
Given:

structure ���
 ��
interaction e
component � � �

component set � � � aaa

a I a Set of interactions of ���
��. a
aa

a
I(c)

a
Set of interactions of ���
�� in which component
c is involved. a

aa

a
I(D)

a
Set of interactions of ���
�� involving only
components of D. aaa

a C(e) a Set of components of C involved in interaction e aaa

Figure A.6 Interaction sets.
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Appendix B: Summary of LOTOS Operators
a

aaaa

a
Operator

a
Name

a
Example

a
Transition
System aa

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
;

a
action prefix

a
a;exit

a
a

i aaaaa

a
[]

a
choice

a
(a;exit)[](b;exit)

a
a

i

b

i aaaaa

a
|||

a
interleaving

a
(a;exit)|||(b;exit)

a
a b

b a

i i aaaaa

a
||

a
full
synchronization a

((a;exit)[](b;exit))
||
((a;exit)[](c;exit)) a

a

i aaaaa

a
|G|

a
synchronize on
gates G

a
((a;exit)[](b;exit))
|[a]|
((a;exit)[](c;exit)) a

a b

i

ii

b c

c

a
aaaa

a
>>

a
enable

a
a;exit >> b;exit

a
a

b

i a
aaaa

a
[>

a
disable

a
a;exit [> b;exit

a
a a

i

i

b

i b a
aaaa
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Appendix C: Proof of Theorems
a

This appendix provides the proofs for the theorems of Chapter 5. The

following conventions will be used in the proofs:

• S represents a LOTOS slice expression.

• Bc is a LOTOS component expression for component c.

• ������� is the LOTOS resource oriented expression constructed by composing

the component expressions ��� � � � according to the method of §4.2.1.2.

• phic(S) is the LOTOS component expression for component c which is derived

from S by applying the phi transform described in §5.2.1.1 and Appendix E.

Lemma: 1.

For all interactions a, components c involved in interaction a, and
LOTOS slice expressions S:

if
�

�
� ��

then
�������

�
� ������

��
Proof of lemma 1.

Given a LOTOS specification, the corresponding transition system can be

constructed from the axioms and inference rules of transition defined as

part of the LOTOS standard. These axioms and rules of transition can be

used to derive the state transitions which are part of the behaviour tree: i.e.,

�
�
� � � if and only if there is a finite length derivation based on the axioms

and inference rules of transition which ‘prove’ that �
�
� � �. The lemma can

be proved by showing that if �
�
� � � by derivation D then there exists a

derivation D’ to prove that �������
�
� ������

��. The derivation D’ can be

constructed from derivation D by showing that all the axioms of transition

conform to the lemma, and all the inference rules of transition preserve the
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property of the lemma. Thus any derivation D of the transition �
�
� ��

will imply that �������
�
� ������

�� by derivation D’.

The derivation D’ can be shown to exist by proving that:

• If �
�
� �� is an axiom of transition, then �������

�
� ������

��; and

• If

1. ���	
�
���
a


�

� �

is an inference rule; and

2. for all transitions �
�
� �� which are part of the conditions,

�������
�
� ������

��

then �������
�
� ������

��.

The remainder of this proof looks at each axiom and inference rule in

turn and proves that it preserves the required property. The following

conventions are used in the proof:

• g represents a gate name.

• i is the LOTOS hidden event.

• dk is an expression of the form ‘!expression’ or ‘?declaration’.

• if B is a behaviour expression and [sub] is a substitution of actual

gate names or data values for formal gate names or parameters then

[sub]B is the expression resulting from performing the substitution on

expression B. Note that ������������ � ������������.

Axiom: 	��


� �

�����	��� � 	� ������� by definition of ����
	� �������



� ������� by axiom of transition

� �����	���


� �������

Axiom: ��� � � � �� ��
��� �����
� ������������	��

���
�
���� � � � ����� � ��� � � � ��� ������� �	 
������ �� ����

��� � � � ��� �������
��������
� �����������	
��������

by axiom of transition
� �������� � � � �����

��������
� ����������������	
���
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Axiom: 
�� � � � �� �� ���
��� �����
� ������������	��

This axiom is similar to the previous axiom, however it contains

a predicate [P] to be evaluated. The transform ���� is defined such

that:

• If all the variables of P are defined then the predicate P is retained

by the ���� transform.

• If there are variables in P which are not defined then the predicate

P is removed by the transform.

In either case, the proof is similar to the previous axiom.

Axiom: ����
�
� ����

���������� � ����

���������� � ����

� ����������
�
� �������	�

Axiom: ������� � � ����
��������
� ����

Proof is similar to previous axiom.

Inference rule: ���	������	��

�

�
�

a

��� ������������� �� �
�

���

������ � � � �������������
�
� ������

��

��� �� � �� � � ��� � �� �� �������
�
� ������� by inference rule

��������� �� � �� � � ��� � �� �� ��� �

���� �� � �� � � � �� � �� �� �������� by definition of ����
� �������� �� � �� � � ��� � �� �� ��

�
� ������

��

Inference rule: �������
�

���	 ��
��
a

������ � �� ��� ����� ����
�

���

���������
���
�
� ������

��

��	��� � �� ��� � � � ������������
�
� ������

�� by inference rule
	��

�
������� � �� ��� � � �������� � ������ � �� ��� � � �������������

by definition of transform
� ���

�
������� � �� ��� � � � �������

�
� ������

��
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Inference rule: ������
�

���

a

������ ����
�

���

Proof is similar to previous inference rule.

Inference rules: ���������������������
�

���

a

��� � �	 �������� � op �
�

���

Proof is similar to previous inference rule.

Inference rules: �
�

�������	��������������
a

��
� ������� �	 �
�

���

�
�

�������	�������������
a

��
� ������� �	 �
�

���

���
���
�
� ���
��

��

���� �� � � � �� �� ���
���
�
� ���
��

�� or

���� �� � � � �� �� ���
���
�
� ���
��

��
In each case:

���
����� �� � � � �� �� ��
�
� ���
��

�� or

���
����� �� � � � �� �� ��
�
� ���
��

��

Inference rule: �
�

���� ���	����	�
a

������� �������� �	 �

�

��������� �������� �	 �


���
���
�
� ���
��

��� ������� �� �

���
�
��� �� ������ ��� � � ��� �	 ���

�
��
�

�

�

���
�
���� �� ������ ��� � � ��� �� ���

�
���� by inference rule

���
�
�� �� ������ �� � � ��� �� ��� �

������� �� ������ �� � � ��� �� ��������
by definition of transform

� ������ �� ������ ��� � � ��� �� ���
�
�

������
� �� ������ ��� � � � �� �� ���

Inference rules:

�
��������
� �

�

a

��������� ������� �� ��
�

������������������

�
�

������	
������
a

�����
�

�������

�
��������
� ��

a

�����
��������
� ��
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��
�

���

�
a

�����
�

���

�

Proof is similar to previous inference rule.

Inference rule: �
�

��
�� ����������
a

������
�

� �������

������
�
� �����

��

����������������
�
� �����

������������ by inference rule
��������� � � �������������� � by definition of transform

� �����������
�
� �����

�������

Inference rules:
�

�

��
�� ����������
a

������
�

� �������

��
�

���

�� ��
�

���

�� ��	
�����
�

a

�������
�

� ��

�����
�

�

�
�

���

a

�����
�

� ��

�
�

���

a

�����
�

� ��

Proof is similar to previous inference rule.

Inference rules:
��������

�

���

a

�������
�

���

������ ����� ����
�

���� �����������
a

�� ����
�

���

These are specialized cases of the general parallel operator and the
proof is similar.
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Inference rule: �
�

���� ���
a

�� �	��
�

� ��

������
�
� �����

��

�� �� � ���
�
���

�
� ������� by inference rule.

Either ������� �� � �� � �� �� � �������
or ������� �� � �� � ������� by definition of transform.

In either case ������� �� � ��
�
� ������

��

Inference rule: ����������������������������������
�

���

a

	������������������
�

���

Where process p is defined as ���� � � � �
���� � � � ��� �� �	

������� � � � ������������	������	� � � � �
�	
�
�
� ������

��
��������� � � � �
���� � � � ���� � ����� � � � �
���� � � � ���
where ����� � � � �
���� � � � ��� �� ������	� .

� ��������� � � � �
���� � � � ����
�
� ������

��
�
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Lemma: 2.

For all interactions a, components c not involved in interaction a, and
LOTOS slice expressions S:

if



�
� 
�

then
�	���
� � �	���


��
Proof of lemma 2.

Lemma 2 is similar to lemma 1 but deals with the case where the event

causing the transition does not represent an interaction involving component

c. The proof is similar to the proof of lemma 1: first by showing that the

lemma is true for the axioms of transition; and then showing that if the

lemma is true for all the transitions of the preconditions of an inference

rule, then it is true for the transitions in the consequence of the transition

rule. The proof is not difficult and due to its similarity with the previous

lemma will not be presented here. �

Lemma: 3.

If
Sde is derived from S by applying a data extension transformation
as defined in §5.2.1.3

then
Sde ext S.

Proof of lemma 3.

It can easily be shown that Sde ext S by noting that a data extension

consists of replacing a constant expression k in S by a variable v of the

appropriate sort. By the semantics of LOTOS, a variable represents a

choice between all the possible values of the sort; by letting Sde ‘choose’ v

to be k, the expression Sde can behave like S. �
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Lemma: 4.

If
S’ is derived from S by applying the simplifying transformations
defined in the table of figure 5.11 (page 128)

then
failures(S) = failures(S’).

Proof of lemma 4.

Proof that the simplifying transformations preserve failure equivalence can

be easily performed by reference for example to [18,71,46]�

Lemma: 5.

� � �����
�
�������

�
if and only if �� � � � � � ���� � �����	����

Proof of lemma 5.

Assume � � �����	
�
�������

�
. Therefore, by the way in which ������� is

constructed, � � �����	��� ��� �����������. Since ���������� includes

only those interactions in which component c is not involved, therefore

� � ���� � �����	����.

Assume �� � � � � � ���� � �����	����. Therefore,

�� � � � � � �����	��� ��� ����������� and it follows that

� � �����	
�
�������

�
.�

Theorem: 1.

�� � �����	�
� � � � ���� � �����	����
��
Proof of theorem 1.

Using lemmas 1 and 2 it can be shown that � � ���� � �����	�����
��.

The expression ���
� is derived from ����
� by simplifying term rewrites

and data extensions.

By lemmas 3 and 4 any trace of ����
� is also a trace of ���
�.

Therefore � � ���� � �����	���
��. �
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Theorem: 2.

�� � �����	�
� � � � ���� � �����	����
Proof of theorem 2.

Let t be a trace of S.

By assumption 2 (page 116) � � �����	
�
�������

�
.

Therefore by lemma 5 � � ���� � �����	����� �

Theorem: 3.
For all components c, � � �����	�
�� �� � ����

if
�� � ����� ��� � �������	����

then
�� � �� � �����	�
� � � � ���� � � � ����	������� � �������	�
�

Proof of theorem 3.

Let t be a trace of S such that �� � ����� ��� � �������	����.

Let u be any trace of S such that � � ���� � � � ����. Since

�� � ����� ��� � �������	���� it follows that ������ � �������	
�
�������

�
.

But by assumption 2 (page 116) ������� ��� 
 and therefore

������ � �������	�
���.

Theorem: 4.
������� ��� ��
�

Proof of theorem 4.

By assumption 3 (page 126), for all components c, �� ��� ���
�. Since

the component specification of c and ���������� share no interactions in

common it follows that:

��� ��� ����������� ��� ����
� ��� �����������

Noting that (A1 ext A2) and (B1 ext B2) implies:

A1||B1 ext A2||B2

and by the way in which the resource oriented specifications are constructed

from the component expressions and the default processes, it can be

seen that ������� ��� ��
���
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Theorem: 5.
�����	���
�� 
 �����	�
�

Proof of theorem 5.

Let t be any trace of S.

By theorem 1, for any c, � � ���� is a trace of ���
�.

Therefore by lemma 5 t is a trace of ��
�. �

Theorem: 6.
For all � � �� � � �����	�
� and sets of interactions AD involving
only components of D:

if
�� � ����� ��� � �������	

�
�������

�

then
��� ��� � �������	�
�

Proof of theorem 6.

Let t be a trace of S, D a set of components, and AD a set of

interactions such that �� � ����� ��� � �������	
�
�������

�
. Since

the set of components D can refuse the interactions AD after engaging

in trace � � ����, it follows that the set of components C can

also refuse the interactions AD after engaging in trace t. Therefore

��� ��� � �������	
�
�������

�
. But since ������� ��� 
 therefore

��� ��� � �������	�
���
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Appendix D: Case Study – A
Telephony System
a

This appendix investigates the use of slice expressions in describing the

behaviour of a telephony system. The examples of this appendix are a summary

of some of the work which can be found in the case study of [26].

The system which will be developed is a telephony example. A number of

telephone handsets are connected to a central switching device. The handsets are

used to establish voice communication between users of the system.

The design presented in this chapter is not intended as a representation

of an actual telephony system. The objective of the case study is to explore

specification styles involving numerous concurrent components through multiple

levels of decomposition. As a result the component decomposition is artificial and

intended only to illustrate the design principles involved rather than to represent a

real design. In particular, structural decomposition is performed to a finer grained

level of detail than is required to represent true system concurrency.

D.1 Problem Description

The problem to be addressed is the design of a private branch exchange (PBX)

involving a number of phone sets attached to a central switch. External to the

system there is a set of users, with a unique user associated with each phone set.

A phone set communicates with its corresponding user in the following ways:

• A bell to notify the user of incoming calls.

• A speaker by which the user can hear signal tones or voice data. Signal tones

notify the user of the status of a call, such as ‘ringing’, ‘busy’, etc.

• A microphone to accept voice data from the user.

• A keyboard by which the user can input numbers to the telephone.
a

Many of the LOTOS specifications of this case study were written in conjunction with Philippe Goldstein.
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• A receiver hook by which the user can engage or hang up the phone.

The primary service provided by the system is Plain Old Telephone Service

(POTS) in which a user picks up the receiver and dials a number. If the number

dialed is ready to accept a call, the dialed telephone will ring; else a busy signal

will be returned to the caller. If the called telephone rings and is answered then

a call is established and the two participants can talk to each other until either

participant hangs up the phone.

A call transfer service was also implemented whereby a user after receiving a

call can transfer the call to a third party. The source and the new destination now

have a call established while the original destination is no longer involved in the

call. The discussion in this chapter is limited to the POTS service; a specification

which includes the call transfer can be found in the more detailed description of

the case study [26].

D.2 Structural Specification

The top level decomposition is given in figure D.1. It shows a set of external

user components, a set of phoneset components, and a central switch. The users

and phonesets communicate using the following interactions:

• pickup: The handset is picked up.

• release: The handset is replaced.

• talk: Voice data is input to microphone.

• listen: Sound is output on speaker. The sound can be either voice data or

a signal such as busy, ringing, etc.

• dial: A number is dialed on the phone set. For modeling purposes the dialing

of a complete number will be viewed as a single interaction.

• ringing: The bell on the phoneset is turned off or on.
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The switch component is structurally decomposed as shown in figure D.2.

The components contained within switch are:

• simplug(ID). For each phoneset there is a corresponding component within

the central switch called simplug. The identifier ID of simplug is the same as

the identifier ID of the corresponding phoneset. The purpose of the component

simplug is to record the state of the phoneset and to perform and service

requests received from the phoneset.

• service. The service component is responsible for maintaining connections

between phonesets. It maintains as part of its database a list of all connections

and controls the state of the connections.

• internalLine(N). internalLine is a pool of components which transfer voice

data between telephone sets (it is assumed that specialized hardware is re-

quired for the transfer of voice data). There are a limited number of internal

lines and a connection between phonesets cannot be established unless an

internal line is available.

• allocator. The allocator component is a dispatcher, controlling access to the

internalLine components. In order for a call to be established, the service

must request an internal line from the allocator.

The only component within the switch which is decomposed is the simplug

(figure D.3). There is one simplug for every phoneset in the system. The

purpose of the simplug is to control and monitor the corresponding phoneset.

The components into which it is divided are:

• The decoder and encoder which provide an interface to the phonesets.

• The senderBuffer and receiverBuffer which provide internal buffering be-

tween the simplug and the internalLine components.

• The component pretreatment which includes most of the ‘intelligence’ of

simplug, recording the state information of the corresponding phoneset.
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Figure D.1 Structure diagram for telephony example — phoneset and central switch.
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Figure D.3 Structure diagram for telephony example — simplug subcomponents.
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D.3 Slice Specification

This section develops a number of slices for the telephony system. The slices

are developed at different levels of the structural hierarchy. In particular, the

following slices are developed:

• A simple slice showing a successful call completion is defined at the structural

hierarchy levels system, switch, and simplug

• At the switch level, the slice representing call completion is extended to

illustrate different outcomes, such as no internal line available, or busy signal

returned.

• At the switch level, slices are combined to show concurrent calls between

different users.

D.3.1 A Simple Slice — Successful Call Completion

This section shows three related slices at three different levels of the design

hierarchy. The three slices all illustrate the expected behaviour during a successful

call from user 1 to user 2. The slices will illustrate the behaviour of:

• the system level components.

• the switch level components.

• the simplug level components.

Figure D.4 defines process linearSystem which is a slice for the system level

components showing a complete call between user 1 and user 2. The slice

illustrates the behaviour when the call is completed successfully, voice data is

transmitted, and the initiator of the call disconnects the call. The various stages of

the call are the following (annotations are provided in the diagram corresponding

to the following numbering):

1. The call source initiates the call by picking up the receiver and dialing the

number.
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2. The switch establishes the connection between the two phonesets.

3. Sound data is transferred from the initiator of the call to the recipient.

4. The initiator of the call terminates the call.

Figure D.5 defines the expression linearSwitch which illustrates the interac-

tion sequence required of the switch level components in order to complete a call

from user(1) to user(2). Note that this expression has embedded within it all

the interactions on the switch axis of expression linearSystem of figure D.4. The

variable N represents the ID of the internalLine which is allocated to the call.

The stages of the call are the following:

1. The call is initiated by the source.

2. The service component verifies that the destination is not in use.

3. The service component gets an internal voice line from the allocator.

4. The connection is established between the simplug components and they notify

the corresponding handsets.

5. Voice data is transmitted from the source to the destination.

6. A disconnection is initiated by the source.

The slice style of specification can be continued down the structural tree

by providing a slice for the simplug components. Figure D.6 shows a slice for

simplug(1) defined using the process linearSimplug. The slice illustrates the

behaviour when phoneset(1) tries to establish a connection to simlpug(2). Note

that this slice has embedded within it the interactions of the simplug(1) axis of

the expression linearSwitch.
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Figure D.5 Simple slice: switch level components.
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Figure D.6 Simple slice: simplug level components.
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D.3.2 Extending Slices

Simple slices can be extended to show different possible outcomes from a set

of triggering events at the edge of the system. This section will extend the simple

slice of the switch level components to illustrate the following possible outcomes:

• User 1 may disconnect the call before it is completed.

• A busy signal is returned if no internalLine is available. This is represented

by having a choice within the switch; when a line is requested the allocator

will make a choice as to whether to grant access to a line or report no line

available.

• The destination of the call is busy requiring a busy signal to be returned to

user 1.

• After a call is completed either the user 1 or user 2 can terminate the call.

Extending a slice involves segmenting the slice, and then constructing a new

slice from the segments. The slice expression linearSwitch defined in figure D.5

is segmented as illustrated in figures D.7, D.8 and D.9. Construction of these

slices into an extended slice is done in figure D.10. The parameterized timelines

segments defined in these figures are the following:

initiate. Initiate the call.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

Parameters returned: none.

dial. The source inputs the ID of the destination.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

Parameters returned: none.

dialDisconnect. The source hangs up before the service is notified of the destination ID.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID
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– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

Parameters returned: none.

getService. Notify service of the intention to establish a connection.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

busy. The destination is not available to receive the call.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

Parameters returned: none

notBusy. Determine that the destination is not busy.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

openIL. Setup the internalLine for the call; establish the connection and notify the

appropriate simplug components.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID
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– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

noLine. No internalLine is available; disconnect.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

Parameters returned: none

accept. Destination accepts the call.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

refuse. Destination refuses the call.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.
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N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

sendsound. Sound is transferred between users.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.

N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

Parameters returned: N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

disconnect. The connection is terminated when one user hangs up.

Parameters passed: pn1,pn2 : phonesetID

– –IDs of phonesets involved in call.
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N : serviceID

– – ID of internal service allocated.

lineID : internalLineID

– – ID of internal line allocated.

Parameters returned: none

The timeline segments can be constructed into a slice expression representing

the call connection including the various options; this is done in figure D.10 where

the timelines are combined to define the process branchSwitchProcess which

specifies a call between phonesets pn1 and pn2. This process is then instantiated

to give the specification of branchSwitch.
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receive
mtone(searching)

receive
mtone(waitingdial))

mdial(ni)

send
simplug(pn1)

phoneset(pn1)

dial[...]
(pn1,pn2:phonesetID):
exit

simplug(pn1)
send
mhook(on)

phoneset(pn1)

dialDisconnect[...]
(pn1,pn2:phonesetID):
exit

simplug(pn1)
send
mhook(off)

phoneset(pn1)

initiate[...]
(pn1,pn2:phonesetID) :
exit

state

slfree

service

simplug(pn2)

notBusy[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID):
exit(N)

state

connecton

end_service

receive

destroy

slbusy

line

mtone(tbusy)

N
simplug(pn1)

service

simplug(pn2)

send
mhook(on)

send
mhook(off)

phoneset(pn1)

phoneset(pn2)

busy[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID):
exit

getService[...]
(pn1,pn2:phonesetID) :
exit(N:serviceID)
N:serviceID

simplug(pn1)

service
create
N:compo_ID

askcon
make4(n1,n2,n3,n4)

Figure D.7 Segmenting a slice: switch level components.
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simplug(pn1)

service

allocator

internal_line(line)

simplug(pn2)

answerIL
line

receive
mtone(tringing)

connecton
line

receive
mringing(on)

open
spn

askIL
spn

phoneset(pn2)

phoneset(pn1)

openIL[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,) :
exit(N,line)
line : lineID

simplug(pn1)

service

simplug(pn2)

connected

send receive
mhook(off)

mringing(off)

phoneset(pn2)

accept[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,
line:lineID) :
exit(N,line)

simplug(pn1)

service

allocator

simplug(pn2)

answerIL connecton

receive send

noline

noline

mtone(tbusy)

mhoo(on)

end_service destroy
N

phoneset(pn1)

noline[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,
line:lineID) :
exit

service

allocator

internal_line(line)

simplug(pn2)

disconnect

receive

send
mhook(on)

mringing(off)

desalocateIL
line

close

end_service destroy
N

simplug(pn1)

phoneset(pn1)

phoneset(pn2)

refuse[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,
line:lineID) :
exit

Figure D.8 Segmenting a slice: switch level components.
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internal_line(line)

simplug(pn2)

send

connect_send

receive

connect_receive

msound(ssound)

ssound

ssound

msound(ssound)

simplug(pn1)

phoneset(pn1)

phoneset(pn2)

sendsound[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,
line:lineID):
exit(N,line)

service

allocator

internal_line(line)

simplug(pn2)
sendreceive

send

end_service

desalocateIL

destroyclose

mhook(on)

mtone(tbusy) mhook(on)

N

udisconnect

line

idisconnect

disconnect[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID,
line:lineID):
exit

simplug(pn1)

phoneset(pn1)

phoneset(pn2)

Figure D.9 Segmenting a slice: switch level components.
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Figure D.10 Constructing a slice representing concurrency: branchSwitch.
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D.3.3 Combining slices

This section combines slices to show three users, 1, 2, and 3, calling each

other.

A process representing a call between two users was defined as branchSwitch-

Process in figure D.10. This process can be instantiated with different data values

to represent calls between different users. These processes can be combined in

parallel in order to represent concurrent calls within the system.

Combining the processes in parallel requires that the designer identify the

effect which concurrent slices have on each other, and then specify processes

which synchronize the concurrent slice expressions (see §3.1.2 and §6.2).

In order to combine slices, interactions which affect other slices must be

identified and removed. The only interaction shared between different concurrent

slices is:

send!phoneset(ID)!simplug(ID)mhook(X)

which indicates whether a phoneset is busy, or whether it is willing to accept a

call. Removing this interaction from branchSwitch is done by defining process

call (figures D.11 and D.12).

The synchronizing processes used to combine the slices are the following:

• onecall (figure D.13) which constrains a phone set to being engaged in at

most one call at a time.

• busyconstraint1 (figure D.14) specifies whether a busy signal or a connect

confirm is returned from a particular phoneset.

• oneline (figure D.15) which constrains an internal line to being engaged in

at most one call at a time.

• busylineconstraint (figure D.16) which specifies that a busy signal is to be

returned if no internal lines are available to handle the call.

The resulting LOTOS behaviour expression concurrentConnect is illustrated

in figure D.17. The concurrent slice expression shows three users and two inter-
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nalLine components. Each process invocation call represents a call connection

(with possible busy signal being returned) between two phone sets. The processes

onecallperphoneconstraint, busyconstraint, onecallperline, and busylinecon-

straint are the synchronizing processes between the different concurrent slices.
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state

connecton

end_service

receive

destroy

slbusy

line

mtone(tbusy)

N

service

simplug(pn2)

send
mhook(on)

simplug(pn1)

phoneset(pn1)

busy_p[...]
(N:serviceID,
pn1,pn2:phonesetID):
exit

Figure D.11 Removing shared interactions switch level:

defining process busy_p by removing interaction send.
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Figure D.12 Removing shared interactions switch level: a process defining connection establishment.
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pickup
!user(pn)
!phoneset(pn)

send
!phoneset(pn)
!simplug(pn)
!mhook(off)

release
!user(pn)
!phoneset(pn)

send
!phoneset(pn)
!simplug(pn)
!mhook(on)

onecall[...](pn:phonesetID)

Figure D.13 Synchronizing process for switch level: single call per phoneset.
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busyconstraint1[...] (pn : phonesetID) S:message

send !phoneset(pn)
!simplug(pn)
!mhook(off)

state !service !simplug(pn) !slfree

send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) ?S
[not(is_state(S))]

send !phoneset(pn)
!simplug(pn)
!mhook(on)

state !service !simplug(pn) !slbusy

send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) ?S
[not(is_state(S))]

Figure D.14 Synchronizing process for switch level: busy signal returned if destination phone in use.
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open
!allocator
!internal_line(line)
?spn

close
!allocator
!internal_line(line)

oneline[...](line:ILNat)
spn:setofpn

Figure D.15 Synchronizing process for switch level: single call per internal line.
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answerIL
!allocator
!service
?Line
[not(Line eqNat noLine)]

close
!allocator
?c2

answerIL
!allocator
!service
?Line
[not(Line eqNat noLine)]

close
!allocator
?c2

busylineconstraint[...]()
Line:ILNat,
c2:component

Figure D.16 Synchronizing process for switch level: busy

signal returned if no internalLine component available.
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(*****************************************************************************)
(*** POTS specification in LOTOS using the slice style ***)
(*** version 1.0 ***)
(*****************************************************************************)

(*****************************************************************************)
*)
(*****************************************************************************)

specification concurrentConnect
[pickup,dial,ringing,talk,listen,release,state,answerIL,open,close,send,
receive,askcon,destroy,create,connected,disconnect,connecton,,
connect_receiveconnect_send,end_service,askIL,desallocateIL]
: noexit

(*****************************************************************************)
(*** Behaviour and process specification ***)
(*****************************************************************************)

behaviour

(
(
(
(
call

[pickup,dial,ringing,talk,listen,release,state,answerIL,open,
close,send,receive,askcon,destroy,create,connected,disconnect,
connecton,connect_receive,connect_send,end_service,askIL,desallocateIL]
(make4(1,1,1,1),make4(2,2,2,2))

|||
call

[pickup,dial,ringing,talk,listen,release,state,answerIL,open,
close,send,receive,askcon,destroy,create,connected,disconnect,
connecton,connect_receive,connect_send,end_service,askIL,desallocateIL]
(make4(1,1,1,1),make4(3,3,3,3))

|||
call

[pickup,dial,ringing,talk,listen,release,state,answerIL,open,
close,send,receive,askcon,destroy,create,connected,disconnect,
connecton,connect_receive,connect_send,end_service,askIL,desallocateIL]
(make4(2,2,2,2),make4(3,3,3,3))

)
|[pickup,release,send]|
onecallperphoneconstraint[pickup,release,send])
|[send,state]|

busyconstraint[send,state])
|[open,close]|
onecallperline[open,close])

|[answerIL,close]|
busylineconstraint[answerIL,close]

where

(* SYNCHRONIZING PROCESS *)

process onecallperphoneconstraint[pickup,release,send]: noexit:=
onecall[pickup,release,send](make4(1,1,1,1))

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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|||
onecall[pickup,release,send](make4(2,2,2,2))
|||

onecall[pickup,release,send](make4(3,3,3,3))
|||

onecall[pickup,release,send](make4(4,4,4,4))

where
process onecall[pickup,release,send](pn:phone_number) : noexit :=

service[pickup,release,send](begin,pn)

where

process service[pickup,release,send](s:stmstate,pn:phone_number): noexit :=

[s eq begin] -> ( pickup!external!phoneset(pn);
service[pickup,release,send](s1,pn) )

[]
[s eq s1] -> (send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) !mhook(off);

service[pickup,release,send](s2,pn))
[]

[s eq s2] -> ( release!external!phoneset(pn);
service[pickup,release,send](s3,pn) )

[]
[s eq s3] -> (send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) !mhook(on);

service[pickup,release,send](begin,pn))
[]

(send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) ?S:message [not(is_state(S))];
service[pickup,release,send](s,pn))

endproc (* service *)
endproc (* onecall *)

endproc (* onecallperphoneconstraint *)

process busyconstraint[send,state] : noexit:=
busyconstraint1[send,state](make4(1,1,1,1))
|||

busyconstraint1[send,state](make4(2,2,2,2))
|||

busyconstraint1[send,state](make4(3,3,3,3))
|||

busyconstraint1[send,state](make4(4,4,4,4))
where

process busyconstraint1[send,state](pn:phone_number) : noexit :=
service[send,state](begin,mhook(off),pn)

where

process service[send,state](s:stmstate,S:message,pn:phone_number): noexit :=

[s eq begin] ->
( send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) !mhook(off);

service[send,state](s1,S,pn)
[]
state!service!simplug(pn)!slfree; service[send,state](begin,S,pn)
[]
send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) ?S:message [not(is_state(S))];

service[send,state](begin,S,pn) )
[]
[s eq s1] ->

( send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) !mhook(on);

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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service[send,state](begin,S,pn)
[]
state !service!simplug(pn) !slbusy; service[send,state](s1,S,pn)
[]
send !phoneset(pn) !simplug(pn) ?S:message [not(is_state(S))];

service[send,state](s1,S,pn) )

endproc (* service *)
endproc (* busyconstraint1 *)

endproc (* busyconstraint *)

process onecallperline[open,close] : noexit :=
oneline[open,close](0 of ILNat)
|||
oneline[open,close](SuccNat(0 of ILNat) of ILNat)

where

process oneline[open,close](line:ILNat) : noexit :=
service[open,close](begin,{} of setofpn,line)

where

process service[open,close](s:stmstate,spn:setofpn,line:ILNat): noexit :=

[s eq begin] ->
( open!allocator!internal_line(line)?v_spn:setofpn;

service[open,close](s1,v_spn,line) )
[]

[s eq s1] ->
( close!allocator!internal_line(line);

service[open,close](begin,spn,line) )

endproc (* service *)
endproc (* oneline *)

endproc (* onecallperline *)

process busylineconstraint[answerIL,close] : noexit :=
service[answerIL,close](begin)

where
process service[answerIL,close](s:stmstate) : noexit :=
[s eq begin] ->

(answerIL !allocator !service ?Line:ILNat [not(Line eqNat noline)];
service[answerIL,close](s1))

[]
[s eq s1] ->
((answerIL !allocator !service ?Line:ILNat [not(Line eqNat noline)];
service[answerIL,close](s2))

[]
(close ?c1:component ?c2:component;

service[answerIL,close](begin)))
[]
[s eq s2] ->
((answerIL !allocator !service !noline;
service[answerIL,close](s2))

[]
(close ?c1:component ?c2:component;

service[answerIL,close](s1)))

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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endproc (* service *)
endproc (* busylineconstraint *)

(* TIMELINE PROCESS *)

process call
[pickup,dial,ringing,talk,listen,release,state,answerIL,
open,close,send,receive,askcon,destroy,create,connected,
disconnect,connecton,connect_receive,
connect_send,end_service,askIL,desallocateIL]

(pn1,pn2:phone_number): noexit:=

( let
spn:setofpn = insertpn(pn1,insertpn(pn2,{})),
n1:dialnumber = car(pn2),
n2:dialnumber = car(cdr(pn2)),
n3:dialnumber = car(cdr(cdr(pn2))),
n4:dialnumber = car(cdr(cdr(cdr(pn2))))
in
(

(

(
Normalconnection0[pickup,send](pn1)
)
>>
(
Normalconnection1[send,receive,listen,dial](pn1,n1,n2,n3,n4)

[> (Disconnection1[release,send](pn1) >> stop)
)

>>

Normalconnection2[create,askcon](pn1,pn2)

>>

accept N:compo_ID in
(
Normalconnection3[state,askIL](N,spn,pn2)
[]
(Busy

[state,connecton,receive,listen,release,send,
end_service,destroy]

(pn1,pn2,N) >> stop
)

)

>>

accept N:compo_ID in
(
Normalconnection4[answerIL,connecton,receive,listen,ringing,open](pn1,pn2,spn,N)
[]
(Noline[answerIL,connecton,receive,listen,release,
send,end_service,destroy](pn1,pn2,N) >> stop)

)

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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>>

accept N:compo_ID,line:ILNat in
(
Normalconnection5[pickup,send,receive,ringing,connected](pn1,pn2,N,line)
[]
(Disconnectionafter4

[release,send,disconnect,receive,ringing,desallocateIL,
close,end_service,destroy]

(pn1,pn2,line,N) >> stop)
)

>>

accept N:compo_ID,line:ILNat in
(
(
(SendSound

[talk,send,connect_send,connect_receive,receive,listen]
(pn1,pn2,line,sound1,N) >> stop)

|||
(SendSound

[talk,send,connect_send,connect_receive,receive,listen]
(pn2,pn1,line,sound2,N) >> stop)

)
[>

(
(DisconnectionConversation

[release,send,disconnect,receive,listen,end_service,
desallocateIL,close,destroy]

(pn1,pn2,line,N) >> stop)
[]

(DisconnectionConversation
[release,send,disconnect,receive,listen,end_service,
desallocateIL,close,destroy]

(pn2,pn1,line,N) >> stop)
)

)
)

)
)

where

process Normalconnection0[pickup,send]
(pn1:phone_number):exit:=

pickup !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(off);
exit

endproc (*Normalconnection0*)

process Normalconnection1[send,receive,listen,dial]
(pn1:phone_number,n1,n2,n3,n4:dialnumber):exit:=

receive !simplug(pn1) !phoneset(pn1) !mtone(twaitingdial);
listen !phoneset(pn1) !external !twaitingdial;
dial !external !phoneset(pn1) !n1;
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mdial(n1);
dial !external !phoneset(pn1) !n2;
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mdial(n2);

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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dial !external !phoneset(pn1) !n3;
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mdial(n3);
dial !external !phoneset(pn1) !n4;
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mdial(n4);
receive !simplug(pn1) !phoneset(pn1) !mtone(tsearching);
listen !phoneset(pn1) !external !tsearching;
exit

endproc (*Normalconnection1*)

process Disconnection1[release,send]
(pn1:phone_number):exit:=

release !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(on);

exit
endproc (*Disconnection1*)

process Normalconnection2[create,askcon]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number): exit(compo_ID) :=

create !simplug(pn1) !service ?N:compo_ID;
askcon !simplug(pn1) !service !pn2;
exit(N)

endproc (*Normalconnection2*)

process Normalconnection3[state,askIL]
(N:compo_ID,spn:setofpn,pn2:phone_number):exit(compo_ID):=

state !service !simplug(pn2) !slfree;
askIL !service !allocator !spn;
exit(N)

endproc (*Normalconnection3*)

process Busy
[state,connecton,receive,listen,release,send,
end_service,destroy]

(pn1,pn2:phone_number,N:compo_ID):exit:=
state !service !simplug(pn2) !slbusy; (*same as create*)
connecton !service !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2) !lbusy;
receive !simplug(pn1) !phoneset(pn1) !mtone(tbusy);
listen !phoneset(pn1) !external !tbusy;
release !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(on);

(* end_service !simplug(pn1) !service; *)
(* destroy !simplug(pn1) !service !N; *)
exit

endproc (*Busy*)

process Normalconnection4[answerIL,connecton,receive,listen,ringing,open]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,spn:setofpn,N:compo_ID):exit(compo_ID,ILNat):=

open !allocator ?c:component !spn [isrealline(c)];
answerIL !allocator !service !getILNat(c);
connecton !service !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2) !getILNat(c);
receive !simplug(pn1) !phoneset(pn1) !mtone(tringing);
receive !simplug(pn2) !phoneset(pn2) !mringing(on);

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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listen !phoneset(pn1) !external !tringing;
ringing !phoneset(pn2) !external !on;
exit(N,getILNat(c))

endproc (*Normalconnection4*)

process Noline[answerIL,connecton,receive,listen,release,send,end_service,destroy]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,N:compo_ID):exit:=

answerIL !allocator !service !noline;
connecton !service !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2) !noline;
receive !simplug(pn1) !phoneset(pn1) !mtone(tbusy);
listen !phoneset(pn1) !external !tbusy;
release !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(on);
end_service !simplug(pn1) !service;
destroy !simplug(pn1) !service !N;
exit

endproc (*Noline*)

process Normalconnection5[pickup,send,receive,ringing,connected]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,N:compo_ID,line:ILNat):exit(compo_ID,ILNat):=

pickup !external !phoneset(pn2);
send !phoneset(pn2) !simplug(pn2) !mhook(off);
receive !simplug(pn2) !phoneset(pn2) !mringing(off);
connected !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2) !service;
ringing !phoneset(pn1) !external !off;
exit(N,line)

endproc (*Normalconnection5*)

process Disconnectionafter4[release,send,disconnect,receive,ringing,
desallocateIL,close,end_service,destroy]

(pn1,pn2:phone_number,line:ILNat,N:compo_ID):exit:=
release !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(on);
disconnect !service !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2);
receive !simplug(pn2) !phoneset(pn2) !mringing(off);
ringing !phoneset(pn2) !external !off;
desallocateIL !service !allocator !line;
close !allocator !internal_line(line);
end_service !simplug(pn1) !service;
destroy !simplug(pn1) !service !N;
exit

endproc (*Disconnectionafter4*)

process SendSound[talk,send,connect_send,connect_receive,receive,listen]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,line:ILNat,ssound:sound,N:compo_ID):

exit:=
talk !external !phoneset(pn1) !ssound;
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !msound(ssound);
connect_send !simplug(pn1) !internal_line(line) !ssound;
connect_receive !internal_line(line) !simplug(pn2) !ssound;
receive !simplug(pn2) !phoneset(pn2) !msound(ssound);
listen !phoneset(pn2) !external !ssound;
exit

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect (Continued . . . )
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endproc (*SendSound*)

process DisconnectionConversation
[release,send,disconnect,receive,listen,end_service,
desallocateIL,close,destroy]

(pn1,pn2:phone_number,line:ILNat,N:compo_ID):exit:=
release !external !phoneset(pn1);
send !phoneset(pn1) !simplug(pn1) !mhook(on);
disconnect !service !simplug(pn1) !simplug(pn2);
receive !simplug(pn2) !phoneset(pn2) !mtone(tbusy);
listen !phoneset(pn2) !external !tbusy;
release !external !phoneset(pn2);
send !phoneset(pn2) !simplug(pn2) !mhook(on);

(* end_service !simplug(pn2) !service; *)
desallocateIL !service !allocator !line;
close !allocator !internal_line(line);

(* destroy !simplug(pn2) !service !N; *)
exit

endproc (*DisconnectionConversation*)

endproc (* call *)

endspec (*simple_pots*)

Figure D.17 Combining slices switch level: behaviour concurrentConnect
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D.4 Component Specifications

One method of extracting and testing component specifications is by means of

the �� transform. The LOTOS expression �������(concurrentConnect) is shown

in figure D.18. This LOTOS expression of figure D.18 was derived by application

of the phi transform of Appendix E; no simplifications or data extensions were

applied. Complete component specifications can be found in [26]

(**********************************************************************)
(*** Allocator component specification derived by phi ***)
(*** transform from the slice expression ***)
(*** version 1.0 ***)
(**********************************************************************)

(**********************************************************************)
(* Every part concerning service objects have been put into remarks*)
(**********************************************************************)

specification phi_alloc_concurrentConnect
[answerIL,open,close,askIL,desallocateIL]
: noexit

(**********************************************************************)
(*** Behaviour and process specification ***)
(**********************************************************************)

behaviour

Figure D.18 Expression phi_alloc derived from slice

expression concurrentConnect. (Continued . . . )
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(
(
call

[answerIL,open,close,askIL,desallocateIL]
(make4(1,1,1,1),make4(2,2,2,2))

|||
call

[answerIL,open,close,askIL,desallocateIL]
(make4(1,1,1,1),make4(3,3,3,3))

)
|[open,close]|
onecallperline[open,close])

|[answerIL,close]|
busylineconstraint[answerIL,close]

where

(* CONSTRAINT PROCESS *)

process onecallperline[open,close] : noexit :=
oneline[open,close](0 of ILNat)
|||
oneline[open,close](SuccNat(0 of ILNat) of ILNat)

where
process oneline[open,close](line:ILNat) : noexit :=

service[open,close](begin,{} of setofpn,line)
where

process service[open,close]
(s:stmstate,spn:setofpn,line:ILNat): noexit :=

[s eq begin] ->
( open!allocator!internal_line(line)?v_spn:setofpn;

service[open,close](s1,v_spn,line) )
[]
[s eq s1] ->

( close!allocator!internal_line(line);
service[open,close](begin,spn,line) )

endproc (* service *)
endproc (* oneline *)

endproc (* onecallperline *)

process busylineconstraint[answerIL,close] : noexit :=
service[answerIL,close](begin)

Figure D.18 Expression phi_alloc derived from slice

expression concurrentConnect. (Continued . . . )
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where
process service[answerIL,close](s:stmstate) : noexit :=
[s eq begin] ->
(answerIL !allocator !service ?Line:ILNat

[not(Line eqNat noline)];
service[answerIL,close](s1))

[]
[s eq s1] ->
((answerIL !allocator !service ?Line:ILNat

[not(Line eqNat noline)];
service[answerIL,close](s2))
[]
(close ?c1:component ?c2:component;

service[answerIL,close](begin)))
[]
[s eq s2] ->
((answerIL !allocator !service !noline;

service[answerIL,close](s2))
[]
(close ?c1:component ?c2:component;

service[answerIL,close](s1)))

endproc (* service *)
endproc (* busylineconstraint *)

(* BEHAVIOUR PROCESS *)

process call
[answerIL,open,close,askIL,desallocateIL]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number): noexit:=

( let
spn:setofpn = insertpn(pn1,insertpn(pn2,{})),

n1:dialnumber = car(pn2),
n2:dialnumber = car(cdr(pn2)),
n3:dialnumber = car(cdr(cdr(pn2))),
n4:dialnumber = car(cdr(cdr(cdr(pn2))))
in
(

(
(

Normalconnection3[askIL](spn,pn2)
)

>>
(

Normalconnection4[answerIL,open](pn1,pn2,spn)
[]
(Noline[answerIL](pn1,pn2) >> stop)
)

>>

Figure D.18 Expression phi_alloc derived from slice

expression concurrentConnect. (Continued . . . )
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accept line:ILNat in
(
exit(line)
[]
(Disconnectionafter4

[desallocateIL,close]
(pn1,pn2,line) >> stop)

)
>>

accept line:ILNat in
(
(
(exit >> stop)

|||
(exit >> stop)

)
[>

(
(DisconnectionConversation

[desallocateIL,close]
(pn1,pn2,line) >> stop)

[]
(DisconnectionConversation

[desallocateIL,close]
(pn2,pn1,line) >> stop)

)
)

)
)
)

where

process Normalconnection3[askIL]
(spn:setofpn,pn2:phone_number):exit:=

askIL !service !allocator !spn;
exit
endproc (*Normalconnection3*)

process Normalconnection4[answerIL,open]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,spn:setofpn):exit(ILNat):=

open !allocator ?c:component !spn [isrealline(c)];
answerIL !allocator !service !getILNat(c);
exit(getILNat(c))
endproc (*Normalconnection4*)

Figure D.18 Expression phi_alloc derived from slice

expression concurrentConnect. (Continued . . . )
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process Noline[answerIL]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number):exit:=

answerIL !allocator !service !noline;
exit
endproc (*Noline*)

process Disconnectionafter4[desallocateIL,close]
(pn1,pn2:phone_number,line:ILNat):exit:=

desallocateIL !service !allocator !line;
close !allocator !internal_line(line);
exit
endproc (*Disconnectionafter4*)

process DisconnectionConversation
[desallocateIL,close]

(pn1,pn2:phone_number,line:ILNat):exit:=
desallocateIL !service !allocator !line;
close !allocator !internal_line(line);
exit
endproc (*DisconnectionConversation*)

endproc (* call *)

endspec (*simple_pots*)

Figure D.18 Expression phi_alloc derived from slice expression concurrentConnect.
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Appendix E: Definition of phic Transform
a

This appendix provides a pseudocode description of the phic transform.

The expression S can be transformed into phic(S) by calling the function

Phi(S) (the component name c is assumed to be available as a global variable).

The function Phi(S) simply calls the function Phi2(S,V) where the parameter

V represents the set of variables of S which are undefined. Initially this set will

be empty, although as Phi2 is called recursively, the set V will grow and shrink

as events are removed and as variable definitions are added.

The function Phi2(S,V) is organized as a large case statement. Depending

on the LOTOS operator used to construct S, the appropriate transformation is

applied. This transformation must remove all events which represent interactions

in which component c is not involved. As these events are removed, it is possible

that variable definitions will be removed as well; thus any expression containing

these variables will have to be modified.
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function Phi
Input: S: LOTOS specification – –The specification to be transformed.

Output: T: LOTOS specification – –The transformed specification.

Phi2(S,{})
endfunction Phi

function Phi2
Input: S: LOTOS specification – –The specification to be transformed.

V: List of typed variables – –List of currently undefined variables.

Output: T: LOTOS specification – –The transformed specification.

– –******************************************************
– –If S is the expression exit, then no change is required.
if

S = exit
then

T� exit

– –******************************************************
– –If S is the expression stop, then no change is required.
elseif

S = stop
then

T� stop

– –******************************************************
– –If expression S is an action prefix of the form e;S’ or
– – e[p];S’ and e represents an interaction not involving
– –component c then remove event e, record any variables
– –which become undefined by the removal of e, and apply
– –transform to expression S’.

elseif
(S = e v1...vm;S’ or
S = e v1...vm[p];S’) and

component c is not involved in the interaction e v1...vm
– –note that component c may be involved in the interaction whenever
– –one of the vi may evaluate to c by some substitution of the
– –variables.
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then
– –determine the variable definitions being removed.
forall

vi of the form ?X:sort
do

add X:sort to set V
end
– –Apply Phi recursively.
T� Phi2(S’,V)

– –******************************************************
– –If expression S is an action prefix of the form e;S’ and e
– –represents an interaction involving component c then retain c
– –as part of the transformed expression.
elseif

– –Determine whether component c is involved.
– –May require operator response.
S = e v1...vm;S’ and
there exists j such that vj=!E or vj=?E and
Emay evaluate to c and
vj represents a component involved in the interaction

then
vj� !c;
substitute c for all instances of expression E in S;

– –Any expressions involving variables of Vmust be
– –replaced by new variables of the appropriate type;

forall
X:sort in V such that there exists vi=!v(X)

where v(X) of sort sort2 is an expression involving X
do

generate new variable identifier Y;
vi� ?Y:sort2;
substitute Y for all occurrences of v(X) in S

end
– –Apply the Phi transform recursively.
T� e v1...vn; Phi2(S’,V)

– –******************************************************
– –This is the same as the previous case but with a condition.
elseif

S = e v1...vm [p];S’ and
there exists j such that vj=!E or vj=?E and
Emay evaluate to c and
vj represents a component involved in the interaction

then
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vj� !c;
substitute c for all instances of expression E in S;

– –Any expressions involving variables of Vmust be
– –replaced by new variables of the appropriate type;

forall
X:sort in V such that there exists vi=!v(X)

where v(X) of sort sort2 is an expression involving X
do

generate new variable identifier Y;
vi� ?Y:sort2;
substitute Y for all occurrences of v(X) in S

end
if

condition p does not contain a variable from set V
then

T� e v1...vn[p];Phi2(S’,V)
else
T� e v1...vn;Phi2(S’,V)

– –******************************************************
– –The i event is part of every component.
elseif

S = i;S’
then

T� i;Phi2(S’,V)

– –******************************************************
– –If S is of the form [p]->S’ then determine whether p can
– –be evaluated. If yes retain it; if no then drop it.
elsif

S = [p] —> S’
then

if
condition p contains a variable from set V

then
T� Phi2(S’,V)

else
T� [p] —> Phi2(S’,V)

– –******************************************************
– –Process invocations and definitions.
– –Each process invocation results in a potential new process definition.
– –Data parameters of the invocation which are expressions containing
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– –free variables must be removed from the parameter list.
– –A new process definition is created by applying Phi to the body of
– –the process definition, taking into account component names and free variables.
– –It is possible for the Phi transform to go into an infinite loop here if process
– –P is called recursively, a data parameter X of P is used to compute the
– –components involved in an interaction, and different values of X evaluate
– –to component c; in most cases it should be possible to avoid such
– –a situation.
elseif

S = P[...](x1,...,xn) and
definition of process P is:
process P[...](y1:sort1,...,yn:sortn):exitcondition :=

S’
endproc

then
generate unique process identifier P_c;
construct lists X1 and X2

(and corresponding lists Y1 and Y2) such that
list (x1,...,xn) is an interleaving of X1 and X2 and
list (y1:sort1,...,yn:sortn) is an interleaving of Y1 and Y2 and
none of the variable identifiers of X1 are in V and
all of the variable identifiers of X2 are in V;

if
the following process definition does not exist

(with a possible renaming of identifiers):
process P_c[...]Y1 : exitcondition :=

Phi2(S’,Y2)
endproc

then
define a process P_c such that:

process P_c[...]Y1 : exitcondition :=
Phi2(S’,Y2)

endproc
endif
T� P_c[...]X1;

– –******************************************************
– –In all other cases make sure that Phi distributes over the
– –LOTOS operator, e.g., Phi(S1|||S2) = Phi(S1)|||Phi(S2)
else

forall
subexpressions S’ from which S is constructed

do
compute Phi2(S’,V)

end
combine the Phi2(S’,V) expressions using the same operators
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used to combine the S’ expressions to build S; return the
resulting expression as T

endfunction Phi2
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